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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) technology is now widespread and is indis-
putably changing our lives. As this technology advances, new security and pri-
vacy challengesmust be faced. The limitations imposed by resource-constrained
devices used in IoT applications play a crucial role and often determine the re-
search directions. This dissertation addresses security problems related to the
two main branches of the IoT, namely smart cities and industrial IoT.

IoT applications usually rely on input data coming from either provider’s
smart devices or by end-user’s devices, as in mobile participatory sensing. In
the latter case, the infrastructure rests on data reported by participants. This
paradigm, however, introduces new security problems related to the trustwor-
thiness of the reported data, whichmight be inaccurate or even counterfeit. Dif-
ferently, if the data is sensed by trusted devices, the data trustworthiness is not a
concern as far as other security properties, e.g., authentication and integrity, are
guaranteed. Depending on the scenario, the sensed data can be directly trans-
mitted to the users or stored on cloud servers. Oftentimes, sensed data includes
sensitive or valuable information which is intended to be read only by autho-
rized users. If data is stored on the cloud, the owner loses any control on it,
and an attack that leads to data disclosure could represent an important loss of
money for the data owner or a serious privacy violation for the users.

In this dissertation we propose novel solutions to the aforementioned prob-
lems. False-measurement reports could be tackled by having a set of trusted
verifiers which checks the same measurement. If the measurement cannot be
directly checked, the verifiers could at least check the participant’s position as
an indirect proof. To this aim, we propose an effective and secure location verifi-
cation solution which uses a swarm of few drones equipped only with common
radio-frequency transceivers, e.g., WiFi.

Secondly, we propose the use of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) in IoT
scenarios to protect the data fromunauthorized access. We proposeABE-Cities,
a secure scheme for smart cities which implements a publish/subscribe-like ap-
plication in which the data is outsourced to a semi-trusted cloud server. Since
ABE encryption might be burdensome for a range of resource-constrained de-
vices, inABE-Cities, the sensingdevices execute only symmetric-key algorithms.
Moreover, ABE-Cities leverages the peculiarities of a smart city in order to re-
duce the complexity of the key revocation operation, which is the most onerous
one in ABE systems. In addition, we extend an existing ABE revocation scheme
by providing additional security that limits the cloud server capabilities and in-
hibits it from accessing the data stored on it, when in possession of a revoked
key. Finally, we propose fABElous, an ABE scheme for low-bitrate wireless sen-
sor and actuator networks, often used in industrial IoT systems, which aims at
minimizing the communication overhead introduced by the adoption of ABE to
selectively distribute data through broadcast communications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) technology is facilitating seamless advancement in any
conceivable aspect of our everyday life. From health care to gaming, from buildings
to homes, the IoT-based services and applications developed in the last years are
uncountable. As the IoT technology advances, new security and privacy challenges
must be faced. In particular, the limitations imposed by the employment of resource-
constrained devices play a crucial role and often determine the research directions.
A 2017 analysis by GrowthEnabler1 shows the trend of the global IoT market share
until 2020 and reveals that it will be dominated by smart cities (26 %) and industrial
IoT (24 %) sectors. This dissertation addresses security problems related to such
domains.

The input source of IoT applications is usually data provided either by smart de-
vices deployed in the environment or by end-user’s devices, as in the novel paradigm
ofmobile participatory sensing. In the latter case, the infrastructure relies on sensed
data or events reported by participants. This paradigm, however, introduces new se-
curity problems related to the trustworthiness of the reported data, which might be
inaccurate or even counterfeit. Differently, if the data is sensed by trusted devices de-
ployed in the environment, the data trustworthiness is not a concern as far as other
security properties, e.g., authentication and integrity, are guaranteed. Depending
on the scenario, the sensed data can be directly transmitted to the users for a rapid
consumption or stored on cloud servers for on-demand usage. Oftentimes, sensed
data includes sensitive or valuable information which is intended to be read only
by authorized users. Unfortunately, as soon as data lands on the cloud, the owner
loses any control on it and has to completely trust the cloud server. In particular,
cloud servers are highly exposed to a plethora of attacks, and a data breach could
either represent an important loss of money for the data owner or a serious privacy
violation for the users.

In this dissertation we propose solutions to the aforementioned problems. In
1https://growthenabler.com/flipbook/pdf/IOT%20Report.pdf
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6 Introduction

order to hinder false-measurements reports, a simple solutionwould employ a set of
trusted verifiers to check the same measure. Otherwise, if the measurement cannot
be checked, the verifiers could at least check the participant’s position as an indirect
proof. Lying about the measurement is still possible, but the lying participant must
be physically present and must wait for the verifiers to verify his/her position. To
this aim,wepropose an effective and secure location verification solutionwhich uses
a swarm of few drones equipped only with off-the-shelf hardware, i.e., common
radio-frequency transceivers.

When the data is stored on semi-trusted cloud servers and is selectively accessed
by authorized users, the data should be stored in encrypted form in order to prevent
data disclosure due to attacks to the cloud server. A novel public-key encryption
scheme called Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) is tailored for these scenarios as
it enforces an access control mechanism directly on the encrypted data. Although
ABE is very attractive, it still has some open challenges to be addressed, for example
it lacks an efficient key revocation mechanism. As a contribution in this field, we
propose a secure scheme called ABE-Cities which makes use of ABE to implement a
generic publish/subscribe-like service optimized for a smart city. ABE-Cities takes
into account the peculiarities of a smart city, such as its street network, the geograph-
ical distribution of the sensor network, etc., andmaps themonto the underlyingABE
scheme in order to gain efficiency in key revocation procedures, which are the most
critical ones. In addition, we extend an existing ABE revocation scheme (Yu et al.,
2010a) in order to improve its security against the cloud server, otherwise capable
of accessing the stored data under the assumption that it comes in possession of a
revoked key. ABE can also be useful in IoT applications in which data is selectively
shared through broadcast communications. To this aim, we propose fABElous, an
ABE scheme for low-bitrate wireless sensor and actuator networks, often used in in-
dustrial IoT systems, which provides integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and
access control on data. The scheme aims at minimizing the impact of the introduc-
tion of ABE technology in terms of communication overhead.

1.1 Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation is divided in a first part about secure location verification and a
second part about Attribute-Based Encryption. It follows a brief description of each
chapter.
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Chapter 2. A Low-Cost UAV-Based Secure Location Verification
Method
In this chapter we propose a secure protocol for verifying the location of a device.
Differently from the majority of the existing works in literature, we assume the de-
vice and the verifying infrastructure (a swarm of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) to
be equipped only with common radio-frequency transceivers, e.g., WiFi. This as-
sumption makes our location verification mechanism less precise than other solu-
tions which use special hardware, e.g., ultra-wideband transceivers. However, the
proposed scheme easily fits IoT smart city applications of participatory sensing in
which the devices used by the participants are their smartphones. By simulations,
we show our scheme’s performance in terms of success probability against different
types of adversaries. The results presented in this chapter have been published in
the 12th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security (Rasori
et al., 2017).

Chapter 3. A Lightweight and Scalable Attribute-Based
Encryption System for Smart Cities
In this chapter we propose ABE-Cities, a scheme for IoT smart city applications in
which the data is stored on semi-trusted storage. The schememakes use ofAttribute-
Based Encryption (ABE) to secure the data and to allow fine-grained access control
on it. ABE-Cities senses data from the city and stores it on a semi-trusted cloud
server in an encrypted form. Then, it provides users with keys able to decrypt only
data sensed from authorized paths or zones of the city. In ABE-Cities, sensors per-
form only lightweight symmetric-key encryption, thus we can employ constrained
sensor devices such as battery-powered motes. ABE-Cities allows to plan an expi-
ration date for each key, as well as to revoke a given key in an unplanned fashion.
We analyze and leverage the peculiarities of a smart city in order to lighten the key
revocation mechanism, which is the most burdensome operation in ABE systems.
Through simulations on large street networks, we prove that ABE-Cities scales well
with the number of users and the number of streets. The results presented have
been published in Computer Communication Journal (Rasori et al., 2020).

Chapter 4. Improving KP-ABE Revocation Mechanism
In this chapter we build on top of Yu et al.’s (2010a) proxy re-encryption scheme
and propose a Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) scheme that lim-
its the semi-trusted cloud capabilities. In Yu et al.’s scheme, the key revocation is
accomplished by the cloud server and consists of an update (re-keying) of all the
decryption keys in the system but the one to be revoked. However, if the cloud
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server happens to be in possession of a revoked key, it could “undo” the revocation
and access the data stored on it. In our scheme, we split the key revocation task on
both the cloud server and legitimate users, so a user’s decryption key is re-keyed
through a double update. Likewise, in our scheme the update (re-encryption) of
old ciphertexts stored on the cloud server is performed by both the cloud server
and the users. We show in our construction that this is practical for the user and
verifiable for the cloud server.

Chapter 5. fABElous: An Attribute-Based Scheme for Industrial
Internet of Things
In this chapter we use the dual scheme of KP-ABE, i.e., Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CP-ABE), and propose fABElous, a secure scheme for industrial
IoT which provides integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and access control on
data. In these scenarios, where low-power and low-bitrate communication proto-
cols are used, the challenge is to provide all the aforementioned security properties
while keeping the communication overhead as low as possible. We describe how
our system provides them, and we show how it outperforms a system which inte-
grates CP-ABE naively. The results of this chapter have been published in the 5th
IEEE International Conference on Smart Computing (La Manna et al., 2019).



Chapter 2

A Low-Cost UAV-Based Secure
Location Verification Method

No man is wise enough by himself.

Plautus

Secure location verification is a process by which an infrastructure composed by
one ormore verifiers attempts to verify that a prover is actually placedwhere it claims
to be. The problemof secure location verification has beenwidely studied, andmany
different solutions have been proposed (Zeng et al., 2013). However, existing solu-
tions make use of special hardware and/or many fixed verifiers, which entail high
deployment costs and make them scarcely attractive. A promising and low-cost ap-
proach involves the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as verifiers. In the last
decade, UAVs employment has known a prosperous growth, especially in commer-
cial and civil fields. UAVs have been used in swarms to accomplish disparate tasks
(Costa et al., 2012; Waharte et al., 2009). Recent studies addressed the problem of
secure location verification by means of UAVs (Perazzo et al., 2015; Yokoyama et al.,
2014). However, they use special hardware, e.g., ultra-wideband (UWB) or stereo
cameras, which makes them expensive and therefore hard to realize.

In this work, we present a novel low-cost secure location verification approach
based on a swarm of fewUAVs equippedwith common radio-frequency (RF) trans-
ceivers (e.g., WiFi). This perfectly fits, for instance, a crowd sensing application in
which a set of participants provided with smartphones share their positions to es-
timate the crowd density in some area. In this application, the UAVs can carry out
random spot checks on participants in order to assure that their generated positions
are genuine.

In our work, we suppose that a device claims its position and is reached by the
swarm of UAVs, which places in formation around the device. Then, through an
RF communication, a location verification protocol starts, and the device is asked

9



10 Secure Location Verification

to broadcast a message. By measuring the strengths of the received signals by the
UAVs, the system can establish if the device claimed its actual position.

The work has several contributions. We first analyze a simple attack in which a
malicious prover claims a false position. Then we introduce a stronger adversary
that is capable of tracking UAVs’ positions and adjusting its transmission power.
By experimental evaluations, we investigate the impact of swarm cardinality and
formation on the ability of detecting the presence of an adversary. The results of
these tests show that a swarm of only three UAVs detects more than 99 % of the
attacks starting from a falsification distance of 20 m against a basic adversary, and
35 m against a stronger adversary.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.1 we compare our approach
with related work. In Section 2.2 we introduce system and adversary models and
describe the proposed location verification protocol. In Section 2.3 we evaluate the
success probability of the adversary.

2.1 Related Work
The use of UAVs asmobile infrastructure represents a low-cost solution to the secure
location verification problem. Yokoyama et al. (2014) use UAVs in a study related to
secure positioning. They describe a method based on image processing to estimate
the distances between the verifiers and the prover. This implies UAVs need to be
equipped with high-resolution stereo cameras. In contrast, our approach is cheaper
because it takes advantage of basic onboard components of a UAV and does not
require additional hardware. Moreover, a visual technique entails a direct line of
sight between every verifier and the prover. This constraint is not mandatory in our
model.

Perazzo et al. (2015, 2016a) approach the location verification problem using one
UAV. They base their solution on UWB transceivers. However, at the present time,
these transceivers are neither widespread nor cheap.

Baker and Martinovic (2016) describe an approach for secure location verifi-
cation that employs a mobile verifier and at least one fixed verifier to determine
prover’s position by means of time difference of arrival (TDoA). This solution ne-
cessitates strict time synchronization between the base stations to achieve accuracy,
and this requires technical effort and raises implementation costs. Our protocol is
not subject to any rigid synchronization constraints, and thus it can be realized in a
cheaper way.

Rasmussen et al. (2008) describe an approach in which the verifiers are covert
base stations, and another approach that employs a mobile base station. They both
rely on time differences between RF and ultrasonic (US) signals sent by the prover
in order to estimate the distances between verifiers and prover. Such a solution de-
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pends on US communicationmodules that are not off-the-shelf components in com-
mercial UAVs. Our solution is more general and cheaper.

Other studies (Vora and Nesterenko, 2004; Čapkun and Hubaux, 2006; Perazzo
et al., 2016b) dealwith secure location verification by relying on infrastructures com-
posed of many fixed verifiers whose locations are known. A fixed infrastructure is
a huge constraint in terms of deployment and maintenance costs. In contrast, UAVs
used asmobile verifiers are cheaper andmore versatile since a few of them can cover
wide areas. Moreover, Čapkun andHubaux (2006) and Perazzo et al. (2016b) make
use of UWB transceivers that are currently not widespread. In contrast, our solution
presumes the use of commonwireless communication hardware (e.g., WiFi), which
is often installed off the shelf on UAVs and mobile devices.

2.2 System and Adversary Models
In our system, a swarm of UAVs forms the verification infrastructure where each
UAV plays the role of verifier. UAVs are mobile stations, so they can autonomously
reach given positions to start the location verification protocol. The prover is a device,
for example a smartphone, claiming to be at a certain position (claimed position, pC)
that must be verified. We use n to indicate the swarm cardinality, i.e., the number of
UAVs in the swarm.

We require UAVs to be equipped with a GPS module and an RF communication
module (e.g., a WiFi transceiver). We assume that UAVs can determine their own
positions by means of GPS. The RF module is used for communication with the
prover and the other UAVs. Moreover, we suppose that one UAV, the leader, shares a
secret K (shared secret) with the prover. The secrets can be distributed to the provers
in a secure manner through a generic key distribution scheme (Du et al., 2004).
The way in which this is deployed goes beyond the scope of this work. We also
assume the UAVs can communicate securely among one another. The UAVs move
toward the claimed position and take positions within a communication range R from
it, according to a given swarm formation. Then, the following location verification
protocol, represented also in Figure 2.1, takes place:

M1: leader → prover: N
M2: prover 6→ *: SignK (N)

M3: ui→ leader: SignK (N) , PRx,i ∀i,
where the symbol 6→ * represents a broadcast message.

The leader starts the protocol by transmitting a nonce N to the prover, while the
other UAVs remain passive. Then, the prover creates and broadcasts the message
M2, which includes the nonce signed with the shared secret K. This is needed to
authenticate the prover, and it is necessary to avoid that a malicious entity imper-
sonates the actual prover. Additionally, we assume that the prover transmits M2
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prover
<latexit sha1_base64="tnTLM84gR1zzFAcS51wD/9aOzbk=">AAACKXicbVC7TgMxEPSFV3gmgZLGIkKiiu5CASWChjJIJERKomjPbIIVn8+y9xDolC+hhYqvoQNafgRfSMFrG49md3bWExslHYXhW1BaWFxaXimvrq1vbG5VqrXtjkszK7AtUpXabgwOldTYJkkKu8YiJLHCq3hyVvSvbtE6mepLujc4SGCs5UgKIE8Nq5U+4Z3X5camfm46rNbDRjgr/hdEc1Bn82oNa0Gpf52KLEFNQoFzvSg0NMjBkhQKp2v9zKEBMYEx9jzUkKAb5LPLp3w/c0ApN2i5VHxG4ndFDolz90nsJxOgG/e7V5D/9XoZjY4HudQmI9SiMCKpcGbkhJX+q8ivpUUiKC5HLjUXYIEIreQghCczn9EPQxob/ygFfh8HxxPwqlGqyacW/c7oL+g0G9Fho3nRrJ+czvMrs122xw5YxI7YCTtnLdZmgmXsgT2yp+A5eAleg/ev0VIw1+ywHxV8fAIgI6Y0</latexit>

pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

u1
leader

<latexit sha1_base64="lVcdycxcwJw6nYIJ3ztuhtRiqgs=">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</latexit>

u2
<latexit sha1_base64="v0PKls2cCt4QNlbSvAoJG3X81Ro=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiaChDBIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovs9riaX9yh89LoMxpYTHPoa9mTAihQ7e2i29zurtbjRjwsPg6SEaizUbW6a9Hu1bURRY6ahALvO0lsKS3BkRQKH+avCo8WxC30sROghhx9Wg6/feA7hQcy3KLjUvEhiT83Ssi9H+RZUOZAN/7vrCL/m3UK6h2kpdS2INSiOkRS4fCQF06GGJBfS4dEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZdfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB9/i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJMfBebOR7DWap8364dEo5RrbZFtslyVsnx2yE9ZibSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXqbmvjw==</latexit>

u3
<latexit sha1_base64="aAd5Q80yW95WgEXl6c64oEGY7/A=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDG8CJY1FQKKK7pICSgQNJUgEkMIp2jObYOGzLXsPCU58Ay18EB/BN9AhWiR8IQUQttnR7OzsajKrpKc4fo0mJqemZ2Zrc/MLi0vLK6v1tTNvCiewI4wy7iIDj0pq7JAkhRfWIeSZwvPs5rCan9+i89LoU7qzmOYw0LIvBVCgOltFr73VW23EzXhYfBwkI9Bgozru1aOdyysjihw1CQXed5PYUlqCIykUPsxfFh4tiBsYYDdADTn6tBx++8C3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f5dnQZkDXfu/s4r8b9YtqL+XllLbglCL6hBJhcNDXjgZYkB+JR0SQfU5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhFx+mXqRltUpC/cmWPK+cXz8LRrY0JSCSgI+KIJ332gK2SZ/kxwHZ61m0m62TlqN/YNRyjW2wTbZDkvYLttnR+yYdZhgkj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S2diEY76+xXRZ9fq5WvkA==</latexit>

M1
<latexit sha1_base64="iJjAkEE+YaVhDKpKEsp3bIU9kcs=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAGUFDgxQkAkjhhPbMJlj4bMveQ4ITv0ALH8RP8At0iJYCX0gBhG12NDs7u5rMKukpjl+jsfGJyanp2szs3PzC4tLyyuqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdnNQzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojaPks3L5XrciAfFR0EyBHU2rPblSrR9cWVEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXCh9mLwqMFcQN97AaoIUefloNnH/hW4YEMt+i4VHxA4s+NEnLv7/IsKHOga/93VpH/zboF9fbSUmpbEGpRHSKpcHDICydDCsivpEMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLEMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo++RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkqPgtNlIdhrN42a9tT9MucbW2QbbZgnbZS12yNqswwS7Zo/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEvHouHOGvtV0ecXhmmu/Q==</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="X6cA7VWdm1Z7dO7mQdzWm25BGcI=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAGUFDgxQkAkjhhPbMJlj4bMveQ4ITv0ALH8RP8At0iJYCX0gBhG12NDs7u5rMKukpjl+jsfGJyanp2szs3PzC4tLyyuqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdnNQzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojaPmpuXy/W4EQ+Kj4JkCOpsWO3LlWj74sqIIkdNQoH33SS2lJbgSAqFD7MXhUcL4gb62A1QQ44+LQfPPvCtwgMZbtFxqfiAxJ8bJeTe3+VZUOZA1/7vrCL/m3UL6u2lpdS2INSiOkRS4eCQF06GFJBfSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZZfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB99i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJEfBabOR7DSax816a3+Yco2tsw22zRK2y1rskLVZhwl2zR7ZE3uOXqK36D36+JaORcOdNfaros8viEWu/g==</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="X6cA7VWdm1Z7dO7mQdzWm25BGcI=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAGUFDgxQkAkjhhPbMJlj4bMveQ4ITv0ALH8RP8At0iJYCX0gBhG12NDs7u5rMKukpjl+jsfGJyanp2szs3PzC4tLyyuqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdnNQzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojaPmpuXy/W4EQ+Kj4JkCOpsWO3LlWj74sqIIkdNQoH33SS2lJbgSAqFD7MXhUcL4gb62A1QQ44+LQfPPvCtwgMZbtFxqfiAxJ8bJeTe3+VZUOZA1/7vrCL/m3UL6u2lpdS2INSiOkRS4eCQF06GFJBfSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZZfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB99i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJEfBabOR7DSax816a3+Yco2tsw22zRK2y1rskLVZhwl2zR7ZE3uOXqK36D36+JaORcOdNfaros8viEWu/g==</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="X6cA7VWdm1Z7dO7mQdzWm25BGcI=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAGUFDgxQkAkjhhPbMJlj4bMveQ4ITv0ALH8RP8At0iJYCX0gBhG12NDs7u5rMKukpjl+jsfGJyanp2szs3PzC4tLyyuqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdnNQzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojaPmpuXy/W4EQ+Kj4JkCOpsWO3LlWj74sqIIkdNQoH33SS2lJbgSAqFD7MXhUcL4gb62A1QQ44+LQfPPvCtwgMZbtFxqfiAxJ8bJeTe3+VZUOZA1/7vrCL/m3UL6u2lpdS2INSiOkRS4eCQF06GFJBfSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZZfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB99i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJEfBabOR7DSax816a3+Yco2tsw22zRK2y1rskLVZhwl2zR7ZE3uOXqK36D36+JaORcOdNfaros8viEWu/g==</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="ldjVCW/ksMqLO0fe3AQCD9SdMps=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDG8CJY1FQKKK7pICSgQNDRJIBJDCCe2ZTbDw2Za9hwQnfoEWPoif4BfoEC0FvpACCNvsaHZ2djWZVdJTHL9GY+MTk1PTtZnZufmFxaXl+sqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdrNfzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojYO2xuXy424GQ+Kj4JkCBpsWEeX9Wjr4sqIIkdNQoH33SS2lJbgSAqFD7MXhUcL4gb62A1QQ44+LQfPPvDNwgMZbtFxqfiAxJ8bJeTe3+VZUOZA1/7vrCL/m3UL6u2kpdS2INSiOkRS4eCQF06GFJBfSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZZfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB99i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJEfBaauZtJut41Zjd2+Yco2tsXW2xRK2zXbZATtiHSbYNXtkT+w5eoneovfo41s6Fg13Vtmvij6/AIohrv8=</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="ldjVCW/ksMqLO0fe3AQCD9SdMps=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxDG8CJY1FQKKK7pICSgQNDRJIBJDCCe2ZTbDw2Za9hwQnfoEWPoif4BfoEC0FvpACCNvsaHZ2djWZVdJTHL9GY+MTk1PTtZnZufmFxaXl+sqpN4UT2BFGGXeegUclNXZIksJz6xDyTOFZdrNfzc9u0Xlp9AndWUxz6GvZkwKoojYO2xuXy424GQ+Kj4JkCBpsWEeX9Wjr4sqIIkdNQoH33SS2lJbgSAqFD7MXhUcL4gb62A1QQ44+LQfPPvDNwgMZbtFxqfiAxJ8bJeTe3+VZUOZA1/7vrCL/m3UL6u2kpdS2INSiOkRS4eCQF06GFJBfSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZZfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxnHB99i/o2NKWgkoAPiuDdM5pCtsnfJEfBaauZtJut41Zjd2+Yco2tsXW2xRK2zXbZATtiHSbYNXtkT+w5eoneovfo41s6Fg13Vtmvij6/AIohrv8=</latexit>

Figure 2.1: Location verification protocol. pC is the prover’s claimed position; solid
arrows indicate unicast messages, whereas dashed arrows indicate broadcast mes-
sage.

using a nominal transmission power PTx, which is known by the leader. Each UAV ui
is supposed to receive M2 with power PRx,i (received power), and send the message
M3 to the leader, including the signature and the received power. As soon as the
leader receives all the messages from the other UAVs, it verifies the signature of all
the received messages by using the shared secret K. Then, according to a path loss
model, the leader computes the power that ui should have received (expected power,
PExp,i). The leader detects an attack if at least one absolute difference between the
expected and the received powers is greater than a predetermined consistency thresh-
old ∆PRx:

if
(
∀i
∣∣PExp,i − PRx,i

∣∣ ≤ ∆PRx
)

then no attack
else attack detected.

In the following section, we will show how the system can fix a value for the consis-
tency threshold.
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Path Loss Model and Consistency Threshold Computation
The received power that each UAV experiences can be modeled through the stan-
dard log-distance path loss model (Andersen et al., 1995), which follows the equa-
tion:

PRx = PTx − PL0 − 10γ log10

(
d
d0

)
− Xg, (2.1)

where PTx is the transmission power in decibel-milliwatt, PL0 is the path loss in
decibel (dB) at the reference distance d0, γ is the path loss exponent, and Xg, in dB,
represents the shadowing effect term and is modeled as a normal random variable
with zero mean and standard deviation σg. We assume to know the parameters of
the log-distance path loss model, namely the reference distance d0, the path loss at
the reference distance PL0, the path loss exponent γ, and the standard deviation σg

of the Gaussian random variable Xg.
By Eq. 2.1, the leader can estimate the expected power at ui by setting d = dC,i:

PExp,i = PTx − PL0 − 10γ log10

(
dC,i

d0

)
, (2.2)

where dC,i is the distance between the ui’s position (which is known by the leader)
and the prover’s claimed position. Obviously, the shadowing effect term is not in-
cluded in (2.2) because its value cannot be predicted by the system. Therefore, in
case of an honest prover, the received power and the expected power differ only in
the shadowing effect term.

We fix the consistency threshold in order to obtain a given probability of false
positives, i.e., honest provers considered adversaries. The false positive probability
( f p) coincides with the probability of warning an attack in the honest scenario:

f p = 1−
n

∏
i=1

Pr
(∣∣PExp,i − PRx,i

∣∣ ≤ ∆PRx
)

, (2.3)

where the product represents the probability that there are no inconsistencies be-
tween the expected and the received power at every UAV. Since the expected and
the received powers differ only in the shadowing effect term Xg,i (cfr. Eqq. 2.1 and
2.2), and since Xg,i are Gaussian and identically distributed random variables with
standard deviation σg, then Eq. 2.3 becomes:

f p = 1−
[

2 Φ
(

∆PRx

σg

)
− 1
]n

, (2.4)

where Φ (·) is the normal cumulative distribution function. It follows that:

∆PRx = σgΦ−1

(
1 + n

√
1− f p
2

)
. (2.5)
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pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

(a) Random

pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

(b) Semi-random

pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

(c) Regular

Figure 2.2: Example of the swarm formations tested. Crosses represent the UAVs
while the black dot is the claimed position. The dashed line represent the commu-
nication range R from pC.

Adversary Model

An attack occurs when a prover lies on its position. We assume the adversary claims
to be at a distance d f (falsification distance) from its actual position pA, in a random di-
rection. In other words, the falsification distance is the distance between the claimed
position and the actual position. Such attack is known as the false reported location
attack (Zeng et al., 2013), and we will refer to this malicious prover as the blind ad-
versary.

The second kind of attack that we consider extends the first one. The observer
adversary is also able to estimate the position of every UAV. Using this information,
he can adapt the transmission power of M2 in order to cheat the verification sys-
tem. For each ui, the observer adversary computes the transmission power PTxA,i
for which the expected and the received power at ui coincide (PExp,i = PRx,i), so
obtaining:

PTxA,i = PTx + 10γ log10

(
dA,i

dC,i

)
, ∀i, (2.6)

where dA,i and dC,i are the distances from ui to the actual position and to the claimed
position, respectively. We assume the adversary as a single entity which transmits
from a unique position, hence no collusion attacks are considered. We further as-
sume that the adversary does not have directional antennas by which he could send
multiple copies of M2 with different transmission powers. Therefore, the adver-
sary chooses the value PTxA, that is the mean value of all the PTxA,i, as transmission
power.
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pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

pA
<latexit sha1_base64="/QNvM4kVzjz2MFpwVIGpjKvOf7I=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDG8CJY1FQKKK7kIBJY+GEiQCSOEU7ZlNsPDZlr2HBCe+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0Zj4xOTU9O1mdm5+YXFpeX6ypk3hRPYFkYZd5GBRyU1tkmSwgvrEPJM4Xl2c1jNz2/ReWn0Kd1ZTHPoa9mTAihQ7Q3b3d/oLjfiZjwoPgqSIWiwYR1369HW5ZURRY6ahALvO0lsKS3BkRQKH2YvC48WxA30sROghhx9Wg6+feCbhQcy3KLjUvEBiT83Ssi9v8uzoMyBrv3fWUX+N+sU1NtNS6ltQahFdYikwsEhL5wMMSC/kg6JoPocudRcgAMidJKDEIEsQi6/TL1Iy+qUhXsTLHnPOD76FvVtaEpBJQEfFMG7ZzSFbJO/SY6Cs1Yz2W62TlqNvYNhyjW2xtbZFkvYDttjR+yYtZlgkj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S0di4Y7q+xXRZ9fvEevmQ==</latexit>

(a) Cluster case

pC
<latexit sha1_base64="AZF28OptpQtp4Fnyp97lrzjZUkU=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO9XSWMRkKiiu1BAiUhDCRIBpHCK9swmWPhsy95DCie+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0YTk1PTM7O1ufmFxaXlldW19XNvCiewLYwy7jIDj0pqbJMkhZfWIeSZwovstlXNL+7QeWn0GQ0spjn0texJARSo9rbttra7q/W4EQ+Lj4NkBOpsVCfdtWj36tqIIkdNQoH3nSS2lJbgSAqFD/NXhUcL4hb62AlQQ44+LYffPvCdwgMZbtFxqfiQxJ8bJeTeD/IsKHOgG/93VpH/zToF9Q7SUmpbEGpRHSKpcHjICydDDMivpUMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLkMsvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES94zjo+/RX0bmlJQScAHRfDuGU0h2+RvkuPgvNlI9hrN02b98GiUco1tsi22yxK2zw7ZMTthbSaYZI/siT1HL9Fb9B59fEsnotHOBvtV0ecXv/+vmw==</latexit>

pA
<latexit sha1_base64="/QNvM4kVzjz2MFpwVIGpjKvOf7I=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDG8CJY1FQKKK7kIBJY+GEiQCSOEU7ZlNsPDZlr2HBCe+gRY+iI/gG+gQLRK+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0Zj4xOTU9O1mdm5+YXFpeX6ypk3hRPYFkYZd5GBRyU1tkmSwgvrEPJM4Xl2c1jNz2/ReWn0Kd1ZTHPoa9mTAihQ7Q3b3d/oLjfiZjwoPgqSIWiwYR1369HW5ZURRY6ahALvO0lsKS3BkRQKH2YvC48WxA30sROghhx9Wg6+feCbhQcy3KLjUvEBiT83Ssi9v8uzoMyBrv3fWUX+N+sU1NtNS6ltQahFdYikwsEhL5wMMSC/kg6JoPocudRcgAMidJKDEIEsQi6/TL1Iy+qUhXsTLHnPOD76FvVtaEpBJQEfFMG7ZzSFbJO/SY6Cs1Yz2W62TlqNvYNhyjW2xtbZFkvYDttjR+yYtZlgkj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S0di4Y7q+xXRZ9fvEevmQ==</latexit>

(b) Alignment case

Figure 2.3: Critical cases for the semi-random formation. Crosses are the UAVs, and
bars represent the expected powers PExp,i.

Swarm Formations
The way the swarm places in the proximity of the claimed position plays an impor-
tant role for the attacks detection. Our model considers UAVs placement in the 3D
space. Initially, we assume a fixed altitude h for all the UAVs in the swarm, and
their positions within R from the claimed position, according to a uniform random
distribution. From now on, we will refer to this formation as the random formation
(Figure 2.2a). It is the simplest formation and also makes UAVs’ positions less pre-
dictable for the blind adversary. However, if all the UAVs happen to be far from both
the claimed and the actual position, a blind adversary has high success probability.
Indeed, all the expected and the received powers would be low, and thus similar. Of
course, the same problem arises with the observer adversary too.

To solve this problem, we put one UAV in plumb line above pC at altitude hpl
lower than h, while the others are randomly disposed as in the random formation.
This change should improve system security because of the presence of a UAV near
the claimed position, whose expected power should be high. We will refer to this
formation as the semi-random formation (Figure 2.2b). However, this solution might
be still vulnerable against the observer adversary in those cases in which UAVs are
placed in a limited area near pC, forming a cluster (Figure 2.3a). Indeed, all the ex-
pected powers are similar, and therefore the observer adversary can cheat the ver-
ification system by properly increasing the transmission power. Moreover, another
critical case may happenwhen the UAVs are aligned and opposite to pA as shown in
Figure 2.3b. In this situation, a high transmission power by the observer adversary
could result in received powers comparablewith the expected ones. Thismeans that
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in such a scenario the observer adversary has high success probability.
To solve these problems, we then analyze a third formation: one UAV is still

placed in plumb line above the claimed position at altitude hpl, and the others are
evenly distributed on a circumference centered on pC at altitude h; the radius is
computed so that the distance between pC and these UAVs is equal to the communi-
cation range R. By doing so, we avoid theweaknesses of the semi-random formation
shown in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b. From now on, we will refer to this formation as the
regular formation (Figure 2.2c).

2.3 Experimental Evaluation
Our goal is to achieve a low false negative probability ( f n), i.e., the percentage of ad-
versaries considered honest provers, while keeping a low false positives probabil-
ity. While f p was fixed a priori and set to 1 percent ( f p = 0.01), f n was obtained
through simulations of different scenarios.

The parameters of the log-distance path loss model mainly depend both on the
environment and the obstacles that the signal encounters along its path. Yanmaz
et al. (2011) studied WiFi channel for UAV-to-ground link. Accordingly to their
work, we set the path loss exponent γ to 2.6. The swarm cardinality was set from
a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 6 to test whether acceptable outcomes could be
obtained even with fewer UAVs. Moreover, we assumed σg = 3 dB, the reference
distance d0 = 1 m, and a communication range R of 100 m. Every formation was
basically placed according to Section 2.2. In the random formation, UAVs were dis-
posed with a fixed altitude, i.e., h = 25 m. In the semi-random and regular forma-
tions, the altitude for the plumb-line UAV was set to hpl = 5 m.

We deployed our simulator in Matlab. In order to obtain statistically sound
results, 5000 independent trials with different seeds were run for each scenario.
Within each trial, we firstly simulated the presence of an adversary by generating
a claimed position and an actual position. Then, we placed the UAVs around pC,
according to the formation to be tested. At that point, the location verification pro-
tocol was simulated; the received powers by the various UAVs were simulated as
well following Eq. 2.1, and a random value for the shadowing effect was generated
for every value of PRx,i.

In our first set of simulations we set the falsification distance d f to 30 m, and
we tested swarm formations security in terms of false negative probability, varying
the swarm cardinality. Figure 2.4a shows the formations’ performances against the
blind adversary. We observe that the random formation was the weakest one in
detecting attacks. Indeed, f n was about 85 % with the highest swarm cardinality
tested. On the other hand, both semi-random and regular formations did not miss
a single detection within every scenario tested.
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Figure 2.4: False negative probability and 95 % confidence intervals for different
number of UAVs. d f = 30 m.

Figure 2.4b shows the false negative probability with regards to the observer ad-
versary. Obviously, security lowers for all the formations if compared to the case
of the blind adversary. However, semi-random and regular formations still exhibit
excellent results. Their performance is clearly much better than the one provided
by the random formation; specifically, with a swarm of 3 UAVs, the random forma-
tion did not detect 93 % of the attacks whereas the semi-random and the regular
formations did not detect 5.6 % and 3 % of the attacks, respectively. In this case, but
also with higher swarm cardinalities, the regular formation outperforms the oth-
ers and results as the best choice for the attacks detection. With the semi-random
formation, cluster and alignment cases are more likely when the swarm cardinality
is low. Therefore, as n increases, the performance of the semi-random formation
improves to the point of performing almost equivalently to the regular formation.
With a swarm of 6 UAVs, f n for the semi-random and the regular formations are
0.85 % and 0.6 %, respectively.

Figure 2.5 shows the results obtained varying d f from 0 to 50 m. The swarm
cardinality was set to 3. Figure 2.5a confirms that the random formation is not suit-
able to make the system secure since f n is over 60 % when d f = 50 m. The other
two formations perform equivalently against the blind adversary. Specifically, they
both achieved a false negative probability of about 1 % starting from a falsification
distance of 20 m.

Figure 2.5b shows the results obtained with an observer adversary. It is notice-
able how the regular formation outperforms the others; specifically, starting from
d f = 20 m the regular formation detects more attacks than the semi-random one.
Indeed, the latter is vulnerable to the critical cases of Figures 2.3a and 2.3b, and this
leads to a performance lowering. In contrast, the regular formation is more robust
and avoids such critical cases. After the analysis varying the falsification distance,
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Figure 2.5: False negative probability and 95 % confidence intervals as function of
d f , ranging from 0 to 50 m. n = 3.

we can assert that the regular formation is themost secure among the oneswe tested,
achieving a false negative probability lower than 1 % starting from a falsification dis-
tance of 35 m with a swarm of 3 UAVs.



Chapter 3

A Lightweight and Scalable
Attribute-Based Encryption System
for Smart Cities

Simplify, then add lightness.

Colin Chapman

A smart city is an urban environment that offers digital services to improve the
quality of life of the citizens. Such services span across all sectors of society includ-
ing health, logistics, andmobility, and they often capitalize on the Internet of Things
(IoT) as enabling technology. Smart devices underlying these services produce large
amounts of data which can be outsourced to a cloud server. This is usually preferred
to an in-house solution because it reduces costs while providing high availability.
In many cases, sensed data includes sensitive or valuable information which is in-
tended to be read only by authorized users. Unfortunately, as soon as data lands
on the cloud, we lose any control on it and we have to completely trust the cloud
server. In particular, cloud servers are highly exposed to a plethora of attacks: from
“classic” injection (Halfond et al., 2006) to recent hardware-based attacks like Spec-
tre (Kocher et al., 2018) andMeltdown (Lipp et al., 2018). A data breach on a smart
city system could either represent an important loss of money for the data owner
or a serious privacy violation for the citizens1. Moreover, cloud service providers
may have some incentive to release stored information to others (Di Vimercati et al.,
2007; Coppolino et al., 2017).

A possible solution to this problem is to store data in an encrypted form on the
cloud server. This can be done by means of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) (Sa-
hai and Waters, 2005; Goyal et al., 2006; Bethencourt et al., 2007; Ostrovsky et al.,

1https://securityintelligence.com/ponemon-cost-of-a-data-breach-2018/
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2007), which also ensures a fine-grained access control on data. In ABE everyone
can encrypt because only public parameters are used for encryption. Decryption is
instead performed by means of a decryption key, which is specific to each user and
generated by a Trusted Third Party (TTP). Decryption keys and encrypted data “em-
bed” attributes and access policies, which are basically Boolean formulas defined over
the attributes. A given decryption key is able to decrypt a given piece of data only
if the embedded access policy is satisfied by means of the embedded attributes.

In this chapter we present ABE-Cities, an encryption system for smart city appli-
cations employing Attribute-Based Encryption. ABE-Cities allows fine-grained ac-
cess control on the encrypted data stored in the cloud server, and it is secure against
traffic eavesdropping, sensors compromise, and data leakage from the cloud server.
ABE-Cities senses data from the city and stores it on the cloud server in an encrypted
form. Then, it provides users with keys able to decrypt only data sensed from au-
thorized paths or zones of the city. In ABE-Cities, sensors perform only lightweight
symmetric-key encryption, thuswe can employ resource constrained sensor devices
such as battery-powered motes. This makes ABE-Cities suitable for a broad set of
IoT smart city applications. ABE-Cities allows us to plan an expiration date for each
key, as well as to revoke a given key in an unplanned fashion. We prove that ABE-
Cities scales well with the number of users and the city size by simulating it with
3000 users on theHouston street network (12 000+ streets), andwith 30 000 users on
the Beijing street network (30 000+ streets). In addition to the “vanilla” ABE-Cities
scheme, we propose an “advanced” one that leverages the possible presence of IoT
gateways to reduce the TTP computational load. This advanced version is based on
Merkle trees, and it takes advantage of nodes acting as sensor gateways to outsource
a significant amount of computation from the TTP. We finally validate the advan-
tages introduced by the advanced scheme by testing the encryption performance
on Houston and Beijing street networks. We remark that with respect to generic IoT
ABE systems (e.g., Yu et al. (2011)), ABE-Cities is particularly suitable for smart city
applications. This is because ABE-Cities uses a street network representation that
makes key revocations efficient, and it avoids broadcast communicationswhichmay
be infeasible in sensor networks distributed over large urban areas.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 compares with relevant related
work. Section 3.2 introduces some background onABE and other techniques thatwe
use in our system. Section 3.3 describes the vanilla ABE-Cities scheme, and the ad-
versarymodel. Section 3.4 introduces different attribute representations of the street
network, resulting in different system performance. Section 3.5 compares quanti-
tatively the different attribute representations by simulations, and it evaluates the
scalability ofABE-Cities on small and large street networks. Section 3.6 describes the
ABE-Cities advanced scheme. Section 3.7 validates the advanced scheme by testing
its encryption performance on simulated large street networks.
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3.1 Related Work
ABE has been used to protect the confidentiality in IoT (Yao et al., 2015; Yu et al.,
2011; Odelu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Ambrosin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014;
Oualha andNguyen, 2016; LaManna et al., 2019; Girgenti et al., 2019), digital health
(Lounis et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2013; Ibraimi et al., 2009; Akinyele et al., 2011), military
battlefields (Roy and Chuah, 2009), and online social networks (Baden et al., 2009).

Yu et al. (2010a) first used ABE techniques for outsourcing sensitive data to a
semi-trusted cloud storage, while enforcing fine-grained access control at the same
time. Their scheme is well applicable in digital health applications, where patients
ownprivacy-sensitive records and can employ full computational capabilities. How-
ever, it is less suitable for IoT applications, in which data is produced by constrained
devices, which usually lack the necessary computational power and energy to per-
formABEencryption. In our system, IoTdevices performonly lightweight symmetric-
key encryption, thuswe can employ constrained sensor devices andbattery-powered
motes. ABE-Cities is thus suitable for a broader set of IoT applications.

Wang et al. (2010) proposed a hierarchical ABE scheme that allows the TTP to
delegate part of the responsibility to other authorities, which can independently
make decisions on the semantics of their attributes. Hierarchical ABE allows also
for proxy re-encryption, but it forces a fixed structure for the access policies, so it
limits the flexibility of the access control system. In this work, we focused on a non-
hierarchical ABE scheme with a single TTP, leaving possible hierarchical extensions
for future work.

Yu et al. (2011) proposed an ABE scheme to encrypt data sensed by a wireless
sensor network (WSN). The authors used broadcast encryption to revoke keys in
an efficient manner. Although their system is suitable for a large set of application
scenarios involving locally distributed WSNs, it could be unpractical for geographi-
cally distributed ones, like those employed in a smart city. This is because an actual
broadcast channel could not be realizable in these scenarios. In our system, we use
a key revocation method whose efficiency does not depend on the presence of a
broadcast channel, but rather on a convenient attribute representation of the smart
city. Moreover, the authors of Yu et al. (2011) perform ABE encryption directly on
the sensors, which could not have the necessary computational power and energy
to do it. In our system the IoT devices perform only lightweight symmetric-key
encryption, thus we can employ constrained sensor devices and battery-powered
motes.

Yao et al. (2015) proposed an ABE scheme based on elliptic curves instead of
pairings. This makes ABE operations more lightweight and thus more suitable for
IoT constrained devices. In our scheme this feature is not needed since the IoT de-
vices perform only lightweight symmetric-key encryption. This permits us to use
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the pairing-based ABE scheme of Goyal et al. (2006), which allows us to employ
advanced features unavailable in the Yao et al.’s scheme, like proxy re-encryption
(Yu et al., 2010a).

Recently, Odelu et al. (2017) proposed anABE scheme for IoT applications, which
guarantees O(1) encryption and decryption times. Such a scheme forces the access
policies to use only AND operators, so it limits the access control flexibility. On the
contrary, our system is based on Goyal et al.’s scheme, which offers a far greater
degree of expressiveness.

3.2 Preliminaries
Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
Attribute-Based Encryption comes in two flavours: Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE) and
Ciphertext-PolicyABE (CP-ABE). In this sectionwedescribe the former scheme,while
in Section 5.2 we describe CP-ABE in detail.

The KP-ABE paradigmwas first introduced by Goyal, Pandey, Sahai, andWaters
(Goyal et al., 2006). In the following, we will refer to this scheme as the GPSW
scheme. In KP-ABE an encrypting party labels each piece of encrypted data (KP-
ABE ciphertext) with a set of attributes which describes it (encryption attributes, γ).
Decryption keys embed an access policy (T ), which is basically a Boolean formula
defined over some attributes (access policy attributes, λ). An access policy can be
represented as a tree in which leaves are access policy attributes, and non-leaf nodes
are Boolean operators. A given decryption key is able to decrypt a given KP-ABE
ciphertext only if the access policy can be satisfied by using the attributes labeling
the ciphertext.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a KP-ABE ciphertext labeled with some encryp-
tion attributes, and a decryption key embedding an access policy.

AND

OR

g = {a1, a3, a5}
<latexit sha1_base64="quOonxlG3ZJVT+H5MVQo6POyPzc=">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</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="pINP47ACDoQORnvYgjDzdTXyId4=">AAACS3icbVC7TgMxEPSF9ztASWMRkKiiu4AEJRINJUgEkJIT2jObYOGzjb2HBKd8By18EB/Ad9AhCnwhBRC22dHs7O5oMqukpzh+i2oTk1PTM7Nz8wuLS8sr9dW1c28KJ7AtjDLuMgOPSmpskySFl9Yh5JnCi+z2qJpf3KPz0ugzerCY5tDXsicFUKDSrW4OdCNAlWeDrat6I27Gw+LjIBmBBhvVydVqtNO9NqLIUZNQ4H0niS2lJTiSQuFgvlt4tCBuoY+dADXk6NNy6HrAtwsPZLhFx6XiQxJ/bpSQe/+QZ0FZmfR/ZxX536xTUO8gLaW2BaEW1SOSCoePvHAyxIH8Wjokgso5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhHx+HfUiLatXFh5NOMl7xvFxW9S3oSkFlQR8UITbPaMpZJv8TXIcnLeayW6zddpqHO6NUp5lG2yT7bCE7bNDdsxOWJsJdsee2DN7iV6j9+gj+vyW1qLRzjr7VbWpL1/Gsk4=</latexit>

a1
<latexit sha1_base64="3/J7FMbef9RWcseTjnndIoSoPrY=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGosEiSq6C0hQItFQgkQgUjhFe2YTLHy2Ze8hwYlfoIUP4if4BTpES4EvpCCEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmO36KJyanpmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jQtvCiewJYwyrp2BRyU1tkiSwrZ1CHmm8DK7Pa7ml3fovDT6nO4tpjn0texJAVRRdUjq3bVa3IgHxcdBMgQ1NqzT7nq0e3VtRJGjJqHA+04SW0pLcCSFwseFq8KjBXELfewEqCFHn5aDZx/5TuGBDLfouFR8QOLvjRJy7+/zLChzoBv/d1aR/806BfUO01JqWxBqUR0iqXBwyAsnQwrIr6VDIqg+Ry41F+CACJ3kIEQgixDLiKkXaVmdsvBggiXvGcfH36K+DU0pqCTggyJ494ymkG3yN8lxcNFsJHuN5lmzdrQ/THmObbFttssSdsCO2Ak7ZS0m2A17Ys/sJXqN3qOP6PNHOhENdzbZSEVf36d3rwM=</latexit>

a2
<latexit sha1_base64="eHOj5Ut1AyMYTpVMBqVQn6zejLk=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGosEiSq6C0hQItFQgkQgUjhFe2YTLHy2Ze8hwYlfoIUP4if4BTpES4EvpCCEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmO36KJyanpmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jQtvCiewJYwyrp2BRyU1tkiSwrZ1CHmm8DK7Pa7ml3fovDT6nO4tpjn0texJAVRRdWjWu2u1uBEPio+DZAhqbFin3fVo9+raiCJHTUKB950ktpSW4EgKhY8LV4VHC+IW+tgJUEOOPi0Hzz7yncIDGW7Rcan4gMTfGyXk3t/nWVDmQDf+76wi/5t1CuodpqXUtiDUojpEUuHgkBdOhhSQX0uHRFB9jlxqLsABETrJQYhAFiGWEVMv0rI6ZeHBBEveM46Pv0V9G5pSUEnAB0Xw7hlNIdvkb5Lj4KLZSPYazbNm7Wh/mPIc22LbbJcl7IAdsRN2ylpMsBv2xJ7ZS/QavUcf0eePdCIa7myykYq+vgGpU68E</latexit>

a3
<latexit sha1_base64="k24vnWclgSCpmUQajjPe1obMa2o=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGosEiSq6C0hQItFQBokEpHBCe84mWPhsy95DghO/QAsfxE/wC3SIlgJfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jY43hRPYFkYZd5GBRyU1tkmSwgvrEPJM4Xl2c1zNz2/ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAqii6rBXv1qrxY14WHwcJCNQY6NqXa1Hu5c9I4ocNQkF3neT2FJagiMpFD4sXBYeLYgbGGA3QA05+rQcPvvAdwoPZLhFx6XiQxJ/bpSQe3+XZ0GZA137v7OK/G/WLah/mJZS24JQi+oQSYXDQ144GVJA3pMOiaD6HLnUXIADInSSgxCBLEIsv0y9SMvqlIV7Eyx53zg+/hYNbGhKQSUBHxTBu280hWyTv0mOg06zkew1mqfN2tH+KOU5tsW22S5L2AE7YiesxdpMsGv2yJ7Yc/QSvUXv0ce3dCIa7WyyXxV9fgGrL68F</latexit>

a4
<latexit sha1_base64="DKgBLrUtpVvh6QM1SqFRO1noQJQ=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGosEiSq6C0hQItFQBokEpHBCe84mWPhsy95DghO/QAsfxE/wC3SIlgJfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jY43hRPYFkYZd5GBRyU1tkmSwgvrEPJM4Xl2c1zNz2/ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAqii6rBfv1qrxY14WHwcJCNQY6NqXa1Hu5c9I4ocNQkF3neT2FJagiMpFD4sXBYeLYgbGGA3QA05+rQcPvvAdwoPZLhFx6XiQxJ/bpSQe3+XZ0GZA137v7OK/G/WLah/mJZS24JQi+oQSYXDQ144GVJA3pMOiaD6HLnUXIADInSSgxCBLEIsv0y9SMvqlIV7Eyx53zg+/hYNbGhKQSUBHxTBu280hWyTv0mOg06zkew1mqfN2tH+KOU5tsW22S5L2AE7YiesxdpMsGv2yJ7Yc/QSvUXv0ce3dCIa7WyyXxV9fgGtC68G</latexit>

l = {a1, a2, a3, a4}
<latexit sha1_base64="Aq9sgPh84Iw1WXrpJsJL6289MM8=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.1: Example of KP-ABE ciphertext and decryption key. The access policy
can be read as “at least one attribute between a2, a3, and a4 must be present among
the attributes labeling the ciphertext, and a1 must be present as well”.

In the example, when evaluating the access policy against the given KP-ABE cipher-
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text, the decryption key uses the attributes labeling the ciphertext. In particular, the
access policy can be satisfied by using the attributes a1 and a3, so the decryption key
is capable of decrypting the KP-ABE ciphertext.

The set of all the attributes used in a given KP-ABE scheme is called universe
of the attributes (U). Without losing in generality, in the following we will indicate
an attribute in the universe either with its unique nameor with a unique natural
number, which is more convenient in formulas. Therefore, the attribute sets U , γ,
and λ are subsets of N. Who encrypts data is called a data producer, whereas who
holds a decryption key and decrypts data is called a data consumer.

In this work we build on GPSW scheme. In order to ease the reading, we abstract
away the mathematical insight of such a scheme. The interested reader can refer to
Goyal et al. (2006) for such details. We model GPSW scheme with the following
black-box primitives.

(MK, PK) = KP.Setup(U ) This primitive initializes the scheme. It takes as input
the universe of the attributes U and generates a random master key MK = (y, ti∈U ),
whichmust be kept secret by the TTP, and an associated set of public parameters PK =

(Y, Ti∈U ), which must be distributed to the data producers. Each attribute i in the
universe is associated with a ti and a Ti. The KP.Setup primitive is executed by the
TTP.

CT = KP.Encrypt(M, γ, Y, Ti∈γ) This primitive encrypts a message M with the
encryption attributes γ. It takes as input Y and Ti∈γ, which are public parameters,
and it produces the KP-ABE ciphertext CT = (γ, ĉt, cti∈γ). Each encryption attribute
i ∈ γ is associated to a KP-ABE ciphertext component cti. The KP.Encrypt primitive is
executed by a data producer.

DK = KP.KeyGen(MK, T ) This primitive generates a decryption key DK = (T , λ,
dki∈λ), which is provided to a data consumer. It takes as input the master key MK
and an access policy T , with access policy attributes λ. Each access policy attribute
i ∈ λ is associated with a decryption key component dki. The KP.KeyGen primitive is
executed by the TTP.

M = KP.Decrypt(CT, DK) This primitive retrieves the message M from the KP-
ABE ciphertext CT if the decryption key DK is authorized to decrypt, i.e., if the access
policy T embedded in the decryption key is satisfied bymeans of the encryption at-
tributes γ labeling the KP-ABE ciphertext. It produces⊥ otherwise. The KP.Decrypt
primitive is executed by a data consumer.
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Proxy Re-Encryption
Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) is a technique which allows an entity, given an en-
cryptedmessage, to produce the samemessage encryptedwith a different key, with-
out accessing the message itself. By using this technique, one can re-encrypt old
ciphertexts in order to prevent a revoked key to decrypt them and outsource this
burdensome operation to a cloud server without compromising data confidential-
ity.

In this work we build on Yu et al.’s PRE scheme (Yu et al., 2010a). In the fol-
lowing, we will refer to this scheme as the YWRL scheme. The YWRL scheme im-
plements the revocation of a decryption key by means of a system-wide update of
a subset µ of the access policy attributes (µ ⊆ λ) to a new version. The subset µ is
called updatee set and contains the minimal set of attributes without which the de-
cryption key cannot ever be satisfied. In the example of Figure 3.1, the updatee set
is µ = {a1}. As a consequence, after the system-wide update, the revoked decryp-
tion key will not be able to decrypt any KP-ABE ciphertext anymore. Updating an
attribute i to a new version means that all the cryptographic quantities in the sys-
tem related to that attribute are changed. Specifically, for each attribute i ∈ µ, (1)
the ti of the master key, (2) the Ti of the public parameters, (3) the cti of all the KP-
ABE ciphertexts having i as encryption attribute, and (4) the dki of all the decryption
keys (except the revoked one) having i as access policy attribute are updated to new
quantities. We indicate such new quantities respectively with t′i, T′i , ct′i, and dk′i. The
t′i’s and T′i ’s are computed by the TTP. On the other hand, the computation of the
ct′i’s and the dk′i’s is outsourced to the cloud server. To do this, for each attribute
i ∈ µ the TTP computes a re-encryption key (rki) and gives it to the cloud server,
which applies it to each cti to obtain a ct′i, and to each dki to obtain a dk′i.

Note that the computation of all the dk′i’s cannot be completely outsourced to
the cloud server, otherwise it would know all the decryption keys, and thus a data
breach would compromise the entire system. To avoid this, the cloud server is pro-
vided with all the decryption key components except for those relative to a special
attribute (dummy attribute) which has no meaning and is never updated to a new
version. The dummy attribute is ANDed at the root of the access policy of every
decryption key, and it is included as an encryption attribute in all the KP-ABE ci-
phertexts. In this way, a decryption key cannot decrypt anything without the com-
ponent relative to the dummy attribute, which is known only by the data consumer
holding the whole decryption key. A data breach on the cloud server would leak
only incomplete decryption keys, which are useless.

Proxy re-encryption is performed in a lazy fashion (lazy re-encryption), meaning
that the cloud server does not perform any re-encryption operation at the moment
of the key revocation, but only afterwards when needed. At the time of a revoca-
tion, the TTP produces a re-encryption key for each attribute in the updatee set and
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adds it to a re-encryption key list (RKL) stored in the cloud server. RKLi is a table that
keeps track of all the re-encryption keys relative to the attribute i, one for each ver-
sion update of the attribute (rki, rk′i, rk′′i , . . . ). The cloud server updates components
only when a data consumer asks the cloud server for a KP-ABE ciphertext. If either
a KP-ABE ciphertext component or a consumer’s decryption key component is out-
dated of more than one version, then the cloud server updates it by usingmore than
one re-encryption key from the list. Finally, the cloud server provides the data con-
sumer with the KP-ABE ciphertext (s)he asked for and, possibly, with the updated
decryption key components.

In order to ease the reading, we abstract away the mathematical insight of the
YWRL scheme. The interested reader can refer to Yu et al. (2010a) for such details.
We model YWRL scheme with the following black-box primitives.

(t′i, T′i , rki) = PRE.UpdateAtt(i, MK) This primitive updates the attribute i to a new
version. It takes as input the master key MK, and it produces the new quantities t′i,
T′i , and the re-encryption key rki. This primitive is executed by the TTP.

ct′i = PRE.UpdateCT(i, cti, rki) This primitive updates a KP-ABE ciphertext com-
ponent cti to a new version ct′i by means of the re-encryption key rki. This primitive
is executed by the cloud server.

dk′i = PRE.UpdateDK(i, dki, rki) This primitive updates a decryption key compo-
nent dki to a new version dk′i by means of the re-encryption key rki. This primitive
is executed by the cloud server.

Segment Trees
Segment trees (De Berg et al., 2000) are data structures useful in ABE schemes to
implement efficient point-in-interval access policies (Attrapadung et al., 2016). A
segment tree represents a set of intervals in such a way that it is efficient to query
which intervals contain a given number (or point). Although segment trees can in
principle represent any point and interval in R, in this work we focus on segment
trees capable of representing discrete points and discrete intervals included in a
limited number range [1, ρ], with ρ ∈ N. In the following, we will generically use
the term “segment tree” to intend such a specific type of segment tree.

A segment tree over the range [1, ρ] is a binary tree in which each point in [1, ρ] is
relative to a leaf. For example, Figure 3.2 shows a segment tree over the range [1, 7].

The leaf l1 is relative to the number 1, the leaf l2 to the number 2, and so on. A
generic point ν in the range [1, ρ] is represented by a point representation set RSν,
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<latexit sha1_base64="R0j00ibu2wKyUmdcFCrF06WzEIc=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfpNASWMRkKiiu4CAMhINJUgEkMIJ7ZlNsPDZlr2HBCd+gRY+iJ/gF+gQLQW+kAII2+xodnZ2NZlV0lMcv0Zj4xOTU9Mzs3PzC4tLy7X6yqk3hRPYEUYZd56BRyU1dkiSwnPrEPJM4Vl2c1DNz27ReWn0Cd1ZTHPoa9mTAqiiNvTuxmWtETfjQfFRkAxBgw3r6LIebV1cGVHkqEko8L6bxJbSEhxJofBh7qLwaEHcQB+7AWrI0afl4NkHvll4IMMtOi4VH5D4c6OE3Pu7PAvKHOja/51V5H+zbkG9/bSU2haEWlSHSCocHPLCyZAC8ivpkAiqz5FLzQU4IEInOQgRyCLE8svUi7SsTlm4N8GS94zjo29R34amFFQS8EERvHtGU8g2+ZvkKDhtNZPtZuu41WjvDFOeYWtsnW2xhO2xNjtkR6zDBLtmj+yJPUcv0Vv0Hn18S8ei4c4q+1XR5xfI/K8V</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QlsR0sB9X/ChtG0kTXbwrAjgvEg=">AAACQnicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGosEiSq6C0hQItFQBokEpHBCe84mWPhsy95DghO/QAsfxE/wC3SIlgJfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jY43hRPYFkYZd5GBRyU1tkmSwgvrEPJM4Xl2c1zNz2/ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAqii6uqgfrVWixvxsPg4SEagxkbVulqPdi97RhQ5ahIKvO8msaW0BEdSKHxYuCw8WhA3MMBugBpy9Gk5fPaB7xQeyHCLjkvFhyT+3Cgh9/4uz4IyB7r2f2cV+d+sW1D/MC2ltgWhFtUhkgqHh7xwMqSAvCcdEkH1OXKpuQAHROgkByECWYRYfpl6kZbVKQv3JljyvnF8/C0a2NCUgkoCPiiCd99oCtkmf5McB51mI9lrNE+btaP9UcpzbItts12WsAN2xE5Yi7WZYNfskT2x5+gleoveo49v6UQ02tlkvyr6/ALHHq8U</latexit>

Figure 3.2: Example of a segment tree. Gray nodes form the point representation set
of 5, dashed-border nodes form the interval representation set of [3, 7].

which is formed by the nodes on the path from the root to the leaf relative to the
point. For example, in the segment tree of Figure 3.2, the point ν = 5 is represented
by the point representation set RSν = {n6, n5, n3, l5}. It can be shown that every
point representation set is O(log ρ) nodes. On the other hand, a generic interval ι

included in the range is represented by an interval representation set RSι, which is the
minimum set of nodes whose descendant leaves form the interval. For example, in
the segment tree of Figure 3.2, the interval ι = [3, 7] is represented by the interval
representation set RSι = {n2, n5}. It can be shown that every interval representation
set is O(log ρ) nodes. By construction, point ν belongs to interval ι iff RSν and RSι

have a non-empty intersection, i.e., ν ∈ ι ⇔ RSν ∩ RSι 6= ∅. For example, in the
segment tree of Figure 3.2, point ν = 5 belongs to the interval ι = [3, 7] because
RSν ∩ RSι = {n5} 6= ∅.

Segment trees are useful in ABE schemes to implement efficient point-in-interval
access policies (Attrapadung et al., 2016), i.e., access policies which are satisfied iff a
given point ν belongs to a given interval ι. According to the terminology in the work
of Attrapadung et al. (2016), we consider only “KP-ABEType 1 construction”, which
means that the ciphertext embeds the point, and the access policy embeds the inter-
val. The point-in-interval access policy is thus implemented in the following way.
Each node of the segment tree is represented by an attribute. The KP-ABE cipher-
text is labeled with the attributes representing the nodes of the point representation
set RSν. The access policy is an OR operator between the nodes representing the
interval representation set RSι. By construction, the access policy is satisfied iff RSν

and RSι have non-empty intersection, that is, iff ν is in ι.

3.3 ABE-Cities
InABE-Cities, a city is represented by a street network, i.e., a graph inwhich the edges
represent road segments. Each street is composed of one or more road segments, and
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Figure 3.3: ABE-Cities architecture.

it has a unique identifier. A sensor is a constrained device placed on a road segment
that acquires data (sensed data) relative to such a road segment. The sensed data
is stored in an encrypted form in the cloud server, where it is made read-only ac-
cessible to the users. Users represent the data consumers in our system. Each user
is authorized to access data sensed from some paths or zones of the city within a
specific time period. For example, supposing the sensors to be IP cameras for traf-
fic monitoring, the user can be authorized to access videos showing the route (s)he
usually travels from home to work and back. In this way (s)he can detect traffic
congestion in advance and possibly choose different routes. To do this, IP cameras
could store in the cloud server multiple short video files in an encrypted form, in
such a way to implement an encrypted streaming. The user may also monitor mul-
tiple routes in order to identify the least congested one day by day. Moreover, some
high privileged user could monitor all the city, for example for providing a trans-
portation management service.

Figure 3.3 shows the architecture of ABE-Cities. In the following, we will give a
general and intuitive description of the system, and in Section 3.3 we will describe
the system procedures in detail. The TTP holds the master key and a public/private
key pair (K(TTP)

pub , K(TTP)
priv ) through which it can perform digital signature algorithms.

The notation Sign(·) represents the TTP’s signature algorithm. The TTP shares with
each sensor j a long-term key (K(j)

LT ), which is a symmetric key preloaded in the sen-
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sors. Each sensor holds also a data encryption key (DEK(j)), which is a symmetric key
used to encrypt the senseddata. For eachpiece of senseddata, the sensor computes a
newdata encryption key as a one-way hash of the old one, and the old one is securely
destroyed. Each user u holds a decryption key DK(u), and a public/private key pair
(K(u)

pub, K(u)
priv) through which (s)he can receive confidential messages by asymmetric

encryption. The cloud server maintains a database of re-encryption key lists and a
database of decryption key components that allows for proxy re-encryption. In ad-
dition it stores encrypted sensed data, sensor key material, and ABE-sealed keys. The en-
crypted sensed data is the sensed data produced by the sensors and encrypted with
the data encryption key. The sensor key material is a set of cryptographic quantities
needed by the sensors to encrypt sensed data. The ABE-sealed keys are the data
encryption keys encrypted with ABE. Both the sensor key material and the ABE-
sealed keys are produced by the TTP. To decrypt a piece of encrypted sensed data,
users must first decrypt the corresponding ABE-sealed key thus retrieving the data
encryption key, and then decrypt the sensed data with it.

The universe of the attributes U is logically partitioned into two subsets: UR and
UX . The UR subset includes the attributes that represent road segments. Such at-
tributes allow us to restrict users to access data sensed only from some paths or
zones of the city, specified as a set of road segments (authorized road segments). UX
includes the attributes that represent time. Such attributes allow us to restrict users
to access data sensed only within a specific time period (validity period). The max-
imum resolution with which ABE-Cities can represent validity periods is a system
parameter that we call time unit. Setting a too short time unit (for example, one sec-
ond) could be infeasible because the TTP should produce a large set of ABE-sealed
keys within a time unit (see Section 3.3). A reasonable choice for the time unit is
one day.

Each ABE-sealed key relative to the sensor j (ASK(j)) is labeled with the encryp-
tion attributes γ(j), which are logically partitioned into two subsets: γ

(j)
R and γ

(j)
X .

The attributes in γ
(j)
R identify the road segment in which the sensor is deployed,

while the attributes in γ
(j)
X identify the time unit during which data has been sensed

(data production time unit). Similarly, the access policy T embedded in each decryp-
tion key is logically partitioned into two subtrees: TR and TX (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Example of access policy for a user’s decryption key.

The two subtrees are operands of an AND operator (T = TR ∧ TX ), which is the
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root of the access policy. TR identifies the authorized road segments of the decryp-
tion key, while TX identifies its validity period. In order to decrypt an ABE-sealed
key, both the subtrees of the user’s decryption key must be satisfied. In the traffic
monitoring example, the user can be authorized to access only videos produced af-
ter his/her subscription to the service starts, and before it expires. The maximum
resolution with which the validity periods can be represented is the time unit.

To implement proxy re-encryption, we use the whole attribute set UX in place
of the dummy attribute used in YWRL scheme. This allows us to save a component
for each decryption key and a KP-ABE ciphertext component for each ABE-sealed
key. The attribute set UX is a good replacer for the dummy attribute because: (1)
at least one attribute in UX is ANDed at the root of the access policy of all the de-
cryption keys; (2) at least one attribute in UX is an encryption attribute of all the
ABE-sealed keys; and (3) the attributes in UX are never updated to a new version
(see Section 3.3). The cloud server is provided with all the decryption key compo-
nents except those relative to the attributes in UX .

System Procedures
In the following, we will implicitly consider the KP-ABE ciphertext components cti,
the decryption key components dki, and the re-encryption keys rki as always accom-
panied by the information about their version.

Setup. This procedure initializes the system. The TTP decides the universe of the
attributes U basing on the street network of the city and on the maximum system
lifetime (see Section 3.4). Then, it executes the KP.Setup primitive which takes the
universe of the attributes and produces the master key and the public parameters.
The TTP keeps the master key secret and initializes an empty re-encryption key list
for each attribute in UR in the cloud server.

Key Distribution. This procedure provides a user u with a decryption key DK(u).
It is executedwhen a new user joins the system, as well as when an old user needs to
renew his/her decryption key because it has expired or has been compromised. The
TTP first defines the access policy for the new user u. Which access policy assigning
to each user strictly depends on the application. In the traffic monitoring example,
users can be authorized to view videos from short or long paths, depending on
whether they pay low or high dues. Once the TTP has defined the user’s access
policy T (u), it creates the user’s decryption key by executing:

DK(u) = KP.KeyGen(MK, T (u)).

The TTP encrypts the message (DK(u), ts, Sign(DK(u), ts)), where ts is a timestamp,
with the user’s public key K(u)

pub and gives it to the user either directly or through
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the cloud server. The user verifies the TTP signature to be valid and the times-
tamp to be fresh. If everything is correct, the user accepts DK(u) as his/her decryp-
tion key. In the meanwhile, the TTP sends the message (u, dki∈λ(u)∩UR , ts, Sign(u,

dki∈λ(u)∩UR , ts)) to the cloud server, where λ(u) are the access policy attributes of the
user. The cloud server verifies the TTP signature to be valid, and the timestamp to
be fresh. If everything is correct, the cloud server stores the decryption key compo-
nents dki∈λ(u)∩UR .

Seal. This procedure is executed at the beginning of every time unit. For each
sensor j, the TTP randomly generates a data encryption key DEK(j) and encrypts it
by executing:

ASK(j) = KP.Encrypt(DEK(j), γ(j), Y, Ti∈γ(j)),

thus obtaining theABE-sealed key for the sensor j for the current time unit. The TTP
sends the ABE-sealed key to the cloud server, which stores it. Also, for each sensor
j the TTP encrypts the message (DEK(j), ts, MAC

K(j)
LT
(DEK(j), ts)) with the long-term

key K(j)
LT , where ts is a timestamp and MAC

K(j)
LT
(·) denotes a message authentication

code keyed by K(j)
LT . Such an encrypted message constitutes the sensor key material

for the sensor j for the current time unit. The TTP sends the sensor key material for
each sensor to the cloud server, which stores it. Each sensor j retrieves its sensor
key material from the cloud server and verifies the message authentication code to
be valid and the timestamp to be fresh. If everything is correct, the sensor accepts
DEK(j) as its current data encryption key and initializes a data encryption counter (c(j))
to zero. The sensor uses the data encryption counter to keep track of how many
times it renews the data encryption key in the current time unit.

Note that the seal procedure is potentially a long operation for the TTP, since it
requires the TTP to execute an KP.Encrypt primitive for each sensor. For this reason,
setting a too short time unit (e.g., one second) could be infeasible. A reasonable
choice for the time unit is one day.

Data Production. This procedure is executed every time a sensor j senses a new
piece of data. First, the sensor encrypts the sensed data SD(j) with its current data
encryption key DEK(j). The result, togetherwith the current data encryption counter
c(j), constitutes an encrypted sensed data ESD(j). The sensor sends the encrypted
sensed data to the cloud server, which stores it. Then, the sensor computes a new
data encryption key as a one-way hash of the old one: DEK(j) ← H(DEK(j)). Finally,
the sensor securely destroys the old data encryption key and increments its data
encryption counter. This key renewal method prevents an adversary who compro-
mises a sensor from decrypting old sensed data.
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Note that sensors perform only lightweight symmetric-key encryption, thus we
can employ constrained sensor devices such as battery-powered motes.

Data Consumption. This procedure is executed each time a user u wants to access
a piece of data sensed by the sensor j. The user first sends a data request to the cloud
server specifying which sensed data (s)he wants to access. On receiving the data
request, the cloud server checks whether some of the stored decryption key com-
ponents are out of date by checking their versions. For each out-of-date component
dki, the cloud server updates it by executing:

dk′i = PRE.UpdateDK(i, dki, rki),

and it provides dk′i to the user. If the decryption key component was outdated of
more than one version, then the cloud server will execute the PRE.UpdateDK prim-
itive multiple times, each with different re-encryption keys from the re-encryption
key list RKLi. After that, the cloud server checkswhether some of theKP-ABE cipher-
text components of the ABE-sealed key ASK(j) relative to the sensed data requested
by the user are out of date. For each out-of-date component cti, the cloud server
updates it by executing:

ct′i = PRE.UpdateCT(i, cti, rki),

and it replaces cti with the updated version. If the KP-ABE ciphertext component
was outdated of more than one version, then the cloud server will execute the prim-
itive PRE.UpdateCT multiple times, each with different re-encryption keys from the
re-encryption key list RKLi. Finally, the cloud server provides the user with the en-
crypted sensed data ESD(j), and the ABE-sealed key ASK(j) relative to the time unit
during which the requested data was sensed. On receiving this, the user retrieves
the data encryption key by executing:

DEK(j) = Hc(j)
(

KP.Decrypt(ASK(j), DK(u))
)

,

where Hn(·) denotes the one-way hash applied n times. The user finally uses the
data encryption key DEK(j) to decrypt the sensed data. Of course, if the user is not
authorized to access the data, then the KP.Decrypt primitive will return ⊥, so s(he)
will not able to retrieve the data encryption key.

Key Revocation. Whenever a user u’s decryption key must be revoked, for ex-
ample when his/her key is compromised, the system executes the key revocation
procedure to make the decryption key unable to decrypt any ABE-sealed key.

At first, the TTP determines the updatee set µ(u) ⊆ λ(u), i.e., a set of attributes
without which the access policy will never be satisfied. The TTP must update such
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attributes in order to revoke the decryption key. In our system, the updatee set µ(u)

is formed by the attributes λ(u) ∩ UR. This is because we use the whole attribute
set UX in place of the dummy attribute used in YWRL scheme. For each attribute
i ∈ µ(u), the TTP updates the related quantities by executing:

(t′i, T′i , rki) = PRE.UpdateAtt(i, MK),

and it replaces ti and Ti with the updated versions. Then, the TTP sends the mes-
sage (u, rki,∀i∈µ(u) , ts, Sign(u, rki,∀i∈µ(u) , ts)) to the cloud server, where ts is a times-
tamp. The cloud server verifies the TTP signature to be valid and the timestamp to
be fresh. If everything is correct, the cloud server adds each re-encryption key rki
to the proper RKLi and discards all the decryption key components dki∈λ(u)∩UR re-
lated to the revoked user u. Finally, the TTP executes a seal procedure restricted to
those sensors whose at least one KP-ABE ciphertext attribute is in µ(u), i.e., for those
sensors which produce sensed data that the revoked key was authorized to decrypt.
We refer to this set of sensors as affected sensors, meaning that they are “affected” by
a key revocation. The decryption key is now revoked and is not anymore capable of
decrypting any ABE-sealed key.

Note that the revocation of a decryption key is a burdensome operation for ABE
systems, and it usually causes side effects. Indeed, the decryption keys of all the
users sharing at least one attribute in µ(u) must be updated in order to decrypt new
ABE-sealed keys. We refer to this set of users as affected users, meaning that they
are “affected” by a revocation of the key of another user. A decryption key update
is carried out by the cloud server, as described in the data consumption procedure.
Another side effect of the revocation of a decryption key is the necessity of generat-
ing new ABE-sealed keys with the newest version of the attributes in order to make
the decryption key ineffective to decrypt any ABE-sealed key. The generation of the
new ABE-sealed keys is carried out by the TTP by means of a seal procedure for the
affected sensors, as described earlier.

Adversary Model(s) and Security Analysis
Wedistinguish three adversaries differing on their capabilities: (i) someone capable
of eavesdropping and injecting traffic between the sensors, the cloud server, and the
TTP; (ii) someone capable of compromising one or more sensors; and (iii) someone
capable of carrying out a data exfiltration by exploiting some cloud server vulnera-
bility. All these adversaries aim at accessing sensed data without authorization.

The adversary capable of eavesdropping and injecting traffic could either try to
steal decryption keys or inject malicious sensor keymaterial to make the sensors use
a compromised data encryption key. However, none of these tactics is viable. Steal-
ing decryption keys is infeasible since the TTP sends them to new users in encrypted
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form. Injecting malicious sensor key material to a sensor is infeasible too since it is
authenticated with the long-term key shared between the sensor and the TTP.

The adversary capable of compromising a sensor can compromise the long-term
key and the current data encryption key. However, he can only read sensed data
produced by the sensor after the compromise, but not that produced before. Indeed,
each sensor renews the data encryption key at each new piece of produced data, and
the old data encryption key is securely destroyed. The new data encryption key is
computed as a one-way hash of the old one, thus it is infeasible to recover the old
data encryption keys.

The adversary capable of performing data exfiltration can steal all the encrypted
sensed data, the ABE-sealed keys, the sensor key material, and the re-encryption
keys. Nevertheless, he cannot access sensed data because it is encrypted. If he owns
a decryption key, then he can access only the sensed data that such a decryption key
is authorized to decrypt. If the decryption key has been revoked, the adversary can
update it by means of the re-encryption keys. Then, he can use such an updated
decryption key to decrypt sensed data, even if it has been already re-encrypted by
the cloud server. In other words, he can “rollback” the key revocation. As a mit-
igation measure, the cloud server may store the re-encryption keys in a protected
memory space, accessible only by high-privileged processes. On the other hand,
sensor key material, encrypted sensed data, and ABE-sealed keys can be accessible
by low-privileged processes. As a consequence of this, the process that communi-
cates with sensors and users could run with low privileges, whereas the process
that communicates with the TTP should run with high privileges. Supposing that
the adversary exploits the former process, which is the more exposed one, he can-
not access the re-encryption keys unless he performs privilege escalation. Another
mitigationmeasure is to securely delete old re-encryption keys. Before deleting a re-
encryption key, the cloud server must update all the ciphertexts and the decryption
key components that use the related attribute. Of course, this can be done without
involving the users.

Note that we are interested only in adversaries that aim at illegally accessing
sensed data. Other kinds of adversaries, like someone that injects bogus sensed data
into the system or someone that performs a denial of service, fall outside the scope
of this work. In case that the system must defend also against such adversaries, ad-
ditional defense techniques must be implemented. An adversary that injects bogus
sensed data can be counteracted by data authenticationmechanisms, for example by
accompanying sensed datawithMessageAuthentication Codes (MACs). An adver-
sary that performs a denial of service can be counteracted by IDS/IPS techniques.
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3.4 Universe of the Attributes and Access Policies
In this section we introduce different attribute representations of the street network,
resulting in different system performance especially in terms of affected users and
key size, i.e., the space needed to store a decryption key.

Road Segments Representation: Universe Subset UR
Basic Representation
A basic and naive representation consists of mapping one road segment onto one
attribute. In this case, the γ

(j)
R set of each ABE-sealed key is formed by just a sin-

gle attribute, whereas the TR subtree of a decryption key is an OR between many
attributes, each one representing a road segment the user is authorized to monitor.
We will refer to this implementation as the basic representation.

Segment-Tree Representation
The basic representation is very simple to implement, but it has numerous draw-
backs. First of all, the number of access policy attributes of a decryption key, and
thus the key size, grows linearly with the number of authorized road segments.
Moreover, the revocation of a decryption key affects every user whose decryption
key is authorized to access any road segment that the revoked keywas authorized to
access. For example, the revocation of a key authorized to access an entire street will
affect all the users authorized to access any subset of road segments of that street.
Indeed, by construction, in the basic representation, each road segment is mapped
onto one attribute. This causes many affected users for each key revocation.

Segment trees can help us to reduce the affected users. In the following, we in-
troduce a representation based on segment trees which aims at limiting the number
of users affected by a key revocation, thus making the key revocation more efficient.
Let us consider a generic street with ρ road segments, and let us denote the road
segments of that street with the identifiers from 1 to ρ. We build a segment tree in
which the leaves are the road segment identifiers. Each node of the segment tree is
represented by an attribute. The γ

(j)
R set of each ABE-sealed key is formed by the

point representation set of the sensor j’s road segment, and it contains O(log ρ) at-
tributes. We use a point-in-interval access policy to authorize the user to access a
subset of consecutive road segments of the street. The complete TR subtree of the
access policy will be an OR between multiple point-in-interval access policies, one
for each street the user is authorized to access. Figure 3.5 shows a graphic exam-
ple of this. The key is authorized to access consecutive road segments belonging
to two streets, namely STREET10 and STREET56. The subtree s10_l5 ∨ s10_n2 is a
point-in-interval access policy which allows the user to access a set of consecutive
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…

s10 l5
<latexit sha1_base64="lLwomFC9uyf750HFUo776qUDKTc=">AAACSHicbVC7TgMxEPSF9/tV0lgEJEQR3QUhKJFoKEEigEhO0Z7ZBAufbdl7SHDiL2jhg/gD/oIO0eELKYCwzY5mZ2dXk1klPcXxW1QbG5+YnJqemZ2bX1hcWl5ZPfemcAJbwijjLjPwqKTGFklSeGkdQp4pvMhuj6r5xR06L40+o3uLaQ59LXtSAAXqatMncaerunub3eV63IgHxUdBMgR1NqyT7kq03bk2oshRk1DgfTuJLaUlOJJC4eNsp/BoQdxCH9sBasjRp+Xg5Ue+VXggwy06LhUfkPhzo4Tc+/s8C8oc6Mb/nVXkf7N2Qb2DtJTaFoRaVIdIKhwc8sLJkAXya+mQCKrPkUvNBTggQic5CBHIIoTzy9SLtKxOWXgwwZL3jOOjb1HfhqYUVBLwQRG8e0ZTyDb5m+QoOG82kt1G87RZP9wZpjzN1tkG22YJ22eH7JidsBYTTLMn9sxeotfoPfqIPr+ltWi4s8Z+Va32BT9IsDM=</latexit>

s10 l5
<latexit sha1_base64="lLwomFC9uyf750HFUo776qUDKTc=">AAACSHicbVC7TgMxEPSF9/tV0lgEJEQR3QUhKJFoKEEigEhO0Z7ZBAufbdl7SHDiL2jhg/gD/oIO0eELKYCwzY5mZ2dXk1klPcXxW1QbG5+YnJqemZ2bX1hcWl5ZPfemcAJbwijjLjPwqKTGFklSeGkdQp4pvMhuj6r5xR06L40+o3uLaQ59LXtSAAXqatMncaerunub3eV63IgHxUdBMgR1NqyT7kq03bk2oshRk1DgfTuJLaUlOJJC4eNsp/BoQdxCH9sBasjRp+Xg5Ue+VXggwy06LhUfkPhzo4Tc+/s8C8oc6Mb/nVXkf7N2Qb2DtJTaFoRaVIdIKhwc8sLJkAXya+mQCKrPkUvNBTggQic5CBHIIoTzy9SLtKxOWXgwwZL3jOOjb1HfhqYUVBLwQRG8e0ZTyDb5m+QoOG82kt1G87RZP9wZpjzN1tkG22YJ22eH7JidsBYTTLMn9sxeotfoPfqIPr+ltWi4s8Z+Va32BT9IsDM=</latexit>

s10 n2
<latexit sha1_base64="Xh/p2X6wYSCSo2hTBSO3rJHQRE0=">AAACSHicbVC7TgMxEPSF9ztASWMRkBBFdBcKKJFoKEEigEhO0Z7ZBAufbdl7SHDiL2jhg/gD/oIO0eELKYCwzY5mZ2dXk1klPcXxW1SbmJyanpmdm19YXFpeqa+unXtTOIFtYZRxlxl4VFJjmyQpvLQOIc8UXmS3R9X84g6dl0af0b3FNIeBln0pgAJ1teWTuNvTvdZWr96Im/Gw+DhIRqDBRnXSW412utdGFDlqEgq87ySxpbQER1IofJzvFh4tiFsYYCdADTn6tBy+/Mi3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f59nQZkD3fi/s4r8b9YpqH+QllLbglCL6hBJhcNDXjgZskB+LR0SQfU5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhHB+mXqRltUpCw8mWPK+cXz8LRrY0JSCSgI+KIJ332gK2SZ/kxwH561mstdsnbYah7ujlGfZBttkOyxh++yQHbMT1maCafbEntlL9Bq9Rx/R57e0Fo121tmvqtW+AD1wsDI=</latexit>

s10 n2
<latexit sha1_base64="Xh/p2X6wYSCSo2hTBSO3rJHQRE0=">AAACSHicbVC7TgMxEPSF9ztASWMRkBBFdBcKKJFoKEEigEhO0Z7ZBAufbdl7SHDiL2jhg/gD/oIO0eELKYCwzY5mZ2dXk1klPcXxW1SbmJyanpmdm19YXFpeqa+unXtTOIFtYZRxlxl4VFJjmyQpvLQOIc8UXmS3R9X84g6dl0af0b3FNIeBln0pgAJ1teWTuNvTvdZWr96Im/Gw+DhIRqDBRnXSW412utdGFDlqEgq87ySxpbQER1IofJzvFh4tiFsYYCdADTn6tBy+/Mi3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f59nQZkD3fi/s4r8b9YpqH+QllLbglCL6hBJhcNDXjgZskB+LR0SQfU5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhHB+mXqRltUpCw8mWPK+cXz8LRrY0JSCSgI+KIJ332gK2SZ/kxwH561mstdsnbYah7ujlGfZBttkOyxh++yQHbMT1maCafbEntlL9Bq9Rx/R57e0Fo121tmvqtW+AD1wsDI=</latexit>

STREET10

OR

OR

s56 l2
<latexit sha1_base64="zdvXR0nzvAUHakufxyxlzFYWWQY=">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</latexit>

s56 l2
<latexit sha1_base64="zdvXR0nzvAUHakufxyxlzFYWWQY=">AAACSHicbVBNb9NAEF2HFkqg0I9jL6smSFEPkW0E9FipF45FatqIxIrG23G66np3tTtGKlb/Ra/tD+If8C+4od5YmxxIwlzm6c2bN6OXWyU9xfHPqPNsY/P5i62X3Vevt9+83dndu/CmcgJHwijjxjl4VFLjiCQpHFuHUOYKL/Ob02Z++Q2dl0af063FrIS5loUUQIH62vcfPk5napb2Zzu9eBi3xddBsgA9tqiz2W40mF4ZUZWoSSjwfpLElrIaHEmh8K47rTxaEDcwx0mAGkr0Wd2+fMffVR7IcIuOS8VbEv/dqKH0/rbMg7IEuvars4b832xSUXGc1VLbilCL5hBJhe0hL5wMWSC/kg6JoPkcudRcgAMidJKDEIGsQjhLpl5kdXPKwncTLHlhHF9/i+Y2NKWgkYAPiuBdGE0h22Q1yXVwkQ6T98P0S9o7OVqkvMUO2CEbsIR9YifsMztjIyaYZvfsgT1GP6Jf0e/o6a+0Ey129tlSdTp/AEyCsDo=</latexit>

s56 n5
<latexit sha1_base64="bpo8DTYEL64y/Tt+bknwJ01xQ2g=">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</latexit>

s56 n5
<latexit sha1_base64="bpo8DTYEL64y/Tt+bknwJ01xQ2g=">AAACSHicbVDLThtBEJzdkMRAEl5HLiNMJJSDtWvE42iJC0cjYYOwV1bv0OuMmJ0ZzfRGghV/wTX5oPwBf5FbxI1Z40PA6UuXqqurW5VbJT0lyWMUv1t6/+Fja3ll9dPnL2vrG5tDbyoncCCMMu4yB49KahyQJIWX1iGUucKL/OakmV/8QOel0ed0azErYaplIQVQoK52/cHheKInB7uT9XbSSWbFF0E6B202r/5kI9obXxtRlahJKPB+lCaWshocSaHwfmVcebQgbmCKowA1lOizevbyPf9aeSDDLTouFZ+R+O9GDaX3t2UelCXQd/921pD/m40qKo6zWmpbEWrRHCKpcHbICydDFsivpUMiaD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCrEM4rUy+yujll4c4ES14YxxffoqkNTSloJOCDIngXRlPINn2b5CIYdjvpfqd71m33vs1TbrFttsP2WMqOWI+dsj4bMME0e2A/2a/od/Qn+hs9vUjjaL6zxV5VHD8DVdKwPw==</latexit>

STREET56

s56 n3
<latexit sha1_base64="nBxwiTtYxgoxxFmxRxABtgWCZcc=">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</latexit>

s56 n3
<latexit sha1_base64="nBxwiTtYxgoxxFmxRxABtgWCZcc=">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</latexit>

OR

TR
<latexit sha1_base64="0u8UHlgYx6kVpRlXJsYquyvlWsQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.5: Example of TR subtree of the key access policy with segment-tree repre-
sentation.

road segments of the street STREET10. We will refer to this implementation as the
segment-tree representation.

Note that, with respect to the basic representation, the TTP is required of a lit-
tle more effort to produce the ABE-sealed keys since the number of the KP-ABE
ciphertext attributes for each street is O(log ρ) instead of 1, and the complexity of
the KP.Encrypt primitive depends on such a number. However, the segment-tree
representation sensibly reduces the number of affected users. Indeed, a user autho-
rized to access a road segment in commonwith the revoked key is not automatically
affected, as it happens in the basic representation. Moreover, the segment-tree rep-
resentation reduces the key size, because the number of access policy attributes is
always less than or equal to the number of authorized road segments.

Attribute-Pool Representation

We introduce a third representation which extends the segment-tree representation
to further lower the number of users affected by a key revocation. We replace each
attribute i in the universe subset UR of the segment-tree representation with a pool
of ε attributes {iω}, ∀ω ∈ [1, ε] (replicas). Each replica iω in the pool has the same
meaning.

The γ
(j)
R set of an ABE-sealed key is composed of ε point representation sets and

includes O(ε log ρ) attributes, and the size of a decryption key is the same as in the
segment-tree representation. Indeed, the structure of the TR subtree is equivalent to
the one of the segment-tree representation, but each attribute in the subtree is one of
the ε replicas. Wewill refer to this implementation as the attribute-pool representation.

To implement this representation, for each replica in UR the TTP maintains the
number nkiω of non-revoked keys using that replica. nkiω is incremented when the
TTP issues a new decryption key having iω as access policy attribute, and it is decre-
mented when a similar key is revoked. When the TTP executes a key distribution
procedure, for each attribute which forms the TR subtree, it chooses the least fre-
quently used replica of the attribute, i.e., iω̃ such that ω̃ = arg minω(nkiω). This is to
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minimize the number of affected users in case the newly generated key is revoked.
This representation further reduces the number of affected users due to a key

revocation with respect to the segment-tree representation. Indeed, two users au-
thorized to access the very same set of road segments may have no attributes in
common in their decryption keys if they have different replicas of each attribute. In
such a case, if one of them is revoked, the other will not be affected.

Time Representation: Universe Subset UX
In ABE-Cities, users can be authorized to access only data sensed within a specific
validity period. A “not-before” and a “not-after” times are embedded in each de-
cryption key, in a similar way that X.509 certificates do. Both times are represented
with the maximum resolution of the time unit. Let the maximum system lifetime be
themaximum time of operation of the system. We represent the time units from 1 to
χ, where χ = dmaximum system lifetime / time unite, by means of a segment tree.
A basic representation is possible and consists in mapping each time unit onto one
attribute. However, with this representation the number of access policy attributes
of a decryption key grows linearly with the number of time units in the validity
period. This would produce possible huge-sized keys. To avoid this we adopted
a segment-tree representation also for time. The γ

(j)
X set of each ABE-sealed key is

formed by the point representation set of the data production time unit, which is
O(log χ) attributes. On the other hand, the validity period of a decryption key is
implemented through a point-in-interval access policy, which forms the TX subtree
and is, again, O(log χ) attributes. The segment-tree representation reduces the key
size, because the number of access policy attributes is always less than or equal to
the number of time units in the validity period. Note that using an attribute-pool
representationwould not improve the key revocation performance in this case, since
these attributes are never updated.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation
We tested our scheme by simulations, using a street network representing the city
of Pisa2 obtained from OpenStreetMap. We assumed a maximum system lifetime
of 100 years and the time unit equal to one day. Then, we considered a dataset
of 300 users with randomly chosen 365-day overlapping validity periods. In our
simulations, every user is authorized to access a route composed of consecutive road
segments. A route is characterized by a route length L, which is the line-of-sight
distance between its source point and its destination point. We chose a source point
at randomwithin themap and a destination point at random at a distance L from the

2Lat: [43.7052 , 43.7264], Lon: [10.3867 , 10.4266].
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source point. Within each scenario we tested, we fixed a value for the route length
which is the same for all the users. We generated a decryption key for each user,
by using an implementation of GPSW scheme written in the C language (Zheng,
2011), which realizes the four ABE primitives described in Section 3.2 with 80-bit of
security strength.

In Figure 3.6a we show a comparison between the average key sizes for the three
road segments representations, with respect to the route length. The lower part of
the bars shows the portion of the key size concerning the TX subtree. With all the
three representations, a user’s device, e.g., a smartphone, can easily store a decryp-
tion key of a few kilobytes. The cloud server stores only the decryption key com-
ponents of the TR for all the users, and the total size for our dataset of 300 keys is
about 1.4 MB using either the segment tree or the attribute-pool representation with
a route length of 2000 m. The key size of the segment tree and the attribute-pool rep-
resentations are about a third compared to the basic representation. Nevertheless,
the keys are fairly small for all the three representations (< 16 kB in the worst case),
so the key size should be affordable for both the users and the cloud server.

By using the samedataset, we revoked eachdecryption key in turn andmeasured
how many users were affected. In Figure 3.6b we show the average percentage of
affected users by a single key revocation. As expected, the segment tree and the
attribute-pool representations show less affected users than the basic representa-
tion. This holds for all the route lengths tested. Figure 3.6c shows the affected users
with respect to the number of replicas in the attribute-pool representation.
It is evident from the figure that the affected users can be reduced even further by
increasing the parameter ε. The segment-tree representation and the attribute-pool
representation are capable of reducing the number of affected users, and this light-
ens the load for the cloud server due to a key revocation, which is also distributed
over time thanks to the laziness of proxy re-encryption.

In our system, the load on the TTP ismainly determined by the complexity of the
KP.Encrypt primitive, which grows linearly with the KP-ABE ciphertext attributes.
The TTP executes such primitive once for each sensor at the beginning of the seal
procedure. We experimentally evaluated the computational load and the required
bandwidth on the TTP for the seal procedure. We used the same street network rep-
resenting the city of Pisa and a maximum system lifetime of 100 years. We assumed
100 sensors deployed randomly on the street network. We used the attribute-pool
representation with ε = 5, which represents the worst considered case in terms of
KP-ABE ciphertext attributes, and thus the worst case for the computational load
and the required bandwidth on the TTP. We define the key sealing time as the time
needed to generate all the ABE-sealed keys at the beginning of the seal procedure.
We observed a key sealing time of 5.4 seconds, and the total size of the ABE-sealed
keyswas about 550 kB. Note that the seal procedure is executedwithin the key revo-
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Figure 3.6: Performance evaluation. All the plots show 95 %-confidence intervals in
error bars.

cation procedure too, so the key sealing time represents also the minimum time that
the TTP takes to revoke a decryption key. We evaluated the key sealing time on a
desktop computer equipped with 16 GB of RAM, an Intel® Core™ i5-6600 CPU, and
running Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS 64-bit operating system. From our tests, the KP-ABE
ciphertext attributes γ of the average ABE-sealed key are about 39, of which about
21 those of γR. In other words, the TTP is asked to carry out a task of a few seconds
and then send a few kilobytes of data to the cloud server every day. This load should
be affordable by the average TTP.
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Pisa Houston Beijing
short route 500 m 1500 m 5000 m
medium route 1000 m 3000 m 10 000 m
long route 2000 m 6000 m 20 000 m

Table 3.1: Route lengths.
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Figure 3.7: Performance evaluation on large cities.

Experimental Evaluation on Large Cities
In order to prove the scalability of our system, we performed the same simulations
on two large cities, namely Houston3 and Beijing4. We illustrate the effects of re-
vocation in terms of affected users, and we report results which show the average
key size in these new scenarios as the length of the routes varies. The area of these
cities is about 10 and 100 times the area of Pisa, respectively. Accordingly, we con-
sidered proportional datasets of users for Pisa (300 users), Houston (3000 users),
and Beijing (30 000 users). Moreover, we considered route lengths roughly propor-
tional to the square root of the city area. For each city, we thus defined “short route”,
“medium route”, and “long route” a route whose length is as specified by Table 3.1.
Again, we assumed a maximum system lifetime of 100 years, a time unit equal to
one day, and 365-day validity periods. As we outlined in Section 3.5, the attribute-
pool representation guarantees the best performance with regards to affected users.
Therefore, simulations in this section take into consideration only such a represen-
tation with ε = 3.

In Figure 3.7a we show the average key size for the three route lengths tested on
each city. The lower part of the bars shows the portion of the key size concerning
the TX subtree. Of course, for each city, the key size increases with the route length

3Lat: [29.7171 , 29.7975], Lon: [−95.4145 , −95.3208].
4Lat: [39.7705 , 40.0271], Lon: [116.2251 , 116.5581].
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since the set of authorized road segments becomes larger. However, the graph in
Figure 3.7a reveals that the key size is influenced by distinctive features of each city’s
street network. In other words, street network properties, such as the average road
segment length, the average number of road segments within a street, etc., can im-
pact on the key size. Among these properties, we found the average road segment
length (Table 3.2) to be the most influential in the outcomes.

Pisa Houston Beijing
22.4 m 34.6 m 66.4 m

Table 3.2: Average road segment length.

In particular, longer road segments produce smaller keys, since the same route length
is composed of fewer road segments. For example, with reference to Figure 3.7a,
the medium route in Beijing produces a key smaller than the long route in Houston,
even if the former is longer than the latter (10 000 m versus 6000 m). The reason
is that in Beijing the average road segment is 66.4 m long, whereas in Houston it is
34.6 m long. As a consequence, a route in Beijing is composed of fewer road seg-
ments than a route of the same length in Houston, thus resulting in a smaller key.
The average road segment length is an indirect measurement of the “density” of the
street network since the road segment is basically the distance between two cross-
roads, so the shorter the distance is, the higher the number of crossroads in the same
area. To sum up, small but “dense” cities like Houston results in larger keys with
respect to big but “sparse” cities like Beijing.

From Figure 3.7a it can be seen that, even in the worst case considered, i.e., Bei-
jing with routes of 20 000 m, the average key is about 11.6 kB, which should be af-
fordable for the majority of the users. Such a small average key is also advantageous
to the cloud server, which must store all the key components associated with the TR
subtree for all the users. Considering that the average size of the TR subtree key
components is about 10.4 kB, and that the Beijing scenario counts 30 000 users, the
cloud server must dedicate only 311 MB for the decryption key components, which
again should be affordable. This corroborates the scalability of ABE-Cities in terms
of key size.

In Figure 3.7b we show the average percentage of affected users due to a revo-
cation. As expected, this percentage grows with the route length in all the three
cities. The reason is that longer routes are more likely to go through the same roads,
which in turn makes collisions between users more probable. With many user col-
lisions, a revocation of a user causes a high number of affected users. Interestingly,
the small city of Pisa scales particularly bad in terms of affected users as the route
length increases. The reason is attributable to the medieval origins of Pisa, whose
street network tends to canalize the traffic on a fewmain roads, instead of spreading
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it on the whole city. This makes collisions between users extremely probable as the
route grows in length. Nonetheless, for each city and route length tested, the aver-
age percentage of affected users never exceeds 10 %. The worst scenario in terms of
absolute number of users affected by a revocation is Beijing with long routes, which
gives 7.48 % · 30 000 = 2244 affected users. This number of affected users should be
bearable by the average cloud server, also thanks to the laziness of the mechanism.
Indeed, considering that the cloud server updates the key components only upon a
data request by the affected user, its computational load is largely spread over time.
On the contrary, the computational load of the TTP is sensibly affected by the size
of the city. We will thoroughly examine this aspect in Section 3.7.

3.6 Advanced ABE-Cities
In theABE-Cities schemedescribed in Section 3.3, the key sealing time grows roughly
linearly with the sensors deployed in the city. This is because the TTP executes the
KP.Encrypt primitive once for each sensor. Depending on the city size, the num-
ber of sensors in the city can be large, and this might overload the TTP. Moreover,
the TTP may be a single point of failure of the whole system. If the TTP misses or
delays the execution of a seal procedure for some reason (e.g., a technical failure),
the sensors cannot upload data to the cloud server any longer. Indeed, they cannot
execute the data production procedure since they lack the new sensor key material.
In this section we introduce a more advanced scheme which reduces the compu-
tational load of the TTP and mitigates the effects of TTP downtime, resulting in a
briefer seal procedure.

The advancedABE-Cities scheme leverages full-resource gateways, often deployed
in IoT systems, throughwhich the sensors access the Internet. Gateways can execute
the KP.Encrypt primitive on behalf of the TTP and in parallel with it, thus reducing
the execution time of the seal procedure. This raises the problem of distributing
authentic copies of many public parameters to a potentially large set of gateways,
which we address by using Merkle trees.

A Merkle tree is a binary tree used to efficiently verify the integrity of large data
sets or portions of them. Assume that a large data set is partitioned into n data blocks.
Each data block corresponds to a leaf in the Merkle tree. The label of each leaf (leaf
label) is a one-way hash of the corresponding data block. The label of each non-leaf
node (non-leaf label) is a one-way hash of the concatenation of its child nodes’ labels.
The root label is called top hash (tH). The integrity of the top hash implies, of course,
the integrity of all the data blocks. To verify the integrity of a subset of data blocks, it
is sufficient to retrieve the labels of the minimal set of nodes covering the other data
blocks (covering hash set, η), and to have a proof of integrity of the top hash, which
can be for example a digital signature on it. In the average case, the covering hash
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set is only O(log n), thus the amount of information required to verify the integrity
is little compared to the complete set of data blocks. Figure 3.8 shows an example
of a Merkle tree.

h000
<latexit sha1_base64="b6CZA5GoOeirm8OvlqdWLyW7anM=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yjiOhzu9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BpViv9w==</latexit>

db1
<latexit sha1_base64="zPp4llvpuPqjJTO77yzE9mN+COo=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdhYKUSDSUIJGAFE7RnrMJBp9t2XtIcOIfaOGD+Af+gQ7RInwhBRC22dHs7OxqMqukpzh+jSYmp6ZnZufmFxaXlldW19Y32t4UTmBLGGXcRQYeldTYIkkKL6xDyDOF59nNUTU/v0XnpdFndGcxzWGgZV8KoEC1d3pZN9nprtXiejwsPg6SEaixUZ1016O9y54RRY6ahALvO0lsKS3BkRQKHxYuC48WxA0MsBOghhx9Wg7ffeC7hQcy3KLjUvEhiT83Ssi9v8uzoMyBrvzfWUX+N+sU1G+mpdS2INSiOkRS4fCQF06GHJD3pEMiqD5HLjUX4IAIneQgRCCLEMwvUy/Ssjpl4d4ES943jo+/RQMbmlJQScAHRfDuG00h2+RvkuOg3agn+/XGaaN22BylPMe22DbbYwk7YIfsmJ2wFhPsmj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S2diEY7m+xXRZ9fYfOv3w==</latexit>

db2
<latexit sha1_base64="kZx7Zoxnl9GV+YQXQi49LeXfyIs=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdhYKUSDSUIJGAFE7RnrMJBp9t2XtIcOIfaOGD+Af+gQ7RInwhBRC22dHs7OxqMqukpzh+jSYmp6ZnZufmFxaXlldW19Y32t4UTmBLGGXcRQYeldTYIkkKL6xDyDOF59nNUTU/v0XnpdFndGcxzWGgZV8KoEC1d3pZt7HTXavF9XhYfBwkI1Bjozrprkd7lz0jihw1CQXed5LYUlqCIykUPixcFh4tiBsYYCdADTn6tBy++8B3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f5dnQZkDXfm/s4r8b9YpqN9MS6ltQahFdYikwuEhL5wMOSDvSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZhfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxvHB9/iwY2NKWgkoAPiuDdN5pCtsnfJMdBu1FP9uuN00btsDlKeY5tsW22xxJ2wA7ZMTthLSbYNXtkT+w5eoneovfo41s6EY12Ntmvij6/AGPPr+A=</latexit>

db3
<latexit sha1_base64="PG7OjXiCX9FHE5A5QbP15Bnw9rM=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdJQWUSDSUIJGAFE7RnrMJBp9t2XtIcOIfaOGD+Af+gQ7RInwhBRC22dHs7OxqMqukpzh+jSYmp6ZnZufmFxaXlldW19Y32t4UTmBLGGXcRQYeldTYIkkKL6xDyDOF59nNUTU/v0XnpdFndGcxzWGgZV8KoEC1d3pZt7nTXavF9XhYfBwkI1Bjozrprkd7lz0jihw1CQXed5LYUlqCIykUPixcFh4tiBsYYCdADTn6tBy++8B3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f5dnQZkDXfm/s4r8b9YpqH+QllLbglCL6hBJhcNDXjgZckDekw6JoPocudRcgAMidJKDEIEsQjC/TL1Iy+qUhXsTLHnfOD7+Fg1saEpBJQEfFMG7bzSFbJO/SY6DdqOeNOuN00bt8GCU8hzbYttsjyVsnx2yY3bCWkywa/bInthz9BK9Re/Rx7d0IhrtbLJfFX1+AWWrr+E=</latexit>

db4
<latexit sha1_base64="weRP1wrnJ5od33nNKKn+mX1eBnI=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdBSQokWgoQSIBKZyiPWcTDD7bsveQ4MQ/0MIH8Q/8Ax2iRfhCCiBss6PZ2dnVZFZJT3H8Go2NT0xOTc/Mzs0vLC4tr6yutbwpnMCmMMq4iww8KqmxSZIUXliHkGcKz7Obo2p+fovOS6PP6M5imkNfy54UQIFqbXWzzt5WZ6UW1+NB8VGQDEGNDeuksxrtXHaNKHLUJBR4305iS2kJjqRQ+DB3WXi0IG6gj+0ANeTo03Lw7gPfLjyQ4RYdl4oPSPy5UULu/V2eBWUOdOX/ziryv1m7oN5BWkptC0ItqkMkFQ4OeeFkyAF5Vzokgupz5FJzAQ6I0EkOQgSyCMH8MvUiLatTFu5NsOQ94/joW9S3oSkFlQR8UATvntEUsk3+JjkKWo16sltvnDZqhwfDlGfYBttkOyxh++yQHbMT1mSCXbNH9sSeo5foLXqPPr6lY9FwZ539qujzC2eHr+I=</latexit>

db5
<latexit sha1_base64="xNgxyrmUxul5EfgchLRLHCLfcqQ=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdBSEokWgoQSIBKZyiPWcTDD7bsveQ4MQ/0MIH8Q/8Ax2iRfhCCiBss6PZ2dnVZFZJT3H8Go2NT0xOTc/Mzs0vLC4tr6yutbwpnMCmMMq4iww8KqmxSZIUXliHkGcKz7Obo2p+fovOS6PP6M5imkNfy54UQIFqbXWzzt5WZ6UW1+NB8VGQDEGNDeuksxrtXHaNKHLUJBR4305iS2kJjqRQ+DB3WXi0IG6gj+0ANeTo03Lw7gPfLjyQ4RYdl4oPSPy5UULu/V2eBWUOdOX/ziryv1m7oN5BWkptC0ItqkMkFQ4OeeFkyAF5Vzokgupz5FJzAQ6I0EkOQgSyCMH8MvUiLatTFu5NsOQ94/joW9S3oSkFlQR8UATvntEUsk3+JjkKWo16sltvnDZqhwfDlGfYBttkOyxh++yQHbMT1mSCXbNH9sSeo5foLXqPPr6lY9FwZ539qujzC2ljr+M=</latexit>

db6
<latexit sha1_base64="Oae7hf5uBrpSuKP0uh1oXYQWw/c=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdBQkokWgoQSIBKZyiPWcTDD7bsveQ4MQ/0MIH8Q/8Ax2iRfhCCiBss6PZ2dnVZFZJT3H8Go2NT0xOTc/Mzs0vLC4tr6yutbwpnMCmMMq4iww8KqmxSZIUXliHkGcKz7Obo2p+fovOS6PP6M5imkNfy54UQIFqbXWzzt5WZ6UW1+NB8VGQDEGNDeuksxrtXHaNKHLUJBR4305iS2kJjqRQ+DB3WXi0IG6gj+0ANeTo03Lw7gPfLjyQ4RYdl4oPSPy5UULu/V2eBWUOdOX/ziryv1m7oN5BWkptC0ItqkMkFQ4OeeFkyAF5Vzokgupz5FJzAQ6I0EkOQgSyCMH8MvUiLatTFu5NsOQ94/joW9S3oSkFlQR8UATvntEUsk3+JjkKWo16sltvnDZqhwfDlGfYBttkOyxh++yQHbMT1mSCXbNH9sSeo5foLXqPPr6lY9FwZ539qujzC2s/r+Q=</latexit>

db7
<latexit sha1_base64="Tcte4zU5MVuTjA/emaf2fMXzF1k=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdhSKUSDSUIJGAFE7RnrMJBp9t2XtIcOIfaOGD+Af+gQ7RInwhBRC22dHs7OxqMqukpzh+jSYmp6ZnZufmFxaXlldW19Y32t4UTmBLGGXcRQYeldTYIkkKL6xDyDOF59nNUTU/v0XnpdFndGcxzWGgZV8KoEC1d3pZt7nTXavF9XhYfBwkI1Bjozrprkd7lz0jihw1CQXed5LYUlqCIykUPixcFh4tiBsYYCdADTn6tBy++8B3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f5dnQZkDXfm/s4r8b9YpqH+QllLbglCL6hBJhcNDXjgZckDekw6JoPocudRcgAMidJKDEIEsQjC/TL1Iy+qUhXsTLHnfOD7+Fg1saEpBJQEfFMG7bzSFbJO/SY6DdqOe7Ncbp43a4cEo5Tm2xbbZHktYkx2yY3bCWkywa/bInthz9BK9Re/Rx7d0IhrtbLJfFX1+AW0br+U=</latexit>

db8
<latexit sha1_base64="382OP98cOTP28VNzTpJLLh4v4/c=">AAACRHicbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouARBXdhYKUSDSUIJGAFE7RnrMJBp9t2XtIcOIfaOGD+Af+gQ7RInwhBRC22dHs7OxqMqukpzh+jSYmp6ZnZufmFxaXlldW19Y32t4UTmBLGGXcRQYeldTYIkkKL6xDyDOF59nNUTU/v0XnpdFndGcxzWGgZV8KoEC1d3pZt7nTXavF9XhYfBwkI1Bjozrprkd7lz0jihw1CQXed5LYUlqCIykUPixcFh4tiBsYYCdADTn6tBy++8B3Cw9kuEXHpeJDEn9ulJB7f5dnQZkDXfm/s4r8b9YpqN9MS6ltQahFdYikwuEhL5wMOSDvSYdEUH2OXGouwAEROslBiEAWIZhfpl6kZXXKwr0JlrxvHB9/iwY2NKWgkoAPiuDdN5pCtsnfJMdBu1FP9uuN00btsDlKeY5tsW22xxJ2wA7ZMTthLSbYNXtkT+w5eoneovfo41s6EY12Ntmvij6/AG73r+Y=</latexit>

h001
<latexit sha1_base64="BECs2xiXlK2SvYLpyq6aCyc7K58=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yjhOhju9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BpzWv+A==</latexit>

h010
<latexit sha1_base64="ZAz7/ysxBJVJ1TCl/IAXJYsZk9s=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yjiJhzu9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0Bpzav+A==</latexit>

h011
<latexit sha1_base64="eW9g85Vj/m3+TW+s5wRrppKfXLQ=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yjhJhju9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BqROv+Q==</latexit>

h100
<latexit sha1_base64="6Xt2QKjbevrWjc2YHhC3sMMgggQ=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yiSOhzu9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0Bpzev+A==</latexit>

h101
<latexit sha1_base64="9fl3zR9YgTMSWaaKvyPg75QKF1g=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yiROhju9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BqRSv+Q==</latexit>

h110
<latexit sha1_base64="4i/6DeBcckudkJl8rzCaZV666yI=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yiSJhzu9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BqRWv+Q==</latexit>

h111
<latexit sha1_base64="jXo12SMHFU+PFvSYQB6DfP4Zba0=">AAACR3icbVC7TgMxEPSFV3i/ShqLgEQV3YUCSiQaSpBIAIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyFbTwQXwCX0GHKPGFFEDYZkezs7OryaySnuL4LapNTc/MztXnFxaXlldW19Y3Ot4UTmBbGGXcZQYeldTYJkkKL61DyDOFF9ndcTW/uEfnpdHn9GAxzWGgZV8KoEBd7dz2yiRJhju9tUbcjEfFJ0EyBg02rtPeerR3fWNEkaMmocD7bhJbSktwJIXC4cJ14dGCuIMBdgPUkKNPy9HHQ75beCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7hzwLyhzo1v+dVeR/s25B/cO0lNoWhFpUh0gqHB3ywskQBfIb6ZAIqs+RS80FOCBCJzkIEcgiZPPL1Iu0rE5ZeDTBkveN45Nv0cCGphRUEvBBEbz7RlPINvmb5CTotJrJfrN11mocHY5TrrMtts32WMIO2BE7YaeszQTL2RN7Zi/Ra/QefUSf39JaNN7ZZL+qFn0BqvKv+g==</latexit>

h00
<latexit sha1_base64="qHLC9Z3LH3Ns5U+7iulMtp/axIs=">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</latexit>

h01
<latexit sha1_base64="ZWhPIkIcNS3N0eEfs3U9YLvmroo=">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</latexit>

h10
<latexit sha1_base64="5BSqD+D4+IasKvQSFkVxpZBEpVM=">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</latexit>

h11
<latexit sha1_base64="lyLyySlWyuZ/jz840i2YZp+ryvE=">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</latexit>

h0
<latexit sha1_base64="UqcIT7dzI54p1o8WYemgYLv9jR0=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO8AJY1FQKKK7kIBJRINJUgkIIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyDbTwQXwE30CHaJHwhRRA2GZHs7Ozq8mskp7i+DWamp6ZnZuvLSwuLa+srtXXNzreFE5gWxhl3GUGHpXU2CZJCi+tQ8gzhRfZ7XE1v7hD56XR53RvMc1hoGVfCqBAtXduevFOr96Im/Go+CRIxqDBxnXaW4/2rq6NKHLUJBR4301iS2kJjqRQOFy8KjxaELcwwG6AGnL0aTn6dsh3Cw9kuEXHpeIjEn9ulJB7f59nQZkD3fi/s4r8b9YtqH+YllLbglCL6hBJhaNDXjgZYkB+LR0SQfU5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhFx+mXqRltUpCw8mWPK+cXzyLRrY0JSCSgI+KIJ332gK2SZ/k5wEnVYz2W+2zlqNo8NxyjW2xbbZHkvYATtiJ+yUtZlgkj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S2disY7m+xXRZ9firmvdg==</latexit>

h1
<latexit sha1_base64="Ai4dKfwC1wvCzTI+vACrISvHAX8=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDO8AJY1FQKKK7kIBJRINJUgkIIVTtGc2wcJnW/YeEpzyDbTwQXwE30CHaJHwhRRA2GZHs7Ozq8mskp7i+DWamp6ZnZuvLSwuLa+srtXXNzreFE5gWxhl3GUGHpXU2CZJCi+tQ8gzhRfZ7XE1v7hD56XR53RvMc1hoGVfCqBAtXdueslOr96Im/Go+CRIxqDBxnXaW4/2rq6NKHLUJBR4301iS2kJjqRQOFy8KjxaELcwwG6AGnL0aTn6dsh3Cw9kuEXHpeIjEn9ulJB7f59nQZkD3fi/s4r8b9YtqH+YllLbglCL6hBJhaNDXjgZYkB+LR0SQfU5cqm5AAdE6CQHIQJZhFx+mXqRltUpCw8mWPK+cXzyLRrY0JSCSgI+KIJ332gK2SZ/k5wEnVYz2W+2zlqNo8NxyjW2xbbZHkvYATtiJ+yUtZlgkj2yJ/YcvURv0Xv08S2disY7m+xXRZ9fjJWvdw==</latexit>

tH
<latexit sha1_base64="zAxjeUT3JahEUvwpUlJRVGRdXy4=">AAACQ3icbVC7TgMxEPTxfj9LGouAlCq6CwWUkWgoQSKAFE7RntkEKz7bsveQwolvoIUP4iP4BjpEi4QvpADCNjuanZ1dTWaV9BTHr9HU9Mzs3PzC4tLyyura+sbm1oU3hRPYFkYZd5WBRyU1tkmSwivrEPJM4WU2OK7ml3fovDT6nIYW0xz6WvakAApUe4+6J3vdjVrciEfFJ0EyBjU2rtPuZlS/vjGiyFGTUOB9J4ktpSU4kkLhw9J14dGCGEAfOwFqyNGn5ejbB75feCDDLTouFR+R+HOjhNz7YZ4FZQ506//OKvK/Waeg3lFaSm0LQi2qQyQVjg554WSIAfmNdEgE1efIpeYCHBChkxyECGQRcvll6kVaVqcs3JtgyXvG8cm3qG9DUwoqCfigCN49oylkm/xNchJcNBvJQaN51qy1jsYpL7AdtsvqLGGHrMVO2ClrM8Eke2RP7Dl6id6i9+jjWzoVjXe22a+KPr8AzcGvmg==</latexit>

Figure 3.8: Example of Merkle tree with eight data blocks.

With reference to such an example, if we want to verify the integrity of db1, db2 and
db4, we just need to retrieve such data blocks, the set η = {h010, h1}, and the proof
of integrity of tH.

The architecture of the advanced ABE-Cities scheme is shown in Figure 3.9. We
assume that a sensor can access the cloud server either through a gateway (net-
worked sensor), for example through a Wi-Fi connection, or directly (direct sensor),
for example through a Narrowband IoT connection. A sensor j shares a long-term
key K(j)

LT either with its gateway, in the case is a networked sensor, or the TTP, in the
case is a direct sensor. Since gateways execute the KP.Encrypt primitive, they need
to receive authentic copies of the public parameters from the TTP. The TTP uses a
Merkle tree to transmit different subsets of public parameters to different gateways
in an authenticated manner. This permits the gateways to verify the public parame-
ters authenticity by receiving only a few data. Each gatewaymust receive the public
parameters corresponding to the union of the attributes γ

(j)
R identifying the road

segments of its networked sensors. We call such a set σ
(g)
R =

⋃
γ
(j)
R for all the net-

worked sensors j connected to the gateway g. Also, each gateway must receive all
the public parameters in UX .

System Procedures
With respect to the procedures of the vanilla ABE-Cities scheme explained in Sec-
tion 3.3, key distribution, data production, and data consumption procedures re-
main unchanged. In the following, we describe the new version of setup, seal, and
key revocation procedures, and we introduce a new one, namely the gateway join
procedure.
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TTP

cloud server

…

…

users sensorsgateways

…
…

M
8j 2 g sensors:

Ti2S g(j)

K(j)
LT

sensor key material
<latexit sha1_base64="+uln1gzuDcaE5eed2tiaQYEMvZk=">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</latexit>

…
RKLi, 8i 2 UR
dki2l(u)\UR

, 8u 2 users
sensor key material for direct sensors
encrypted sensed data
ABE-sealed keys
M
s

(g)
R , 8g 2 gateways

<latexit sha1_base64="nvAxnSIQinKMmeO4duS6JdsOBEI=">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</latexit>

DK(1)

K(1)
priv

<latexit sha1_base64="w//rHRvmlbJoWV8K3US/gV0hZ5M=">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</latexit>

DK(u)

K(u)
priv

<latexit sha1_base64="CXBqwrH+sAWBfPZPxpkMc/uonyo=">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</latexit>

K(1)
LT

DEK(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="8xQPplp3IZmhF1ROfY7zKyZ9Uvs=">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</latexit>

K(j)
LT

DEK(j)
<latexit sha1_base64="nIIcpPF2pOApgVi44bweQ2NhomA=">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</latexit>

MK
K(TTP)

priv

K(j)
LT , 8j 2 direct sensors

M
<latexit sha1_base64="72P4fdjCbQSUXWNM8RrQ1aEqIKM=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.9: Advanced ABE-Cities architecture.

Setup. This procedure initializes the system. After having executed the setup pro-
cedure of Section 3.3, the TTP creates a Merkle treeM where data blocks are the
public parameters Ti∈UR and signs the top hash tH. Then, the TTP sends the mes-
sage (Ti∈U , ts, Sign(tH||Ti∈UX ||ts)) to the cloud server, where ts is a timestamp. The
cloud server re-constructs the Merkle tree with the received public parameters and
verifies the TTP signature to be valid and the timestamp to be fresh. If everything is
correct, the cloud server accepts Ti∈U as authentic public parameters and stores the
M data structure.

Gateway Join. This procedure is executed every time a new gateway g joins the
system. We assume the gateway knows the public key of the TTP, through which it
can verify TTP signatures. The gateway communicates to the TTP which road seg-
ments its networked sensors are placed onto. The TTP determines the attribute set
σ
(g)
R and sends the message (σ(g)

R , ts, Sign(tH||Ti∈UX ||Ti∈σ
(g)
R
||ts)) to the cloud server.

Then, the cloud server sends the message (σ(g)
R , T

i∈σ
(g)
R

, η(g), Ti∈UX , ts,

Sign(tH||Ti∈UX ||Ti∈σ
(g)
R
||ts)) to the gateway, where η(g) is the covering hash set of

the public parameters T
i∈σ

(g)
R

and ts is a timestamp. The gateway re-constructs the
Merkle treeM and verifies the TTP signature to be valid and the timestamp to be
fresh. If everything is correct, the gateway accepts T

i∈σ
(g)
R

and Ti∈UX as authentic
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public parameters and will use them to generate ABE-sealed keys during the seal
procedure.

Seal. This procedure is executed at the beginning of every time unit. First, The
TTP executes the seal procedure of Section 3.3 only for the direct sensors. As for
networked sensors, each gateway g randomly generates a data encryption key DEK(j)

for each networked sensor j and encrypts it by executing:

ASK(j) = KP.Encrypt(DEK(j), γ(j), Y, Ti∈γ(j)),

thus obtaining the ABE-sealed key for the networked sensor j for current time unit.
Also, the gateway g encrypts with the long-term key K(j)

LT the message (DEK(j), ts,
MAC

K(j)
LT
(DEK(j), ts)), where ts is a timestamp and MAC

K(j)
LT
(·) denotes a message

authentication code keyed by K(j)
LT . Such an encrypted message constitutes the sen-

sor key material for the networked sensor j for the current time unit. The gateway
g forwards the sensor key material to its networked sensors. Finally, the gateway
securely destroys the data encryption keys and the sensor key materials. This pre-
vents an adversary who compromises the gateway from decrypting sensed data.
Each networked sensor verifies the message authentication code to be valid and the
timestamp to be fresh. If everything is correct, the networked sensor accepts DEK(j)

as its current data encryption key and initializes the data encryption counter (c(j))
to zero.

Key Revocation. This procedure is executed every time a user u’s decryption key
must be revoked. First, the key revocation procedure described in Section 3.3 is exe-
cuted, except for the final seal procedure for the affected sensors. The TTP generates
then a newMerkle treeM′ where data blocks are the latest version of the public pa-
rameters Ti∈UR . Then, the TTP sends the message (Ti∈µ(u) , ts, Sign(t′H||ts)) to the
cloud server, where µ(u) is the set of attributes updated during the revocation pro-
cedure of the vanilla scheme and ts is a timestamp. The cloud server re-constructs
the Merkle tree with the latest version of the public parameters and verifies the TTP
signature to be valid and the timestamp to be fresh. If everything is correct, the cloud
server stores theM′ data structure. Then, the cloud server identifies all the affected
gateways, which are those gateways whose σ

(g)
R set includes at least one attribute

of the revoked key. These gateways are “affected” by the key revocation because
the public parameters they use to produce ABE-sealed keys must be updated. The
cloud server sends the message (T

i∈σ
(g)
R ∩µ(u) , η(g)′, ts, Sign(t′H||ts)) to each affected

gateway. Each affected gateway g re-constructs the Merkle tree and verifies the TTP
signature to be valid and the timestamp to be fresh. If everything is correct, the gate-
way accepts T

i∈σ
(g)
R ∩µ(u) as authentic public parameters. Finally, a seal procedure is
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executed for all the affected sensors. Note that the Merkle tree allows the cloud
server to send to each affected gateway only the public parameters it needs, and the
affected gateway to accept the parameters by verifying only one signature.

Gateway Compromise
The advanced scheme inherits the security properties of the vanilla scheme with
respect to the threats examined in Section 3.3. However, since gateways are now
part of the system, we have to take into account the possibility of their compromise.

An adversary capable of compromising a gateway can compromise the long-
term keys of all its networked sensors. However, the gateway securely destroys
the data encryption keys and the sensor key materials during the seal procedure.
Hence, the adversary will be able to decrypt only sensed data produced after the
next execution of the seal procedure.

3.7 Advanced ABE-Cities Evaluation
In theABE-Cities schemedescribed in Section 3.3, the key sealing time grows roughly
linearly with the sensors deployed in the city. Depending on the city size, the num-
ber of sensors in the city can be large, and thismight overload the TTP. The advanced
ABE-Cities scheme presented in Section 3.6 mitigates this problem by outsourcing
part of the computational load to the gateways. In this section we validate this by
means of experiments.

We used the same street networks representing the cities of Houston and Bei-
jing, and, for all the simulations performed, we assumed a fixed portion (10 %) of
the road segments to be covered by a sensor. The sensors were then partitioned in
networked and direct. For each simulationwe changed the percentage of networked
sensors from 0 to 100 % in steps of 10 %. The road segments covered by sensors and
which of these sensors are networked were randomly selected for each simulation.
We partitioned each city in 100× 100 m tiles, and we assumed to have a gateway at
the center of each tile which is connected to all the networked sensors of the tile, if
any. This implies gateways to have about 70 m of transmission range, which is real-
istic for the WiFi protocol. We used the attribute-pool representation with ε = 5 to
represent the street network, a maximum system lifetime of 100 years, and a time
unit equal to one day. This scenario fits a participatory sensing application in which
sensors are owned by different companies or even private citizens, for example a
traffic monitoring application with IP cameras.

Since the TTP and the gateways produce their ABE-sealed keys in parallel, the
key sealing time will be the maximum between the time required to the TTP (TTP
key sealing time) and that required to the gateways (gateway key sealing time). The
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gateway key sealing time will be in turn dominated by the most loaded gateway,
which is the last one to complete the generation of the ABE-sealed keys. To measure
the key sealing time for a city, we generated the ABE-sealed keys by using an imple-
mentation of GPSW scheme written in the C language (Zheng, 2011). In particular,
we generated an ABE-sealed key for each direct sensor using a desktop computer
which emulates the TTP, and an ABE-sealed key for each networked sensor of the
most loaded gateway using a single-board computer which emulates the gateway.
The desktop computer that emulates the TTP is equipped with 16 GB of RAM, an
Intel® Core™ i5-6600 CPU, and runningUbuntu 16.04.3 LTS 64-bit operating system.
The single-board computer that emulates the gateway is a Raspberry Pi 3Model B+,
equipped with off-the-shelf hardware (1 GB SRAM and ARM Cortex-A53 1.4 GHz)
running Raspbian Jessie.

Figs. 3.10a and 3.10b show the TTP key sealing time and the gateway key sealing
time for Houston and Beijing, respectively.
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Figure 3.10: TTP key sealing time and gateway key sealing time wrt the percent-
age of networked sensors with 100× 100 m-tile gateways. All the plots show 95 %-
confidence intervals in error bars.

Remember that the key sealing time of the whole system will be the maximum be-
tween the two. From the graphs we can easily notice that, as the percentage of net-
worked sensors increases, the TTP’s load decreases whereas the gateways’ load in-
creases, both in a linear fashion. With 0 % of networked sensors, all the load is on
the TTP, and we obtain the same performance of the vanilla scheme described in
Section 3.3. The key sealing time of the vanilla scheme is 5 minutes and 40 seconds
in Houston, and 10 minutes and 54 seconds in Beijing. With a greater percentage of
networked sensors, the key sealing time drops noticeably. This shows that the ad-
vanced schememitigates the scalability issues of the non-advanced scheme in terms
of TTP computational load. The point of intersection of the two curves represents
the best case which minimizes the key sealing time. After that, the gateways are
overloaded, and they become the bottleneck of the system. The best-case key seal-
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ing time is about 9.9 seconds in Houston with 97 % of networked sensors, and 4.9
seconds in Beijing with 99 % of networked sensors. Beijing is larger than Houston
but reaches a better performance because it has more gateways, so the computa-
tional load is outsourced to a greater extent.

Note that the above scenario requires to have many gateways in the smart city,
namely about 8100 in Houston and about 81 000 in Beijing. This is realistic for a par-
ticipatory sensing application which involves private citizens’ WiFi gateways. On
the other hand, in case that private gateways could not be involved, deploying such
a big number of gateways would be unfeasible. In this case, adopting a long-range
and low-bitrate communication technology like LoRa is a more scalable solution
in terms of deployment cost. However, fewer gateways means that the advanced
scheme unburdens the TTP to a lesser extent. To quantify the key sealing time in
such a scenario, we run again the simulations on the street networks representing
the cities of Houston and Beijing. This time, we partitioned each city in 1× 1 km
tiles, and we assumed to have a gateway at the center of each tile which is connected
to all the networked sensors of the tile, if any. This implies gateways to have about
700 m of transmission range, which is realistic for the LoRa protocol. This scenario
fits applications in which the infrastructure must be cheap and the sensors produce
little traffic, for example an air-quality monitoring application in which sensors pro-
duce few bytes per hour.

Figs. 3.11a and 3.11b show the TTP key sealing time and the gateway key sealing
time for Houston and Beijing, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: TTP key sealing time and gateway key sealing time wrt the percentage
of networked sensors with 1× 1 km-tile gateways.

As it can be seen from the graphs, the gateway key sealing time is sensibly higher
than the one in the previous WiFi scenario. The reason is that each gateway han-
dles many more networked sensors. As a consequence, the best-case key sealing
times are worse too: about 109 seconds in Houston with 68 % of networked sensors,
and about 64 seconds in Beijing with 90 % of networked sensors. Nevertheless, the
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key sealing time decreases noticeably when passing from 0 % of networked sensors
(which represents the vanilla ABE-Cities performance) to a greater percentage. This
shows that the advanced ABE-Cities scheme scales better than the vanilla one even
in the LoRa scenario, and the seal procedure is still briefer.

To sum up, the decentralized nature of the advanced ABE-Cities scheme per-
mits parallelization of the seal procedure and thus its completion in a considerably
shorter time period, as outlined by the experimental results. Moreover, it unbur-
dens the TTP of the entire effort required by the seal procedure by outsourcing a
significant amount of computation to the gateways, avoids the TTP to be a single
point of failure, and provides scalability.



Chapter 4

Improving KP-ABE Revocation
Mechanism

It doesn’t matter how long it takes if
the end result is a good theorem.

John Tate

Since the first introduction byGoyal et al. (GPSWscheme), plenty ofABE schemes
have been proposed. Such schemes mainly aim at reducing the computational cost
of the original encryption/decryption primitives either by outsourcing part of them
to trusted parties (Li et al., 2012; Touati et al., 2014; Touati and Challal, 2016; Zuo
et al., 2018), or by redefining them, e.g., by avoiding using bilinear pairings (Yao
et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2018) or by using new constructions (Waters, 2011). Other
schemes (Yu et al., 2010a,b; Hur and Noh, 2010; Jahid et al., 2011; Xu and Martin,
2012; Fischer et al., 2019) attempt to add a key revocation mechanism, which is in-
trinsically not existent in ABE.

In ABE systems, a Trusted Third Party (TTP) generates public parameters for en-
cryption and decryption keys for decryption. An encrypting entity is called (data)
producer, while a decrypting entity is named (data) consumer. In practical applica-
tions, data producers store the encrypted data on some server, while data consumers
retrieve ciphertexts from it. Often, the storage service is provided by a third party
server, e.g., a cloud server, which is historically considered to be honest-but-curious,
meaning that it honestly carries out the storage, communication, and computational
tasks, but it is also interested in accessing the content of the encrypted data stored
on it. Some other works, consider the cloud server breachable, meaning that an
adversary can exfiltrate data stored on the cloud server.

As every public-key cryptosystem, an ABE system needs a key revocation mech-
anism for it to be used in practice. Adecryption keymust be revokedwhenever it has
been compromised, i.e., when someone other than the original data consumer is in

49
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possession of it. Revoking a key means making it unable to decrypt new ciphertexts
anymore. In many ABE schemes, this is achieved by a system-wide update of the
attributes present in the key to revoke for every entity in the system except for the
revoked one. So, every decryption key using an attribute used also by the revoked
key must get an update. This process is called re-keying, and the cloud server can
be either partially or completely entrusted with it so that data confidentiality is still
guaranteed. In other words, the cloud server is provided with some cryptographic
quantities which let it update the decryption keys, but it does not know the decryp-
tion keys themselves, through which it could otherwise access the content of the
encrypted data stored on it. However, a compromised key could be made publicly
available by an adversary, but also, the fact that a key has been made public might
be the reason why it should be revoked. In both cases, since the cloud is able to po-
tentially update every key through re-keying, it could update the revoked key, thus
undoing the revocation, and access the content of the encrypted data. Another similar
threat comes from an adversary able to breach the cloud server and obtain the re-
keying material present on it. Also in this case the revocation can be undone. With
these types of attack, the system cannot guarantee data confidentiality any longer.

In this chapter, we propose a secure key revocation mechanism for KP-ABE sys-
tems able to ensure data confidentiality even if the cloud server comes into posses-
sion of a revoked key. In previous works (Yu et al., 2010a,b; Hur and Noh, 2010;
Jahid et al., 2011; Xu and Martin, 2012; Fischer et al., 2019), this type of adversary
is not taken into account, but the honest-but-curious paradigm should consider it
since revoked keys might be made public anytime since their compromise.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces some back-
ground on KP-ABE and other related techniques that we use in our scheme. Sec-
tion 4.2 describes our model, assumptions, and construction. Section 4.4 analyzes
the security and the performances of our scheme.

4.1 Background
KP-ABE: GPSW scheme
In section 3.2 we modeled the primitives defined in GPSW scheme as black boxes
since ABE-Cities simply uses them as a means of achieving the properties of confi-
dentiality and access control. In this section we give a mathematical description of
such primitives. Before describing them, we introduce some notation. Let G1 be a
groupwhose group operation is efficiently computable. Let p be its prime order, and
let g be a generator ofG1. Let e : G1×G1 → G2 be a bilinear mapwhich is efficiently
computable and has the properties of bilinearity and non-degeneracy. Let the access
policy T be defined as a tree. Each node x of the tree is described by threshold gate
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of type kx-of-nx, where kx is its threshold value, and nx is the number of child nodes
of x. All the leaf nodes represent attributes and are described by a threshold value
kx = 1.

(MKKP, PKKP) = KP.Setup(U ) Defined the universe of the attributes U = {1, . . . ,
n}, choose y, t1, . . . , tn uniformly at random inZp. Then compute T1 = gt1 , . . . , Tn =

gtn and Y = e(g, g)y. Output the public parameters as PKKP = (Y, T1, . . . , Tn) and
the master key as MKKP = (y, t1, . . . , tn).

CT = KP.Encrypt(M, γ, PKKP) To encrypt the message M ∈ G2 under the set of
attributes γ (encryption attributes), choose a number s uniformly at random in Zp.
Then compute ĉt = MYs, and for each attribute i ∈ γ compute the ciphertext compo-
nent cti = Ts

i . Output the KP-ABE ciphertext as CT = (ĉt, {cti}i∈γ).

DK = KP.KeyGen(MKKP, T ) Let T be an access policy defined over a set of at-
tributes λ (access policy attributes). The algorithm defines a polynomial qx of degree
degx = kx − 1 for each node x, starting from the root node and proceeding in a top-
down manner. For the root node ρ, set qρ(0) = y and other degρ random points
to define it completely. Then, associate each child node x with a unique number
index(x). Proceed for any other node x, setting qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)) and
other degx random points to define the polynomial completely. The polynomials for
the leaf nodes are defined only by qx(0). For each leaf node, define the decryption
key component dki = g

qx(0)
ti , where the node x identifies the attribute i. Output the

decryption key as DK = {dki}i∈λ.

M = KP.Decrypt(CT, DK) The algorithm proceeds in a bottom-up manner. For
each attribute i ∈ γ ∩ λ compute e(dki, cti) = e(g, g)qx(0)·s. Then, by polynomial
interpolation at the exponent, compute e(g, g)qz(0)·s, where z is a parent node. Pro-
ceeding in a bottom-up fashion, if the polynomial interpolation is feasible at each
level of the access policy up to the root ρ, we obtain e(g, g)qρ(0)·s = e(g, g)y·s = Ys.
Output the message M = ĉt/Ys if the access policy is satisfied, ⊥ otherwise.

Proxy Re-Encryption for KP-ABE
In section 3.2 we modeled the primitives defined in YWRL scheme as black boxes
since ABE-Cities simply uses them as a means of enabling key revocation. In this
section we give a mathematical description of such primitives and redefine some
notation.

Yu et al. extended GPSW construction to include a key revocation mechanism
to the scheme. This is achieved by adding the features of proxy re-encryption and re-
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keying. Proxy re-encryption allows a third party to re-encrypt KP-ABE ciphertexts
without accessing the content itself, thus a honest-but-curious cloud server perfectly
fits this role. The re-encryption of KP-ABE ciphertexts stored on the cloud server
prevents a revoked key from decrypting them. However, this mechanism alone is
not sufficient: after the re-encryption, other legitimate keys might not be able to
decrypt those KP-ABE ciphertexts too. Hence, YWRL scheme implements also a re-
keying mechanism for such keys, which is operated by the cloud server. For each
decryption key, the cloud server is given all the decryption key components but one,
the one related to a special attribute (dummy attribute, AttD), which is ANDed at the
root of every access policy. The dummy attribute is also present in every KP-ABE
ciphertext. Without knowing the decryption key component dkAttD the cloud server
cannot decrypt any KP-ABE ciphertext, but it can perform re-keying.

In YWRL scheme, every attribute i, except for the dummy attribute, is identi-
fied by a version number. The version of an attribute i is set to zero at setup time,
and it is increased by one every time the attribute is updated. Re-encryption and
re-keying are performed by means of re-encryption keys issued by the trusted third
party. A re-encryption key rki(v)↔i(v+1) is a cryptographic quantity able to update
both a ciphertext component and a decryption key component from the version v
to the version v + 1. All the re-encryption keys for the attribute i are ordered and
maintained in a dynamic structure called re-encryption key list RKLi. Fig. 4.1 shows
an example of it. When a new re-encryption key is issued, an element containing

rki(l�1)$i(l)
<latexit sha1_base64="QOoCgGZa56cJJ0e4LEQBapLSjMo=">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</latexit>

rki(0)$i(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="2HdWJEgJjWz8wpt8/bliNHdnFNE=">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</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="tGiARxv7fE/bH8nMPV3/gv5TvHQ=">AAACRnicbVCxThtBEJ0zJCEQEkzKNCsMEpV1ZwpSItFQGgmDJfuE5tZjs2Jvd7U7F4mc+Im08EH8Aj9Bh2jZc1wEnGnm6c2bN6NXOK0Cp+lj0lpZ/fDx09rn9Y0vm1+/bbW3z4OtvKSBtNr6YYGBtDI0YMWahs4TloWmi+L6uJlf/CIflDVnfOMoL3Fm1FRJ5EgNd8dyYjnsXm510m46L7EMsgXowKL6l+1kfzyxsirJsNQYwihLHec1elZS0+36uArkUF7jjEYRGiwp5PX84VuxVwVkKxx5obSYk/TvRo1lCDdlEZUl8lV4P2vI/81GFU9/5rUyrmIysjnEStP8UJBexSRITJQnZmw+J6GMkOiRmbwSKGUkqxjNG9Mg87o55fC3jZZiar1YfotnLjatsZFgiIroPbWGY7bZ+ySXwXmvmx10e6e9zlFvkfIa/IAd2IcMDuEITqAPA5Cg4Q/cwX3ykDwlz8nLX2krWex8hzfVglfKtLAR</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="tGiARxv7fE/bH8nMPV3/gv5TvHQ=">AAACRnicbVCxThtBEJ0zJCEQEkzKNCsMEpV1ZwpSItFQGgmDJfuE5tZjs2Jvd7U7F4mc+Im08EH8Aj9Bh2jZc1wEnGnm6c2bN6NXOK0Cp+lj0lpZ/fDx09rn9Y0vm1+/bbW3z4OtvKSBtNr6YYGBtDI0YMWahs4TloWmi+L6uJlf/CIflDVnfOMoL3Fm1FRJ5EgNd8dyYjnsXm510m46L7EMsgXowKL6l+1kfzyxsirJsNQYwihLHec1elZS0+36uArkUF7jjEYRGiwp5PX84VuxVwVkKxx5obSYk/TvRo1lCDdlEZUl8lV4P2vI/81GFU9/5rUyrmIysjnEStP8UJBexSRITJQnZmw+J6GMkOiRmbwSKGUkqxjNG9Mg87o55fC3jZZiar1YfotnLjatsZFgiIroPbWGY7bZ+ySXwXmvmx10e6e9zlFvkfIa/IAd2IcMDuEITqAPA5Cg4Q/cwX3ykDwlz8nLX2krWex8hzfVglfKtLAR</latexit>RKLi
<latexit sha1_base64="FuLXXuFbywPXrlkbyUROBTX2pWs=">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</latexit>

l
<latexit sha1_base64="eUW1h0XVIlTBsdXg0Lq/B93bOEU=">AAACQXicbVC7TgMxEPTxJryhpLFIkKiiu1BAiURDCYIAUnKK9swmWPhsy95DghOfQAsfxFfwCXSIlgZfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+drC4tLyyura+rk3hRPYFkYZd5mBRyU1tkmSwkvrEPJM4UV2c1jNL27ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAihQpw3V6K3W42Y8LD4OkhGos1Ed99aine6VEUWOmoQC7ztJbCktwZEUCh9q3cKjBXEDA+wEqCFHn5bDXx/4duGBDLfouFR8SOLPjRJy7+/yLChzoGv/d1aR/806BfX301JqWxBqUR0iqXB4yAsnQwjIr6RDIqg+Ry41F+CACJ3kIEQgi5DKL1Mv0rI6ZeHeBEveN46Pv0UDG5pSUEnAB0Xw7htNIdvkb5Lj4LzVTHabrZNW/aA1SnmObbIttsMStscO2BE7Zm0m2IA9sif2HL1Eb9F79PEtnYhGOxvsV0WfXzpxrtE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="FUVjnSNTOxRJUFeT7KH5cXOUmg4=">AAACQXicbVC7TgMxEPTxJryhpLFIkKiiu1BAiURDCYIAUnKK9swmWPhsy95DghOfQAsfxFfwCXSIlgZfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+drC4tLyyura+rk3hRPYFkYZd5mBRyU1tkmSwkvrEPJM4UV2c1jNL27ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAihQp4240Vutx814WHwcJCNQZ6M67q1FO90rI4ocNQkF3neS2FJagiMpFD7UuoVHC+IGBtgJUEOOPi2Hvz7w7cIDGW7Rcan4kMSfGyXk3t/lWVDmQNf+76wi/5t1Curvp6XUtiDUojpEUuHwkBdOhhCQX0mHRFB9jlxqLsABETrJQYhAFiGVX6ZepGV1ysK9CZa8bxwff4sGNjSloJKAD4rg3TeaQrbJ3yTHwXmrmew2Wyet+kFrlPIc22RbbIclbI8dsCN2zNpMsAF7ZE/sOXqJ3qL36ONbOhGNdjbYr4o+vwDK0q6V</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="oKRsZLFAJZSD4aPuhPngaXii/kw=">AAACQXicbVC7TgMxEPTxJryhpLFIkKiiu1BAiURDCYIAUnKK9swmWPhsy95DghOfQAsfxFfwCXSIlgZfSAGEbXY0Ozu7mswq6SmOX6OJyanpmdm5+drC4tLyyura+rk3hRPYFkYZd5mBRyU1tkmSwkvrEPJM4UV2c1jNL27ReWn0Gd1ZTHMYaNmXAihQp42k0Vutx814WHwcJCNQZ6M67q1FO90rI4ocNQkF3neS2FJagiMpFD7UuoVHC+IGBtgJUEOOPi2Hvz7w7cIDGW7Rcan4kMSfGyXk3t/lWVDmQNf+76wi/5t1Curvp6XUtiDUojpEUuHwkBdOhhCQX0mHRFB9jlxqLsABETrJQYhAFiGVX6ZepGV1ysK9CZa8bxwff4sGNjSloJKAD4rg3TeaQrbJ3yTHwXmrmew2Wyet+kFrlPIc22RbbIclbI8dsCN2zNpMsAF7ZE/sOXqJ3qL36ONbOhGNdjbYr4o+vwDMrq6W</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Re-encryption key list for the attribute i.

the latest re-encryption key is appended to the re-encryption key list. Note that
the element at index v contains the re-encryption key to update either a ciphertext
component or a decryption key component from the version v− 1 to the version v.
To create a new version of the attribute i(v), the TTP updates the component of the
master key t(v)i to t(v+1)

i , and the component of the public parameters T(v)
i to T(v+1)

i .
Next, it issues a re-encryption key rki(v)↔i(v+1) which can be used to transform ei-
ther a ciphertext component ct(v)i to ct(v+1)

i or a decryption key component dk(v)i to
dk(v+1)

i . The scheme allows re-encryption and re-keying from any old version to the
latest version. To simplify the notation, we avoid to indicate the version of the at-
tributes when is not necessary. We will use i to indicate a generic version of the
attribute, and i′ to indicate the next version of it. The primitives of YWRL scheme
have the following syntax:
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(t′i, T′i , rki↔i′) = PRE.UpdateAtt(i, MKKP) Choose t′i uniformly at random inZp and
compute T′i = gt′i . Then compute the re-encryption key rki↔i′ = t′i/ti. Update the
component of the master key ti to t′i, and the component of the public parameters Ti
to T′i . Output the re-encryption key rki↔i′ .

ct(l)i = PRE.UpdateCT(i, cti, RKLi) Obtain the current version of the attribute i
from cti and locate the entry in RKLi. If the selected entry is not the last one, re-
trieve all the entries from the next one to the last one. Compute rki↔i(l) = rki↔i′ ·
rki′↔i′′ · · · rki(l−1)↔i(l) = t(l)i /ti. Next, compute ct(l)i = (cti)

rk
i↔i(l) = gt(l)i ·s. Output the

updated ciphertext component ct(l)i .

dk(l)i = PRE.UpdateDK(i, dki, RKLi) Obtain the current version of the attribute i
from dki and locate the entry in RKLi. If the selected entry is not the last one, re-
trieve all the entries from the next one to the last one. Compute rki↔i(l) = rki↔i′ ·

rki′↔i′′ · · · rki(l−1)↔i(l) = t(l)i /ti. Next, compute dk(l)i = (dki)
(rk

i↔i(l)
)−1

= g
qx(0)

t(l)i . Out-
put the updated decryption key component dk(l)i .

Non-Monotonic Attribute-Based Encryption
Non-Monotonic Attribute-Based Encryption (NM-ABE) is an ABE scheme intro-
duced by Ostrovsky et al. (2007) which supports non-monotonic access structures.
This scheme extends GPSW scheme as it allows to include negated attributes in both
access policies and attributes sets. In order to ease the reading, we abstract away
the mathematical insight of the Ostrovsky et al.’s NM-ABE scheme. The interested
reader can refer to Ostrovsky et al. (2007) for such details. We model the NM-ABE
scheme with the following black-box primitives.

(MKNM, PKNM) = NM.Setup(d) On input a fixed number d of attributes per NM-
ABE ciphertext, this primitive initializes the scheme and outputs the public param-
eters PKNM and the master key MKNM.

E = NM.Encrypt(M, Γ, PKNM) On input a message M, an encryption attribute set
Γ, and the public parameters PKNM, this primitive outputs the NM-ABE ciphertext
E.

NK = NM.KeyGen(Ã, MKNM, PKNM) On input an access policy Ãwith access pol-
icy attributes Λ, the master key MKNM, and the public parameters PKNM, this primi-
tive outputs an NM-ABE decryption key NK.
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M = NM.Decrypt(E, NK) On input an NM-ABE ciphertext E and an NM-ABE
decryption key NK, this primitive outputs the message M if the access policy em-
bedded in the key is satisfied with the attributes on the ciphertext. Otherwise, it
outputs ⊥.

Note that, differently from GPSW scheme, the NM-ABE one does not require
the definition of a universe of the attributes when executing the setup primitive,
but allows for the so-called “Large-Universe construction”. This means that every
string can be used as an attribute when executing encryption and key generation
primitives.

4.2 Proposed Scheme
Our main idea is to create a robust revocation mechanism by which the honest-but-
curious cloud server is not able to undo a key revocation. To this aim we use PRE
techniques and distribute the task of keys and ciphertexts update to both the cloud
server and the users. In particular, the update of either a decryption key component
or a ciphertext component to a new version is accomplished by a double update
through two different re-encryption keys, namely cloud re-encryption key and user
re-encryption key. The first update uses the cloud re-encryption key and is executed
by the cloud server. The second update uses the user re-encryption key and is exe-
cuted by a legitimate user. In the following, we describe the system model and the
assumptions, and then we present our construction.

Model and Assumptions
SystemModel

We assume that the system is composed of the following parties: a data owner, many
users, and a cloud server. For the sake of simplicity we assume a single entity, i.e.,
the data owner, to be responsible for system setup, key issuing and data produc-
tion. Nevertheless, the role of data owner could be played by a trusted third party
and many data producers, as in Rasori et al. (2018). In our system the data owner
produces the data, encrypts it, and stores it on the cloud server. Users are data con-
sumers, and therefore, they hold decryption keys; they retrieve the data from the
cloud server and decrypt it. The data owner can revoke a decryption key at any
time. The cloud server is a server owned by a Cloud Service Provider supplying
storage and computational capabilities. Basically, the cloud server can be seen as
a provider of a PaaS service which runs software on behalf of the data owner. We
assume the cloud server to have generous storage space capacity and computational
resources. Moreover, we assume the cloud server can ensure high availability, so it
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can be accessed at any time by the data owner and the users. On the contrary, we
do not make the same assumption for the other parties.

Security Model

Similarly to other works, e.g., Yu et al. (2010a); Touati and Challal (2016); Yao et al.
(2015), we assume the cloud server to be honest but curious, meaning that it hon-
estly carries out all its designated tasks, i.e., storage, communication, and computa-
tional tasks, but it is also interested in accessing the content of the encrypted data
stored on it. Also, we assume the data owner to be fully trusted. On the contrary,
we assume a user to be interested in accessing unauthorized data. To this aim, users
can collude by trying somehow to combine their decryption keys in order to access
unauthorized datawhich each decryption key is unable to decrypt singly. Moreover,
we assume that each party owns a traditional public/private key pair, e.g., RSA or
ECC keys, and that each public key can be easily retrieved by the other parties. We
further assume secure communication channels among all the communicating par-
ties, which can be obtained by using some secure protocol, e.g., TLS. Finally, we
assume revoked keys to be publicly available since the revocation of a key is usually
enforced when the key has been compromised, i.e., when someone other than the
original user is in possession of it.

Definitions and Notation

Every piece of encrypted data, or file, that the data owner stores on the cloud server
is composed of three parts: a file identifier FID, a KP-ABE ciphertext CT, and an en-
crypted message EM. The encrypted message EM is a piece of data M encrypted with
a random symmetric key KS. The KP-ABE ciphertext CT is the symmetric key KS
encrypted through KP-ABE encryption and labeled with an encryption attribute set
γ. The encryption attribute set of any KP-ABE ciphertext CT in the system includes
the dummy attribute AttD.

Every user u is provided with a KP-ABE decryption key DK(u) which embeds
an access policy T (u) defined over a set of attributes λ(u). The access policy T (u)

of every decryption key in the system includes the dummy attribute AttD, which
is ANDed at the root with the rest of the policy. Moreover, each user u is associ-
ated with a unique identifier UID(u) ∈ {0, 1}∗ decided by the data owner, which
is basically a string. Each identifier is mapped to an NM-ABE attribute by using
a collision-resistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p. Hence, H(UID(u)) is the NM-
ABE attribute for the identityUID(u). To simplify the notationwe define the attribute
ID(u) = H(UID(u)). Every user u is also provided with an NM-ABE decryption key
NK(u) that includes the attribute ID(u) in the access policy attributes. This key is
used only for revocation purposes. By using such key, the user u can decrypt all
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the NM-ABE ciphertexts not labeled with ID(u) in their encryption attributes. Each
user u maintains a list for each attribute i ∈ λ(u) \ {AttD} called URKLi (user re-
encryption key list for the attribute i). Each element of this list is a user re-encryption
key. Similarly, the cloud server maintains a list for each attribute i ∈ U \ {AttD}
called CRKLi (cloud re-encryption key list for the attribute i). Each element of this list is
a cloud re-encryption key. The cloud server maintains also a list for each attribute
i ∈ U \ {AttD} called EURKLi (encrypted user re-encryption key list for the attribute i).
Each element of this list is an NM-ABE ciphertext containing a user re-encryption
key which is called eurki↔i′ (encrypted user re-encryption key). Moreover, the cloud
server maintains a list for each attribute i ∈ U \ {AttD} called PKLi (public parameter
list for the attribute i). Each element of this list is a component of the public parame-
ters.

Finally, we define a new primitive called UpdateAtt which allows us to generate
cloud and user re-encryption keys.

(t′i, T′i , crki↔i′ , urki↔i′) = UpdateAtt(i, MKKP) Choose αi, βi uniformly at random
inZp and compute t′i = αi · βi and T′i = gt′i . Then compute the cloud re-encryption key
crki↔i′ = αi/ti and set the user re-encryption key urki↔i′ = βi. Update the component
of themaster key ti to t′i, and the component of the public parameters Ti to T′i . Output
the cloud re-encryption key crki↔i′ and the user re-encryption key urki↔i′ .

Procedures
In the following we describe the procedures of our scheme, namely Setup, User Join,
Data Production, Key Revocation, and Data Consumption.

Setup. This procedure initializes the scheme. The data owner chooses the uni-
verse of the attributes U and executes the KP.Setup(U ) primitive which outputs the
master key MKKP and the public parameters PKKP. Then, the data owner chooses
a number d which specifies the number of attributes per NM-ABE ciphertext and
executes the NM.Setup(d) primitive which outputs the master key MKNM and the
public parameters PKNM. The data owner keeps themaster keys MKKP and MKNM se-
cret. Moreover, it authenticates the public parameters PKKP and stores them on the
cloud server. To authenticate these public parameters, the data owner might either
sign every single Ti or implement a more efficient solution based onMerkle trees, as
proposed in the previous chapter (Section 3.6).

User Join. This procedure provides a new joining user u with a decryption key
DK(u) and an NM-ABE decryption key NK(u). First, the data owner defines the ac-
cess policy T (u) for the user and executes KP.KeyGen(MKKP, T (u)) to generate the
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decryption key DK(u). Then, the data owner chooses an identifier UID(u) for the
user u and an access policy Ã that includes the attribute ID(u). Finally, it executes
NM.KeyGen(Ã, MKNM, PKNM) to generate the NM-ABE decryption key NK(u).

The data owner sends the keys DK(u) and NK(u) to the user through a secure
channel. Then, it stores all the decryption key components dki on the cloud server,
except for the one relative to the dummy attribute, i.e., dkAttD .

Data Production. This procedure is executedwhen the data owner produces a new
piece of data M and wants to make it available to the users. First, the data owner
chooses a unique file identifier FID and a random symmetric key KS ∈ G2, and exe-
cutes Enc(M, KS) to generate the encrypted message EM. The notation Enc(M, KS)

refers to a symmetric key encryption algorithm, e.g., AES, executed on the message
M with the key KS. Then, the data owner chooses a set of encryption attributes γ

and executes KP.Encrypt(KS, γ, PKKP) to generate the KP-ABE ciphertext CT. Finally,
the data owner stores the file (FID, CT, EM) on the cloud server.

Key Revocation. This procedure is started by the data owner to revoke a decryp-
tion key DK(r) which has been compromised. The procedure is divided into two
phases. The first phase is called attribute update phase and prevents DK(r) from de-
crypting KP-ABE ciphertexts produced after the key revocation. The second phase
is called components update phase and includes both re-encryption of old KP-ABE
ciphertexts and re-keying of legitimate users’ decryption keys. While the former
phase is immediately executed after the key compromise and promptly comes into
force, the latter can be spread over time in a lazy fashion in occasion of data requests
by the legitimate users.

Attribute Update Phase. This phase is started by the data owner to revoke
a decryption key. Let DK(r) be the decryption key to be revoked and λ(r) the
access policy attributes of such a key. The data owner selects a minimum set
of attributes µ(r) ⊆ λ(r) \ {AttD} without which the access policy T (r) will
never be satisfied (updatee set). For each i ∈ µ(r), the data owner executes
UpdateAtt(i, MKKP) to update the component of the master key ti to t′i and the
component of the public parameters Ti to T′i . The primitive outputs the cloud
re-encryption key crki↔i′ and the user re-encryption key urki↔i′ . Then, the
data owner composes the message

(
{crki↔i′ , T′i }i∈µ(r)

)
, signs it and sends it to

the cloud server. Upon receiving the message from the data owner, the cloud
server verifies the signature on it and stores each crki↔i′ as last element of the
related CRKLi. Moreover, the cloud server stores each T′i as last element of the
related PKLi. Then, the data owner chooses d− 1 attributes at random such that
none of them is associated to a user identifier and adds the attribute ID(r) to
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create the set of encryption attributes Γ. Next, for each i ∈ µ(r), it encrypts the
user re-encryption key through NM-ABE encryption. Specifically, it executes
NM.Encrypt(urki↔i′ , Γ, PKNM) to generate an encrypted user re-encryption key
for the attribute i, called eurki↔i′ , which the user r is not able to decrypt, signs
it and sends it to the cloud server. Upon receiving the message from the data
owner, the cloud server verifies the signature on it and stores eurki↔i′ as last
element of the related EURKLi.

Components Update Phase. This phase is executed during each data con-
sumptionprocedure. Let a file requested by a legitimate user u be (FID, CT, EM),
and let his/her decryption key be DK(u). During this phase, the cloud server
selects the encrypted user re-encryption keys eurki↔i′ to send to the user and
updates the decryption key components of DK(u) and the ciphertext compo-
nents of CT as follows.
For each i ∈ λ(u) ∩ γ \ {AttD}, the cloud server obtains the current version
of the attribute i from both dki and cti and selects the one with the oldest ver-
sion number. Next, it locates the related entry in EURKLi. If the selected en-
try is not the last one, it retrieves all the entries from the next one to the last
one, i.e., (eurki↔i′ , . . . , eurki(l−1)↔i(l)). Then, the cloud server selects the cloud
re-encryption key list CRKLi, executes PRE.UpdateDK(i, dki, CRKLi) to obtain
a partially updated decryption key component ḋk(l)i , and PRE.UpdateCT(i, cti,
CRKLi) to obtain a partially updated ciphertext component ċt(l)i . Moreover, for
each i ∈ λ(u) \ γ, the cloud server obtains the current version of the attribute
i from dki. Next, it locates the related entry in EURKLi. If the selected entry is
not the last one, it retrieves all the entries from the next one to the last one, i.e.,
(eurki↔i′ , . . . , eurki(l−1)↔i(l)). Then, it selects the cloud re-encryption key list
CRKLi and executes PRE.UpdateDK(i, dki, CRKLi) to obtain a partially updated
decryption key component ḋk(l)i .

Data Consumption. This procedure is started by a user u who wants to access a
piece of data. First, the user requests a file to the cloud server by specifying the
identifier FID. The cloud server retrieves the file (FID, CT, EM) and executes the
components update phase. Next, it composes the message

(
ḋk(l)i , eurki↔i(l) , ċt(l)j

)
,

where i refers to outdated attributes in the decryption key, and j refers to outdated
attributes in the ciphertext and present in the decryption key (i.e., j ∈ σ ⊆ (λ(u)∩γ)).
Then, the cloud server signs the message and sends it to the user.

Upon receiving themessage from the cloud server, the user verifies the signature
on it. Then, for each attribute i, the user executes NM.Decrypt(eurki↔i′ , NK(u)) to
retrieve the user re-encryption key urki↔i′ and appends it to the user re-encryption
key list URKLi. When the user re-encryption key list URKLi is updated to the last
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version, the user selects it together with the received partially updated decryption
key component ḋk(l)i , and executes PRE.UpdateDK(i, ḋk(l)i , URKLi), thus obtaining
the updated decryption key component dk(l)i . Moreover, for each attribute j, the user
selects the user re-encryption key list URKLj and the received partially updated ci-
phertext component ċt(l)j , and executes PRE.UpdateCT(j, ċt(l)j , URKLj), thus obtain-
ing the updated ciphertext component ct(l)j . Then, the user composes the message(

dk(l)i , ct(l)j

)
, signs it and sends it to the cloud server.

Upon receiving the message from the user, the cloud server verifies the signa-
ture on it. Next, for each attribute j, the cloud server verifies that the user updated
the ciphertext component ctj correctly. In order to do that, the cloud server checks
that e

(
ctj, T(l)

j

)
= e

(
ct(l)j , Tj

)
. If all the comparisons are correct, the cloud server

updates the ciphertext CT with the ciphertext components ct(l)j , and the decryption
key components for the user u with the received ones. Then, the cloud server com-
poses the message

(
ĉt, {ctk}k∈(λ(u)∩γ)\σ, EM

)
, signs it and sends it to the user. Note

that the cloud server sends only the ciphertext components that were already up to
date and present in the user’s decryption key. Depending on the application, this
optimization can save a lot of communication overhead.

Upon receiving themessage from the cloud server, the user verifies the signature
on it. Next, it composes the ciphertext CT = (ĉt, {ct(l)j }j∈{λ(u)∩γ}). The user can now
decrypt the ciphertext CT by executing KP.Decrypt(CT, DK(u)), thus retrieving the
symmetric key KS. Finally, it executes Dec(EM, KS) and retrieves the data M.

4.3 Security Analysis

In this section, we provide security proofs for our scheme. Our aim is to show that
our scheme is not less secure than the GPSW scheme (Goyal et al., 2006), which has
been proved secure in the Selective-Set model under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (DBDH) assumption. We first define a game (Game 1) which models col-
lusion among users whose keys cannot decrypt a given ciphertext and users whose
keys have been revoked. We formally prove that our scheme is resistant against such
an adversary under the DBDH assumption. Then, we define a second game (Game
2) which models a cloud server that comes into possession of revoked keys. We for-
mally prove that our scheme is resistant against such an adversary under the DBDH
assumption.
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Game 1
Init The adversary declares the universe of attributes U , the challenge set γ, the
number of key revocations n, and the access policies of the decryption keys to re-
voke, i.e., Tj, ∀j ∈ [1, n].

Setup The challenger runs the KP.Setup primitive, thus creating the public param-
eters PK(0)

KP . Next, for each key revocation j, the challenger determines the updatee
set µj from Tj and runs the UpdateAtt primitive for each attribute i ∈ µj, thus cre-
ating the user re-encryption keys {urki(j−1)↔i(j)}. Then, it creates the public param-
eters PK(j)

KP. Finally, the challenger gives the n + 1 sets of the public parameters, i.e.,
{PK(0)

KP , . . . , PK(n)
KP }, and the user re-encryption keys to the adversary.

Phase 1 The adversary is allowed to issue queries for: (i) decryption keys of any
version whose access policy T is not satisfied with the challenge set; and (ii) de-
cryption keys with access policy equal to any Tj, but version less than j. The version
v ∈ [0, n] specifies which master key the challenger uses to create the decryption
key requested.

Challenge The adversary submits twodistinctmessagesm0 andm1 of equal length.
The challenger sets b← {0, 1} uniformly at random, runs the KP.Encrypt primitive
on mb with the challenge set, and sends the ciphertext CT? to the adversary.

Phase 2 Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess The adversary outputs a guess b? of b.

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined as Pr[b? = b]− 1
2 .

Proof of Security
We prove that no Probabilistic Polynomial-Time (PPT) adversary can play Game
1 against our scheme with a non-negligible advantage under the DBDH assump-
tion. To do this, we prove that breaking our scheme reduces to breaking the GPSW
scheme, which in turn is proved to be infeasible for a PPT adversary (see Goyal et al.
(2006)). More formally, we state the following:

Theorem 1. If a PPT adversary can play Game 1 against our scheme with a non-negligible
advantage, then a simulator can be built to play the Selective-Set game (Game 0) against the
GPSW scheme with the same advantage.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversaryA able towinGame 1 against our scheme
with advantage ε. We build a simulator B that can play Game 0 against the GPSW
scheme with the same advantage ε.

Init The simulator B starts Game 1 against the adversary A. A chooses the uni-
verse of attributes U , the challenge set γ, the number of key revocations n, and the
access policies of the decryption keys to revoke, i.e., Tj, ∀j ∈ [1, n].

Setup In this phase, the simulator B builds an alternative universe of attributes
U ′ and an alternative challenge set γ′, which will be used in Game 0 against the
GPSW scheme. The alternative universe will be composed of an attribute i_0 for
each attribute i in the original universe, plus an attribute i_j for each attribute i in
the updatee set of each key revocation j. In formulas:

U ′ = {i_0 | i ∈ U} ∪ {i_j | i ∈ µj, j ∈ [1, n]}.

For convenience, we define the following function:

i_x ← FindCurrVer(i,U ′, v) This function takes as input an attribute named
i ∈ U , the universe of attributes U ′, and a version number v. The function
outputs the attribute i_x, where x = maxx≤v{x | i_x ∈ U ′}.

The alternative challenge setwill be composed of the outputs of FindCurrVer(i,U ′, n)
for each attribute i in the original challenge set. In formulas:

γ′ = {FindCurrVer(i,U ′, n) | i ∈ γ}.

The simulator B, which acts as adversary in Game 0, selects the universe of at-
tributes U ′ and the challenge set γ′, and runs Game 0 Init phase. The challenger
replies with the public parameters PK′KP = {Ti_x | i_x ∈ U ′}. The simulator creates
n + 1 sets of public parameters for A. Specifically, it defines each set as

PK(v)
KP = {Ti_x ∈ PK′KP | i_x = FindCurrVer(i,U ′, v), ∀i ∈ U},

and calls each Ti_x as T(v)
i . Then, the simulator chooses ∑j | µj | random numbers

in Zp to create all the user re-encryption keys and gives them and the sets of public
parameters {PK(0)

KP , . . . , PK(n)
KP } to the adversary A.

Phase 1 For each decryption key with policy T and version v that the adversaryA
requests, the simulator B computes the corresponding policy T ′ in the alternative
universe by replacing each attribute i ∈ T with the attribute FindCurrVer(i,U ′, v).
Then, the simulator makes a decryption key request to the GPSW scheme and for-
wards the obtained decryption key to the adversary A.
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Challenge The simulator B receives the messages m0 and m1 from the adversary
A, selects themas its own challengemessageswith respect to theGPSWscheme, and
runs Game 0 Challenge phase. The simulator propagates the obtained ciphertext
CT? to the adversary A.

Phase 2 The simulator acts as it did in Phase 1.

Guess The simulator B receives the guess b? from the adversary A and selects it
as its own guess with respect to the GPSW scheme.

As shown, the simulator can map any attribute of any version of our scheme onto
an attribute of the GPSW scheme, and therefore it can simulate the versioning of
the attributes (with the adversary A). The simulator translates the attributes from
the universe U to U ′ and maps each decryption key request fromA to an equivalent
request compliant with the GPSW scheme. Hence, the advantage of the simulator
B in Game 0, i.e., in the Selective-Set game, against the GSPW scheme is the same
as the one of the adversary A in Game 1 against our scheme. �

Game 2
Init The adversary declares the universe of attributes U , the challenge set γ, the
number of key revocations n, and the access policies of the decryption keys to re-
voke, i.e., Tj, ∀j ∈ [1, n]. Note that the universe of attribute, the challenge set, and
the access policies include the dummy attribute AttD.

Setup The challenger runs the KP.Setup primitive, thus creating the public param-
eters PK(0)

KP . Next, for each key revocation j, the challenger determines the updatee
set µj from Tj and runs the UpdateAtt primitive for each attribute i ∈ µj, thus cre-
ating the cloud re-encryption keys {crki(j−1)↔i(j)}. Then, it creates the public param-
eters PK(j)

KP. Finally, the challenger gives the n + 1 sets of the public parameters, i.e.,
{PK(0)

KP , . . . , PK(n)
KP }, and the cloud re-encryption keys to the adversary.

Phase 1 The adversary is allowed to issue queries for: (i) incomplete decryption keys,
i.e., decryption keys which do not include the decryption key component relative to
the dummy attribute (dkAttD); and (ii) decryption keys with access policy equal to
any Tj, but version less than j.

Challenge The adversary submits twodistinctmessagesm0 andm1 of equal length.
The challenger sets b← {0, 1} uniformly at random, runs the KP.Encrypt primitive
on mb with the challenge set, and sends the ciphertext CT? to the adversary.
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Phase 2 Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess The adversary outputs a guess b? of b.

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined as Pr[b? = b]− 1
2 .

Proof of Security

We prove that no PPT adversary can play Game 2 against our scheme with a non-
negligible advantage under the DBDH assumption. To do this, we prove that break-
ing our scheme with Game 2 rules reduces to breaking our scheme with Game 1
rules, which we just proved to be infeasible for a PPT adversary (see Theorem 1).
More formally, we state the following:

Theorem 2. If a PPT adversary can play Game 2 against our scheme with a non-negligible
advantage, then a simulator can be built to play Game 1 against our scheme with the same
advantage.

Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversaryA able towinGame 2 against our scheme
with advantage ε. We build a simulator B that can play Game 1 against our scheme
with the same advantage ε.

Init The simulator B starts Game 2 against the adversary A. A chooses the uni-
verse of attributes U , the dummy attribute AttD, the challenge set γ, the number
of key revocations n, and the access policies of the decryption keys to revoke, i.e.,
Tj, ∀j ∈ [1, n].

Setup In this phase, the simulator B adds another dummy attribute Att′D to the
universe of attributes, selects γ as its challenge set, selects Tj, ∀j ∈ [1, n] as the ac-
cess policies of the decryption keys to revoke, and runs Game 1 Init phase. The
challenger replies with the sets of public parameters {PK(0)

KP , . . . , PK(n)
KP } and the user

re-encryption keys. The simulator removes the component of the public parameters
relative to the dummy attribute Att′D in every set of public parameters. Then, it se-
lects the received user re-encryption keys as its cloud re-encryption keys. Finally,
the simulator gives the sets of public parameters and the cloud re-encryption keys
to the adversary.

Phase 1 For each revoked decryption key with policy Tj and version v < j that the
adversaryA requests, the simulator B makes a decryption key request to the Game
1 challenger and forwards the obtained decryption key to the adversary.
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For each incomplete decryption key with policy T and version v that the adver-
sary A requests, the simulator substitutes the dummy attribute AttD with the new
dummy attribute Att′D andmakes a decryption key request to theGame 1 challenger.
Then, the simulator removes the component dkAtt′D

from the obtained decryption
key and sends such an incomplete decryption key to the adversary.

Challenge The simulator B receives the messages m0 and m1 from the adversary
A, selects them as its own challenge messages and runs Game 1 Challenge phase.
The simulator propagates the obtained ciphertext CT? to the adversary A.

Phase 2 Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess The simulator B receives the guess b? from the adversaryA, selects it as its
own guess, and runs Game 1 Guess phase.

As shown, the simulator can accommodate every decryption key request from
the adversary. Notably, the simulator is able to provide the adversary with any in-
complete decryption key. Indeed, during Phase 1, it may happen that the adversary
requests incomplete decryption keys relative to decryption keyswhose access policy
T is satisfied with the challenge set. In such a case, the simulator cannot propagate
the request to the Game 1 challenger. However, by substituting AttD with Att′D in
T , the simulator ensures that the access policy is not satisfied with the challenge
set and that the request will be compliant with those accepted by the Game 1 chal-
lenger. Therefore, the advantage of the simulator B in Game 1 against our scheme
is the same as the one of the adversary A in Game 2 against our scheme. �

4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section we analyze the computational cost of the various operations in our
system. Such costs are mainly determined by the ABE operations as they are the
most complex and onerous. Table 4.1 shows the complexity of ABE operations ex-
ecuted by each entity during the various procedures, and it shows a comparison
between our scheme and the YWRL one. Note that in order to implement the key
revocation mechanism, our scheme requires access policies with only one negated
attribute embedded in theNM-ABEdecryption keys, and only one attribute labeling
the NM-ABE ciphertexts. For this reason we set d = |Λ| = 1.

The data owner initializes the scheme through the setup procedure. Differently
from YWRL scheme which initializes only the KP-ABE scheme, our scheme initial-
izes also the NM-ABE scheme. This cost is only 1 pairing operation and 3 opera-
tions (point-scalar multiplications) in G1 to create the public parameters. Also in
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Data owner
Procedure Scheme Bilinear Operations Operations

Pairings in G1 in GT

Setup Our 2 |U |+ 3 −
YWRL 1 |U | −

User Join Our − |λ|+ 3 −
YWRL − |λ| −

Data Production Our − |γ| 1
YWRL − |γ| 1

Key Revocation Our − 4|µ| |µ|
YWRL − |µ| −

Cloud server
Procedure Scheme Bilinear Operations Operations

Pairings in G1 in GT

Data Consumption Our 2(|γ| − 1) |λ|+ |γ| − 2 −
(in case of components update) YWRL − |λ|+ |γ| − 2 −

User
Procedure Scheme Bilinear Operations Operations

Pairings in G1 in GT

Data Consumption Our |λ| − −
YWRL |λ| − −

Data Consumption Our |λ|+ 3(|λ| − 1)R |λ|+ |γ| − 2 −
(in case of components update) YWRL |λ| − −

Table 4.1: Computational costs comparison.

the user join procedure, our scheme adds a constant and moderate cost due to the
employment of the NM-ABE scheme. In particular, the data owner executes the
NM.KeyGen primitive which requires 3 operations inG1. The data production pro-
cedure is the procedure that is executed most frequently by the data owner. The
cost of this procedure for both our and YWRL scheme is determined only by the ex-
ecution of the KP.Encrypt, whose complexity depends on the number of encryption
attributes. Specifically, it requires |γ| operations inG1 and 1 operation (modular ex-
ponentiation) in GT to blind the message, i.e., MYs. The key revocation procedure
is composed of two phases. The data owner is involved only in the first one, i.e., the
attribute update phase. Both in our scheme and YWRL one, during this phase, the
data owner first determines the updatee set µ, and then it generates a new version
of the quantities related to the attributes i ∈ µ. The main cost for these operations
is determined by the computation of a new version of the public parameters Ti to
T′i , ∀i ∈ µ. Each of these updates requires one operation in G1. In addition to this
cost, our scheme also requires the execution of the NM.Encrypt primitive for each
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attribute in the updatee set in order to secure the user re-encryption keys. The cost
of each NM.Encrypt is 3 operations in G1 and 1 operation in GT.

The cloud server performs ABE operations only during the data consumption
procedure, both in our and in YWRL scheme. If both the user’s decryption key and
the requested ciphertext are up to date, the data consumption procedure has no
ABE-related costs for the cloud server. On the other hand, when ciphertext and/or
decryption key components need to be updated (components update phase), the
cloud server executes the PRE.UpdateCT and PRE.UpdateDK primitives. In the
worst case, these primitives are executed for each attribute labeling the ciphertext
and for each attribute embedded in the user’s decryption key, except for the dummy
attribute. Hence, the total cost is |λ| − 1 + |γ| − 1 operations in G1, both in our and
in YWRL scheme. Note that, even in the case an attribute has to be updated of more
than one version, the cost is still one operation inG1 per component since these prim-
itives first use the re-encryption key list to compute an equivalent re-encryption key
able to update the attribute from any old version to the latest version. Then, such re-
encryption key is used as argument of the operation in G1. In addition to this cost,
our scheme also includes 2(|γ| − 1) pairings. This cost is related to the verifiability
property, which lets the cloud server check that the user updated all the ciphertext
components correctly.

The user performsABE operations only during the data consumption procedure,
both in our and in YWRL scheme. If both the user’s decryption key and the re-
quested ciphertext are up to date, the data consumption procedure’s cost includes
|λ| pairings operations in the worst case, both in our scheme and in YWRL one.
On the other hand, when ciphertext and/or decryption key components need to be
updated (components update phase), the cost of our scheme is higher than YWRL
scheme since the user participates in re-encryption and re-keying. However, this
adds security to our scheme and allows us to prevent the cloud server from undo-
ing key revocations. In our scheme, the user executes the NM.Decrypt primitive to
retrieve the user re-encryption keys. This primitive is executed for each attribute in λ

(except for the dummy attribute) and for the number of key revocations R occurred
since his/her last execution of the data consumption procedure. The cost of a single
NM.Decrypt primitive is 3 pairings, so the total cost in the worst case is 3(|λ| − 1)R
pairings. Also, the user executes the PRE.UpdateCT and PRE.UpdateDK primitives.
In the worst case, these primitives are executed for each attribute labeling the ci-
phertext and for each attribute embedded in the user’s decryption key, except for
the dummy attribute. Hence, the total cost is |λ| − 1 + |γ| − 1 operations in G1.

The setup, user join, data production, and data consumption procedures have
a small additional cost compared to YWRL scheme. On the contrary, the key revo-
cation procedure and data consumption in case of components update have a non-
negligible additional cost, which depends on the average complexity of the access
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policies. Indeed, the more the access policies are complex, the more the cardinality
of the sets λ, µ, and γ will grow. However, such an additional cost is present only
when key revocations occur and lasts for few data consumption procedures follow-
ing the key revocations. Considering that a key revocation is a rare event compared
to data consumption and data production, the additional cost introduced by our
scheme should be acceptable in order to provide additional security that limits the
cloud server capabilities and inhibits it from accessing the data stored on it when in
possession of a revoked key.





Chapter 5

fABElous: An Attribute-Based
Scheme for Industrial Internet of
Things

Do not say a little in many words
but a great deal in a few.

Pythagoras

Internet of Things (IoT) technologies (Mainetti et al., 2011; Ashton et al., 2009;
Atzori et al., 2010) allowus to connect constrained or embedded devices through the
Internet. This has a deep impact on our everyday life, as common objects can be em-
powered with communication and cooperation capabilities. However, also the in-
dustrial sector can take enormous advantage of IoT. For example, a smart factory can
be monitored and controlled through the Internet, thus optimizing the industrial
processes (Gilchrist, 2016). Furthermore, in a smart warehouse, connected sensors
can help automated guided vehicles to findparticular goodswhich have to be loaded
on a given truck. In all these systems, security is a key requirement, especially for
integrity, confidentiality, and access control on data. Again, in these scenarios, ABE
is a valid cryptographic scheme to obtain the aforementioned requirements. Nev-
ertheless, though ABE techniques can offer a high level of security and an intrinsic
fine-grained access control, they do not fit easily in the IoTworld, especially for real-
time applications. Here, despite one may think, the computation power required
to execute ABE operations might not be the major concern, as ABE was shown to
be suitable for IoT devices (Ambrosin et al., 2016; Girgenti et al., 2019). Instead,
the most challenging aspect here is the communication overhead generated by the
ABE encryption (over 1 kB overhead permessage), whichmay be quite burdensome
for wireless networks with limited bitrate like those employed in IoT (Farrell, 2018;
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Montenegro et al., 2007). Indeed, modern IoT networks use low-power communi-
cation protocols like Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), IEEE 802.15.4, and LoRa, which
provide for low bitrates (230 kbps for BLE (Tosi et al., 2017), 163 kbps for 802.15.4
(Latré et al., 2005), 50 kbps for LoRa (Georgiou and Raza, 2017)).

In this chapter, we propose fABElous, an ABE scheme suitable for industrial IoT
applications which aims at minimizing the communication overhead introduced by
ABE encryption. The fABElous scheme ensures data integrity, confidentiality, and
access control, and reduces the communication overhead up to 52.5 % compared to
a scheme which uses ABE techniques naively.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 compares with relevant re-
latedwork. Section 5.2 introduces some background onCiphertext-PolicyAttribute-
Based Encryption. Section 5.3 describes fABElous in detail: its architecture, a ref-
erence use case, system procedures, and the reference threat model. Section 5.4
analyzes the performances of fABElous in terms of communication overhead.

5.1 Related Work
Attribute-Based Encryption has been applied to protect confidentiality and ensure
fine-grained access control in many different application scenarios like cloud com-
puting (Ming et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2010a; Xu and Martin, 2012; Hur, 2013), e-health
(Picazo-Sanchez et al., 2014), wireless sensor networks (Yu et al., 2011), Internet of
Things (Touati and Challal, 2015; Singh et al., 2015), smart cities (Rasori et al., 2018),
online social networks (Jahid et al., 2011). In this section we will call users humans
that take part in the services/systems described. Wewill also call nodes the indepen-
dent devices (mainly sensors and actuators) that take part in the services/systems
described.

Yu et al. (2011) realized the first distributed fine-grained data access control for
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) using ABE. In their work, the system is com-
posed of one controller, many users and many nodes. The network controller as-
signs a secret key to each user, according to a policy that describes the type of data
such user should decrypt. Every node possesses a set of attributes, which are gen-
erated from the controller and loaded on the node before its installation. Their sys-
tem is able to revoke a key with a single broadcast message. However, their system
does not take into account the possibility of actuators which receive and use ABE-
encrypted data. This precludes the possibility of having actuatorswhich receive and
use ABE-encrypted data in complex IoT scenarios like a smart factory.

Picazo-Sanchez et al. (2014) proposed a secure publish-subscribe protocol for
medical Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) using ABE. In their work, the sys-
tem is composed of a star-topology network where a smartphone (or a similar de-
vice) communicates with various nodes placed over the user’s body area, monitor-
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ing the user’s health conditions. The system allows any node to publish data and to
subscribe to data generated from other nodes.

Singh et al. (2015) proposed a secureMQTT for IoT, allowing the usage ofABE. In
their work, the architecture is composed of one Key Authority, one broker, and sev-
eral nodes. Every node can be a subscriber, a publisher or both. Every node knows
the public key, and a secret key associated with some attributes which describe its
characteristics. Every node subscribes to the data it needs for its proper functioning.
Both Picazo-Sanchez et al.’s and Singh et al.’s schemes follow the CP-ABE paradigm
like ours, but they use a publish-subscribe method, which is unsuitable for our ob-
jectives since it introduces too much latency.

5.2 Preliminaries
Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
The CP-ABE paradigm was first introduced by Bethencourt, Sahai, and Waters (Be-
thencourt et al., 2007) as the dual scheme of KP-ABE. In the following, we will refer
to this scheme as the BSW scheme. In CP-ABE an encrypting party labels each piece
of encrypted data (CP-ABE ciphertext) with an access policy (T ) defined over some
attributes (access policy attributes, λ). On the contrary, decryption keys embed a set
of attributes (decryption attributes, γ).

While the KP-ABE paradigm provides a content-based access control as the ci-
phertext is associatedwith a set of attributes which describes its content, the CP-ABE
paradigm provides a role-based access control as the decryption key is associated
with a set of attributes which describes the characteristics–or better yet, the role–of
the key owner.

We recall that an encrypting party is called data producer, whereas who holds a
decryption key and decrypts data is called a data consumer. The entitywhich deploys
and manages the system is called trusted party.

In this work we build on BSW scheme. In order to ease the reading, we abstract
away the mathematical insight of such a scheme. The interested reader can refer to
Bethencourt et al. (2007) for such details. Wemodel BSW schemewith the following
black-box primitives.

(MK, PK) = CP.Setup() This primitive initializes the scheme. It outputs a master
key MK, whichmust be kept secret, and an associated set of public parameters PK. The
CP.Setup primitive is executed by the trusted party.

CT = CP.Encrypt(M, T , PK) This primitive encrypts amessage M under the access
policy T . It takes as input the message M, the policy T , and the public parameters
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PK. It outputs the CP-ABE ciphertext CT. The CP.Encrypt primitive is executed by a
data producer.

DK = CP.KeyGen(MK, γ) This primitive generates a decryption key DK, which
is provided to a data consumer. It takes as input the master key MK and a set of
attributes γ which describes the data consumer. It outputs a decryption key DK.
The CP.KeyGen primitive is executed by the trusted party.

M = CP.Decrypt(CT, DK) This primitive retrieves the message M from the CP-
ABE ciphertext CT if the access policy T in the CP-ABE ciphertext is satisfied by
means of the decryption attributes γ embedded in the decryption key. It produces
⊥ otherwise. The CP.Decrypt primitive is executed by a data consumer.

5.3 Architecture
We assume a low-bitrateWireless Sensor and Actuator Network (WSAN) in which the
nodes exchange encrypted data with each other. As use-case example, consider a
smart factory that implements a real-time application (Chen et al., 2009). Because of
the strict requirements on the communication delay, we consider a direct communi-
cation between the nodes. Moreover, we assume that the WSAN uses a low-energy
and low-bitrate link-layer protocol, e.g., IEEE 802.15.4. As a consequence, communi-
cations and encryption/decryption operations should be as lightweight as possible.

We consider the WSAN to be composed of sensors, actuators, and a controller
(Figure 5.1). A sensor is a data producer that measures some quantity, encrypts
it, and sends it to a set of actuators. An actuator is a data consumer that receives
encrypted data from a set of sensors and uses it to control some mechanism. The
received data can be, for example, a command to be executed, or a sensor measure-
ment the actuator uses to take a decision. For the sake of simplicity, we keep sensor
and actuator roles separated; however, a single device may act as both. Sensors
and actuators are regulated by a special node called controller, or C, and they are
characterized by a unique identifier called Sensor ID (SID) and Actuator ID (AID),
respectively. These identifiers are chosen and assigned by the controller. Every
party p in the system holds a public/private key pair (K(p)

pub, K(p)
priv) through which

it can perform digital signature algorithms. The notation Sign(p, (m)) represents
the signature algorithm of the party p on the message m. Controller and actuators
maintain a local sensor table; every tuple of the table identifies a sensor through its
sensor ID and the related public key. Moreover, the controller maintains an actuator
table; every tuple of the table identifies an actuator through its actuator ID and the
related public key.
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sensor table
SID K(SID)

pub

. . . . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="rYvZtLuNFCXlg81zSG+26QBBuIQ=">AAADx3icbVLJbhNBEJ2JWTJmSQJHLg12ULhYthECcYqAAxGXANmE21g1nbLTSk/PqLsnC5058Gl8Bl/AFf6A6rGN4oSSLNf0q+VV1UsLJa3rdn/GS40bN2/dXk6ad+7eu7+yuvZgz+alEbgrcpWbgxQsKqlx10mn8KAwCFmqcD89fhvw/RM0VuZ6x50XOMxgouVYCnD0NFqLv3CDGk9FnmWgDz0HY+DcOoNOHFW+13lRNXmKE6m9AypaDVw6bCZcoHZopJ6Q/w8uFZjKXzDB6l/VTBJ+FJgFJyuVk0S4zLTvU5S4qDxPx5aqoGUWtc0Nm/ZgnF9ObX8e+S3++F3VTsieJu0PI1+UafXVb8yRZwG7ksUPc2fb04y5v1iZI008591M1rmAIqxl8CkvHTKFeuKO7NAvfHbqSAUpqpD72gRwNANpWbOaNMZotdXtdGtj153ezGlFM9uma+wQUVFmtFyhwNpBr1u4oQdDm6OCTV5aLEAcwwQH5GrIkOjVKqjYemnB5axAw6Ri9SNezvCQWXuepRSZAXG9ioXH/2GD0o1fDb3UBQ2qRWjkpMK6kRVGkryQHUpSjIPAHJnUTIABFxTCQAStlKS3hYa1HEx+ujDU/Bhni6NaMfSBVgHfcmrPxqSU6yO4SUF/SkEIAUsRxGOca0d36F3d+nVnr9/pPe/0P/Zbm29mF1mOHkVPoo2oF72MNqP30Xa0G4n4R/wr/h3/aWw18sZJ42wauhTPch5GC9b4/hfWbDWa</latexit>

sensor table
SID K(SID)

pub

. . . . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="rYvZtLuNFCXlg81zSG+26QBBuIQ=">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</latexit>

actuator table
AID K(AID)

pub

. . . . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="lbpi2lgTHIYaATLcUQu1MEu5FHc=">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</latexit>

controller

actuatorssensors

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="LtWIIimUbEK+yHCft1Hic5kOkRM=">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</latexit>

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="LtWIIimUbEK+yHCft1Hic5kOkRM=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.1: An overview of fABElous architecture.

Key Distribution Mechanism
In order to satisfy the strict requirements of our model regarding security and mes-
sages size, fABElous diminishes the use of CP-ABE heavier ciphertext and primi-
tives. Indeed, in our scheme each sensor executes the CP.Encrypt primitive only
once for securing multiple data described by the same access policy. Similarly, each
actuator executes the CP.Decrypt primitive only once for extracting data generated
by the same sensor and described by the same access policy. The basic idea is to
distribute symmetric keys using the BSW scheme as a reliable tool for achieving
fine-grained multicast. To this aim, a sensor encrypts a symmetric key with the
CP.Encrypt primitive under a certain policy and broadcasts it. All the actuators
will receive the ciphertext, but only some of them will be able to retrieve and store
the symmetric key by successfully executing the CP.Decrypt primitive. Henceforth,
when the sensor needs to transmit a new piece of data which has to be encrypted
under the same access policy, it simply encrypts the data with the symmetric key.
In the following, we describe the procedures of our system in detail.

System Procedures
Setup. This procedure initializes the system. The controller executes the CP.Setup
primitive, thus producing the master key, which is kept secret, and the public pa-
rameters.
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Sensor Join. The sensor join procedure is executed whenever a new sensor joins
the WSAN. Figure 5.2 shows the various steps of this procedure.

1) generate and
load K(SID1)

pub , K(SID1)
priv

<latexit sha1_base64="H4Cgue2g5D/hlC0Qj50UiRQiwmk=">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</latexit>

K(SID1)
pub

<latexit sha1_base64="Wyklfszo0/rL7ZyO5xzM2z6ZCL0=">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</latexit>

K(SID1)
priv

<latexit sha1_base64="oS+E/ESqzN31RPOv/uqW9Y4wGqc=">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</latexit>

sensor table
SID K(SID)

pub

. . . . . .

SID1 K(SID1)
pub

<latexit sha1_base64="RrNoiv0D4JlnyQS6bU0zGFMfApg=">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</latexit>

3) insert tuple
<latexit sha1_base64="MWOIGrKVEyXwCOytzR4LY5E526E=">AAAC63icbVHLbhMxFHWGVwmvFJZsLCIkkFA0kyoqy6psWBaJtJWSKLrj3Emt+jGyr2mDNV/BDhA7PoQtfAF/gydkQVquNJqrc499fM8payU95fnvTnbj5q3bd3budu/df/DwUW/38bG3wQkcC6usOy3Bo5IGxyRJ4WntEHSp8KQ8f9POTz6g89Ka97SqcaZhaWQlBVCC5r3RdH1H1KtDFbCZEl5SWcW9lw3vbkalAnHecGk8OuIUaoXzXj8f5Ovi15ti0/TZpo7mu51v04UVQaMhocD7SZHXNIvgSAqFTXcaPNZJB5Y4Sa0BjX4W1w9o+PPggSyv0XGp+BrEf09E0N6vdJmYGujMX5214P9mk0DV61mUpg6ERrRCJBWuhbxwMhmHfCEdEkH7ckwmcAEOiNBJDkIkMCQntwR1UCSdvdhaKhKUQYG7TKhDgxfCag1mEafgHKw8JRFx1sRiMEqMBVYpz61koluWTUwev8oHo/Ttj7ZN82IW2wVr+GjTIryyjl83g5Z1+ikFLQV8YqSNKmsoJVpcze96czwcFHuD4bth/+Bwk+0Oe8qesResYPvsgL1lR2zMBPvCfrCf7Fems0/Z5+zrX2rW2Zx5wrYq+/4HtlzvzA==</latexit>

4) broadcast
Sign(C, (SID1, K(SID1)

pub ))
<latexit sha1_base64="zz4V+Z53yoritwTW4eeNHUwbzYM=">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</latexit>

sensor table
SID K(SID)

pub

. . . . . .

SID1 K(SID1)
pub

<latexit sha1_base64="RrNoiv0D4JlnyQS6bU0zGFMfApg=">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</latexit>

5) insert tuple
<latexit sha1_base64="pp8zoWTY4E7Nd06n1JiI4NrkdOk=">AAAC63icbVHLbhMxFHWGVwmvFJZsLCIkkFA0kyoqy6psWBaJtJWSKLrj3Emt+jGyr2mDNV/BDhA7PoQtfAF/gydkQVquNJqrc499fM8payU95fnvTnbj5q3bd3budu/df/DwUW/38bG3wQkcC6usOy3Bo5IGxyRJ4WntEHSp8KQ8f9POTz6g89Ka97SqcaZhaWQlBVCC5r3RdH1H1KtDFbCZEl5SWcXRy4Z3N6NSgThvuDQeHXEKtcJ5r58P8nXx602xafpsU0fz3c636cKKoNGQUOD9pMhrmkVwJIXCpjsNHuukA0ucpNaARj+L6wc0/HnwQJbX6LhUfA3ivyciaO9XukxMDXTmr85a8H+zSaDq9SxKUwdCI1ohkgrXQl44mYxDvpAOiaB9OSYTuAAHROgkByESGJKTW4I6KJLOXmwtFQnKoMBdJtShwQthtQaziFNwDlaekog4a2IxGCXGAquU51Yy0S3LJiaPX+WDUfr2R9umeTGL7YI1fLRpEV5Zx6+bQcs6/ZSClgI+MdJGlTWUEi2u5ne9OR4Oir3B8N2wf3C4yXaHPWXP2AtWsH12wN6yIzZmgn1hP9hP9ivT2afsc/b1LzXrbM48YVuVff8Duzrvzg==</latexit>

2) send
Sign(C, (SID1, PK))

<latexit sha1_base64="lKJ1ZjpxZ7kf0lm001CG5JzZpzQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.2: Sensor join procedure. Dashed lines represent human-device communi-
cation.

In step 1, a human operator physically deploys the sensor and generates a pub-
lic/private key pair (K(SID)

pub , K(SID)
priv ). The operator loads the private key on the sensor

and the public key on the controller. In step 2, the controller chooses a unique iden-
tifier SID for the sensor and sends the message Sign(C, (SID, PK)) to the sensor. In
step 3, the controller adds the tuple 〈SID, K(SID)

pub 〉 to its sensor table. In step 4, the
controller signs and broadcasts the message Sign(C, (SID, K(SID)

pub )). Upon receiving
the message, each actuator verifies the signature to be valid and adds the tuple to
its sensor table (step 5).

Actuator Join. This procedure is executedwhenever a newactuator joins theWSAN.
In step 1, a human operator physically deploys the actuator and generates a pub-
lic/private key pair (K(AID)

pub , K(AID)
priv ). The operator loads the private key on the actu-

ator and the public key on the controller. The controller chooses a unique identifier
AID and an attribute set γ for the actuator; next, it executes the CP.KeyGen primi-
tive, thus obtaining the decryption key DK. Then, the controller signs the message
(AID, DK), encrypts it with the actuator’s public key, and sends it to the actuator.
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The controller adds the tuple 〈AID, K(AID)
pub 〉 to its actuator table and, finally, sends a

copy of its sensor table to the actuator through a signed message.

New Policy Installation. This procedure is executed by a sensor to share a sym-
metric key with some actuators. When a sensor performs this procedure for the first

1) choose hPID, T , KSi and insert tuple
<latexit sha1_base64="zbVAVy4ALqI0t/zrpavZUetz5Eg=">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</latexit>

2) execute E = CP.Encrypt(KS, T , PK)
<latexit sha1_base64="eIBH5XLWw8z63qM5Nhg88lFMH/M=">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</latexit>

3) broadcast
Sign (SID, (E, PID)) , SID

<latexit sha1_base64="ys20tEHxRKm8wa0CPtSPFN3k7As=">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</latexit>

4) verify Sign (SID, (E, PID)) with K(SID)
pub

<latexit sha1_base64="MCJzIuzQ0d0zgQW1BFln2gn9TyM=">AAADPHicbVJLb9NAEF6bVwmvtBzLYSFBSqQosgNROVYFJBCXoJK2Uhyi9WbsrLp+aHdMGla+8jP4KfwP7tyAK2fWwUikYaTVjuexM9/3Ocyl0Oh5Xx33ytVr12/s3Gzcun3n7r3m7t6JzgrFYcwzmamzkGmQIoUxCpRwlitgSSjhNDx/XuVPP4DSIkvf4SqHacLiVESCM7ShWfNTsH7DJKsjWUAZIFxgGJmn3ZI26lQoGT8v7SMiWtF2kOWgGGYqZQmYYxGnZSAhwg49npnXwcMXZY92XvboqP7q0kCJeIHdNl0KXND2m5nJi7B8bzp/G7ple9ZseX1vbXTb8WunRWobzXadz8E840UCKXLJtJ74Xo5TwxQKLqFsBIWG3C7OYphYt9pWT80aUUkfF9pCoBYJFZKug/Bvh2GJ1qsktJUJw4W+nKuC/8tNCoyeTY1I8wIh5dUgFBLWgzRXwpIIdC4UILJqc6AipZxZPtHSSxnnNlhYaTYGJoVEobLlBiiDLCwkUxc2qiCFJc+ShKVzEzCl2EqjHcIXpfH7Q1sxh8j+IBtSGxWHpbEc97z+0J6D4SZpmk9NBTBnHzMLhEaZottkYJzbS0pWlTBtKyyiKEvRKupf1m/bORn0/Sf9wdtB6/Co1naH7JNHpEN8ckAOySsyImPCyQ9nz9l3Hrhf3G/ud/fnn1LXqXvukw1zf/0GJlgLJg==</latexit>

5) execute KS = CP.Decrypt(E, DK)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ioau5oi/nPO1CwsVhYfZK1rN03A=">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</latexit>

6) insert tuple
<latexit sha1_base64="CE9gkrUKK1dv9xnvAweggMbGenw=">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</latexit>

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .

PID T KS
<latexit sha1_base64="0vnhGpplBKUik+e3H6N+UDpwJEI=">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</latexit>

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .

PID T KS
<latexit sha1_base64="0vnhGpplBKUik+e3H6N+UDpwJEI=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.3: New policy installation procedure.

time, it creates a policy list. This list links an access policy T to a symmetric key KS
through a policy identifier (PID). Each tuple of the list is in the form 〈PID, T , KS〉. Each
sensor creates and maintains its policy list, therefore different sensors have differ-
ent policy lists. Similarly, each actuator maintains its own policy list which contains
tuples that sensors shared by means of this procedure.

The following steps, shown also in Figure 5.3, allow a sensor to create a tuple for
its policy list and share such tuplewith some actuators over theWSAN. In step 1, the
sensor chooses an access policy T , a random symmetric key KS, and a new policy
identifier PID; next, the sensor composes the tuple and adds it to its policy list. In
step 2, the sensor encrypts the symmetric key KS under the access policy T by exe-
cuting the CP.Encrypt primitive, thus obtaining the CP-ABE ciphertext CT. In step
3, the sensor creates a new policy message, which is a signed message that includes
the ciphertext CT, the policy identifier PID, and the sensor ID SID, and broadcasts
the new policy message. Upon receiving the message, each actuator verifies the sig-
nature to be valid and checks whether its attribute set γ satisfies the access policy
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T (step 4). If not, the message is discarded. Otherwise, the actuator decrypts the
ciphertext CT by executing the CP.Decrypt primitive, thus obtaining the symmetric
key KS (step 5). Finally, the actuator adds the tuple to its policy list (step 6).

Data Exchange. This procedure (Figure 5.4) is executed by a sensor to transmit
sensed data to one or more actuators in a low-latency fashion within the WSAN.

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .

PID T KS
<latexit sha1_base64="0vnhGpplBKUik+e3H6N+UDpwJEI=">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</latexit>

policy list
Policy ID Policy Sym.Key

. . . . . . . . .

PID T KS
<latexit sha1_base64="0vnhGpplBKUik+e3H6N+UDpwJEI=">AAAEB3icbVLLbhMxFJ1peHTCq4UlG0NCxQJFSauoLKvSBVU3QX1KcRR5nJvUqu0Z2R7K4M4H8BP8Ajtgy2ewYAu/wZ0kLXlgaTTHvue+zr1xKoV1zebPcKVy6/adu6tR9d79Bw8fra0/PrFJZjgc80Qm5ixmFqTQcOyEk3CWGmAqlnAaX7wp7afvwViR6COXp9BTbKTFUHDm8Km/HnZoDCOhvWPoUnRd3KtGlIN2YIQeIb4xZ5KZwl8RTm6+ohpF9LzMXQKVSSewpExpv4VMflV4Gg8tRgJL0kQKnpOyp4JQOuvZmZj296Io2iDT20YUHeaqcQA5MufodTpInK2X5H94Bi5Ep2OVvIFBUe/0/T59tldMnGctVDF3zpn0R0V90XbQP1wKS0EPblSpXt9Qwv5ardlojg9ZBq0pqAXT08EZfMbKeaZQdC6Ztd1WM3U9zwyqiQGrNLOQMn7BRtBFqJkC2/Pj+gryIrPMJSQFQ4Qk40eY9fBMWZurGJllh3bRVj7+z9bN3PB1zwudZg40LxM5IWGcyHIjcKmADIQB51hZORChCWeGuXJzCOPlDmW4ZXMJxytiksu5pq5l/ICvBjRc8kQphoJSZgzLrcMk/LzwrUYbGQMY4gAm01H5rsyg8GYUFx41ftVstPHbbs+LZnnPlw2m7GOCjZBhYsiyGG6U4k9KVlKYRQZ2NEy0w4m2Fue3DE42G62txua7zdrO7nS2q8HT4HnwMmgF28FO8DboBMcBD7+Fv8Lf4Z/Kp8qXytfK9wl1JZz6PAnmTuXHX3WvRx0=</latexit>

1) choose T and retrieve matching tuple
<latexit sha1_base64="AdhjbktgjV2zqZGVOOC0HoFkaz8=">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</latexit>

2) encrypt data with KS
<latexit sha1_base64="p+aB/jxoCUuwi2GNtjYa+XQzUBU=">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</latexit>

3) broadcast
Sign (SID, (Enc(data, KS), PID)), SID

<latexit sha1_base64="Lmjhspk4WNZZh/e/Mt23pBp7yzU=">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</latexit>

4) delete Enc(data, KS), data
<latexit sha1_base64="IEp+yfeqluYm4/hO6Sh+KmNmngc=">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</latexit>

5) verify
Sign (SID, (Enc(data, KS), PID))

<latexit sha1_base64="EPCvg58skHFihQ/qBO9ZlH6dLiQ=">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</latexit>

6) retrieve tuple with matching PID
<latexit sha1_base64="uWoPYFLOcjw3sHTCQND1w20zc3w=">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</latexit>

7) decrypt Enc(data, KS)
and obtain data
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Figure 5.4: Data exchange procedure.

In step 1, the sensor chooses an access policy T for the sensed data, and checks in
the policy list if such access policy is present. If not, the sensor performs a new
policy installation procedure. Otherwise, the sensor retrieves the matching tuple.
In step 2, the sensor encrypts the data with the symmetric key KS and creates a data
message, which is a signed message that includes the sensor ID SID, the encrypted
data KS(data), and the policy identifier PID. In step 3, the sensor broadcasts the data
message, and then, in step 4, it securely deletes the sensed data. Upon receiving the
message, each actuator verifies the signature to be valid and checks in the policy list
if the received policy identifier is present (step 5). If not, the message is discarded.
Otherwise, the actuator retrieves the matching tuple and decrypts the ciphertext
with the symmetric key KS, thus obtaining the sensed data (step 6).
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Threat Model
The fABElous scheme provides data integrity, confidentiality, and access control.
In the following we analyze possible threats and explain how fABElous addresses
them.

Eavesdropper. Eavesdroppers are surely a threat to confidentiality. An eavesdrop-
per can try to gain information by examining the traffic between sensors, actuators
and the controller. However, every exchange of information is protected. If an eaves-
dropper is able to obtain a data message, he cannot access the data since he does not
have the symmetric key. Even if he obtains the CP-ABE ciphertext containing that
symmetric key, he cannot decrypt it either, because he lacks an ABE decryption key.
Even more so, if the eavesdropper intercepts the message exchange between an ac-
tuator and the controller during the actuator join procedure, he cannot retrieve the
decryption key since it is safely encrypted with the actuator’s public key.

Compromised Sensor. Suppose that an adversary gains complete access to a sen-
sor. Such adversary would obtain: (i) the data generated by the sensor from the
moment of compromise on; (ii) the sensor’s private key; and (iii) its policy list,
which contains the symmetric keys used for data encryption. Note that this adver-
sary cannot, in any way, obtain data generated by other sensors. Moreover, since
each sensor securely deletes past data, the adversary cannot retrieve it from the
compromised sensor. However, if an adversary intercepted and stored past trans-
missions, he would be able to retrieve past data by using the stolen symmetric keys.
In order to mitigate this, sensors could periodically refresh the symmetric keys by
deleting some tuples from their policy list and executing again the new policy in-
stallation procedure on the same policies. In this way, the adversary cannot retrieve
data produced before the last refresh of the symmetric key.

Note that the adversary could also disseminate malicious data authenticated
with the compromised sensor’s private key. In this way, malicious data is accepted
by the actuators that receive it. This attack can be thwarted by revoking the sensor’s
public key. We plan to add this functionality to a future version of fABElous.

Compromised Actuator. Suppose that an adversary gains complete access to an
actuator. Such adversary would obtain: (i) the actuator’s ABE decryption key; (ii)
its private key; and (iii) its policy list, which contains the symmetric keys used for
data decryption. Each actuator may delete past data securely after consumption, so
the adversary would not be able to retrieve it from the actuator. However, if an ad-
versary intercepted and stored past transmissions, he would be able to retrieve past
data by using the stolen symmetric keys. With this set of information, the adversary
can decrypt every past and future data message that the compromised actuator has
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access to. Note that this does not imply that the adversary has access to all the data
generated by the sensors. Indeed, his decryption capabilities are limited by the ac-
cess privileges of the compromised actuator. If the compromised actuator cannot
decrypt some data because its attribute set does not satisfy the access policy for
such data, then the adversary will not be able to decrypt it as well. This is achieved
thanks to ABE technology, which enforces a fine-grained access control even in case
of device compromise. The actuator compromise can be completely worked out by
revoking its decryption key. We plan to add this functionality to a future version of
fABElous.

5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the communication overhead introduced by our scheme,
and we compare it to other schemes. We assume the data, i.e., the message to be en-
crypted through symmetric cryptography, being composed of 120 bytes of raw data,
4 bytes of PID, and 4 bytes of timestamp (to avoid replay attacks). The symmetric key
encryption scheme used was AES with 128-bit keys in CBC mode. The digital sig-
nature algorithm used was ECDSA, which has the benefit of adding a constant size
signature of 40 byte (considering 80-bit security). As for CP-ABE, we used the tool
developed by Bethencourt et al. (2007), which implements the CP-ABE primitives
with 80-bit security. The access policy used for the evaluation was a simple, yet ef-
fective T1 = (A AND B AND C). We used AND operators without loss of generality
since the specific Boolean operator does not affect the communication overhead.

Table 5.1 shows the communication overhead of fABElous compared to other
schemes. TheNo security scheme refers to sensors transmitting rawdatawithout any

Scheme Size (bytes) Overhead
No security 120 0 %
Authentication only 160 25 %
“Naive” CP-ABE 1250 90 %
fABElous 192(+1122†) 100 %− 37.5 %
†once per policy installation

Table 5.1: Transmission size comparison.

kind of protection. TheAuthentication only scheme refers to sensors transmitting data
authenticated by means of ECDSA. The “Naive” CP-ABE scheme refers to sensors
constantly transmitting data encryptedwith CP-ABE. The fABElous communication
overhead varies with the number of executions of the data exchange procedure, and
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it can be expressed as:

Overhead(%) =
1122 + N · 72

1122 + N · 192
· 100,

where N is the number of data messages sent, 192 is the total size in bytes of each
datamessage, 72 is the amount of overhead in bytes of eachdatamessage, and 1122 is
the size in bytes of the CP-ABE ciphertext containing an AES key. As shown in Table
5.1, the overhead introduced by fABElous varies from 100 % to 37.5 %. The overhead
is at its maximum when N = 0, that is when no data exchange procedure has been
executed after a new policy installation procedure execution, and this means that
we exchanged only a new policy message, which is pure overhead. However, as
the number of execution of data exchange procedure grows, the communication
overhead considerably decreases down to 37.5 %.

Compared to theNo security scheme, fABElous introduces an incredible amount
of communication overhead, even in its best-case scenario. However, fABElous grants
data integrity, data confidentiality, and fine-grained access control, which are three
features required by our use case. Compared to the Authentication only scheme, fA-
BElous introducesmore than twice the amount of communication overhead, even in
its best-case scenario. However, in addition to data integrity, fABElous also grants
data confidentiality and fine-grained access control, which are two features required
by our use case. Compared to the “Naive” CP-ABE scheme, fABElous introduces
less communication overhead since the second data exchange execution (N ≥ 2).
However, in addition to data confidentiality and fine-grained access control, fABE-
lous also grants data integrity, which is a feature required by our use case.
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Figure 5.5: fABElous communication overhead.

Figure 5.5 shows how fABElous communication overhead drops with each execu-
tion of the data exchange procedure. The communication overhead asymptotically
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reaches 37.5 % and noticeably drops below 41 % after only 100 executions of the data
exchange procedure.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this Ph.D. dissertation we approached some security and privacy problems re-
lated to IoT applications.

First, we addressed the problem of data and position trustworthiness in partic-
ipatory sensing, and we proposed a low-cost approach that uses a swarm of UAVs
to securely verify devices’ positions by means of received power outdoor environ-
ments. We modeled the system and ran a set of experimental evaluations. The
choice of the formation was a crucial point to make the system secure. We faced
adversaries reporting false locations, and adversaries trying to deceive the location
verification process through transmission power adaptation. Compared to state-
of-the-art solutions, which either make use of special hardware or require strict
clocks synchronization to detect attacks with high precision (false reported posi-
tions within one meter), our location verification approach achieves good results in
term of attack detection in the order of meters. By using common hardware, our
solution is intended to be easily integrated in participatory sensing applications,
where users are equipped with their smartphones.

Secondly, we proposed the use of Attribute-Based Encryption in IoT scenarios to
protect the data from unauthorized access. We proposed a secure scheme for smart
city applications in which the data is outsourced to a semi-trusted cloud server. We
addressed open challenges related to the employment ofABE in IoT, namely the high
cost of KP-ABE encryption on resource-constrained devices and the computational
burden caused by key revocation operations. In ABE-Cities, the sensing devices ex-
ecute only lightweight symmetric-key encryption, thus we can employ constrained
sensing devices such as battery-powered motes. This makes ABE-Cities suitable for
a broader set of smart city applications. Moreover, ABE-Cities takes into account the
peculiarities of a smart city, such as its street network, the geographical distribution
of the sensor network, etc., and maps them onto the underlying KP-ABE scheme in
order to gain efficiency in key revocation procedures. We proved that ABE-Cities
scales well with the number of users and the number of streets by simulating it on
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large cities, i.e., Houston and Beijing.
Next, we extendedYWRL scheme (Yu et al., 2010a) to improve its security against

the cloud server, otherwise capable of accessing the stored data under the assump-
tion that it comes in possession of a revoked key. In order to do that, the proposed
scheme splits the key revocation task on both the cloud server and the users. We
compared our scheme with the original YWRL, and we showed that the additional
costs required to protect against such threat mainly weigh on the user.

Finally, we showed howABE can be integrated in industrial IoT systems, specifi-
cally in low-bitratewireless sensor and actuator networks. Weproposed fABElous, a
CP-ABE schemewhich provides integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and access
control on data. We addressed the challenge of providing all the aforementioned
security properties while keeping the communication overhead as low as possible,
and we showed how it outperforms a system which integrates CP-ABE naively.
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